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PRINCIPAL
Annual Report

‘Rostrevor would not 

have been the same 

in 2020 without 

each of you because 

each of you matters 

absolutely. ‘

Principal Brian Schumacher reminds us that education can provide liberation from ignorance, oppression, 
fear and closed-mindedness in his insightful speech at the Annual Presentation Night on October 26.

To our teachers, support staff, coaches and tutors – 
while tonight is a celebration of student achievement, 
it is also recognition of your influence in their learning 
and development. 

As Principal, I am very grateful for the wisdom, 
generosity and hard work of our Board and its 
committees along with the work of the Foundation 
and the Parents’ and Friends’ Association. While many 
of our meetings and functions have been cancelled or 
moved online this year, your support has made all the 
difference as we negotiated the challenges of 2020.

To you – our parents and families – tonight we give 
thanks for your continued support of our work with 
your sons. Earlier this year, you did a wonderful job 
supporting your sons as they learnt online, often 
while caring for other children and/or running your 
own businesses from home during the height of our 
restrictions. In 2020, your feedback and words of 
encouragement gave us the confidence to keep working 
to make the most of the year despite the restrictions 
of COVID-19.

The Year of Camaraderie

Thank you to our student leaders for your care and 
leadership in 2020 and, most especially, your good 
humour and optimism. Late last year, you named 
2020 as the Year of Camaraderie and, as it turned out, 
building connections between people and supporting 
one another has been more important than ever. We 
are optimistic about your future, knowing that people 
who have overcome hardship often use that experience 
to leverage future success.

And, to every young man of the red and black, while 
only some of you will come across the stage tonight, 
know that we are proud of each and every one of you. 
Keep striving, keep working hard in the knowledge that 
the rewards will come. 

As you know, the restrictions of COVID-19 forced us to 

find new ways to communicate in 2020. Consequently, 
we have spent more time online in meetings, lessons, 
tutoring....everything. While it was a novelty at first 
and a saviour in terms of enabling many activities, 
we quickly realized the limitations of technology, and 
rediscovered the joy of being with each other – in person! 

Trauma followed by Hope

At Rostrevor we are familiar with the story of Edmund 
Rice looking out his window and discovering who God 
called him to be. Given everything that has happened, I 
wonder what Edmund would make of our experiences 
in 2020. I also wonder what you saw as you looked 
into our global community through the window of our 
laptops and social media. Indeed, there has been so 
much trauma, so much conflict and deception that I 
have often needed to turn it off.

Then again, there was also so much hope:

•   Spontaneous applause for first responders from the 
balconies in large cities around the world;

•   Countless acts of generosity and kindness; 

•   New online communities were formed, and people 
everywhere found ways to connect and spread hope.

For me, every one of these acts is a powerful reminder 
of the love that resides within all people, a love that 
seemingly bursts out to make connection with others 
in times of trouble.

It is true that the global pandemic has shocked us to 
the core – like nothing else since WWII. Indeed, it is the 
uncertainty that we find most disturbing along with a 
powerful reminder that we cannot control everything. 
Paradoxically, this is something that may help us to 
make progress in the years ahead.

Celebrating Science and Learning

While many have found it convenient to ignore 
the science of Climate Change and environmental 
degradation, the pandemic, with its clear and immediate 
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danger for everyone, regardless of wealth, ethnicity 
or gender, has opened our eyes to the importance of 
learning and scientific research. Perhaps our celebration 
of the science that will bring relief in the pandemic will 
allow more of us to appreciate the science of Climate 
Change and the urgency with which we address its 
causes.

In our annual celebration of another year in one of 
Eddy’s schools, we give thanks for those who have looked 
beyond themselves, beyond their own circumstances 
and the boundaries of self-interest to a bigger world and 
the need for us to work together. We give thanks for all 
of the vaccine researchers and hundreds of thousands 
of others working tirelessly to keep us safe – knowing 
that the rewards will come.

In the light of all that has confronted us in 2020 we ask:

•   What does it mean to be a man/woman for others?

•   What is liberating in an Edmund Rice education?

Tonight, I suggest that our education is:

•   Liberation from close-mindedness and those who 
reject learning as the source of progress;

•   Liberation from fear that helping others somehow 
deprives us;

•   Liberation from the delusion that we can control 
everything;

•   Liberation from the foolishness that any one country 
can become great at the expense of others; and 

•   Liberation from the oppression of those who say we 
cannot make a difference.

Tonight, we congratulate those students who have 
excelled in the many dimensions of learning and 

community life this year and we also give thanks for 
the gift of every person in our community. 

Each of you has made a difference to our lives this 
year, whether you realise it or not, and your study has 
continued to form you so that you can help make the 
world a better place for everyone.

Rostrevor would not have been the same in 2020 
without each of you because each of you matters 
absolutely. 

May Blessed Edmund pray for us and may we live Jesus 
in our hearts forever.

Thank you.

Brian Schumacher
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
OF EREA

My Dear Friends

It is a privilege to contribute these words for your Yearbook of 2020.

In the light of the COVID crisis, much has been said of the uniqueness 
and challenges of this year. The challenges have been enormous and 
there has never been a more difficult or disrupted school year.

During this time of great difficulty, your school community has been 
a beacon of hope for all. I have never been so proud of our schools 
as this year, when the care and compassion that we espouse in our 
stated mission, has been so visibly enacted in our school communities. 
Be very proud of your resilience, your care and compassion, your 
dedication to what is important. In the face of great challenge, your 
school has truly been an ornament to the vision of Edmund Rice and 
the priorities of our Gospel.

We are particularly proud of our final year students, whose valedictory 
year has been greatly compromised. Despite the challenges of offsite 
learning and restrictions within society, our students have found a way 
to lead, to learn and to celebrate. This augurs so well for their future 
success.

Our staff have been magnificent! In the face of great pressure and 
challenge, we must celebrate the extraordinary dedication and 
creativity of our staff. We are so proud of you and our profession is so 
much richer for the contribution that you have made.

Many of our families have undergone great hardship this year. Thank 
you for staying with us and please know that we are with you in good 
times and in times of adversity. Your faith in Edmund Rice education is 
what sustains us and drives your school to be the best that it can be.

Finally, in my final time of offering these words, I am grateful for and 
rejoice in the vision that unites us all and challenges us to become 
more complete human beings through a Catholic education based on 
compassion, liberation and inclusion.

With much gratitude.

Dr Wayne Tinsey 
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CHAIR OF THE 
COLLEGE BOARD
Presentation Night Speech 2020

Parents and caregivers also should be acknowledged 
and congratulated for what they have accomplished 
as well – a large period of uncertainty earlier in the 
year, with a period of their children studying at home 
and needing support and encouragement to maintain 
a disciplined focus.

Likewise, our staff also need to be acknowledged 
and congratulated; preparing for their students to 
undertake online learning and then conducting and 
supervising the online teaching and learning, by its 
different nature would have been challenging and 
time-consuming.

The usual year was affected: a period of several 
months when not every student was in attendance, 
especially our indigenous students unfortunately; 
the fortunately brief period of online learning for all 
students; a shortened sports season; cancellation of 
usual camps, trips and celebrations; and the avoidance 
of large assemblies.

For the Board, too, and other Rostrevor College entities 
such as the Parents’ and Friends’ Association, it has 
been a dislocated year, with the Board having moved 
to Zoom meetings until the last couple of months 
face-to-face ones.

The major focus of the Board has been on continuing 
to ensure that as much as possible we are able to 
support the Principal, Leadership Team and staff in 
enhancing the outcomes for our students.

New Marketing Plan

This has taken many dimensions: a prime one has 
been the continuing development of how the College 
markets itself. The Board has been pleased to welcome 
the consultancy of Old Collegian, Steve Olech, in 
this area. He brought a comprehensive analysis of 
directions to the Board for a new Marketing Plan, 
which we were pleased to endorse.

The Board decided that instead of having a separate 
PR and Marketing Committee, this area would be 
subsumed into a Risk and Performance Committee. 
At each Board meeting, members build on the work 
of this committee by having as a standing item, 
Emerging Risks and Strategic Opportunities.

The Board has established a Work Plan that sets out 
key areas for consideration over the next couple of 
years, which includes a deep dive into nominated 
important areas, such as finance and health and safety.

Another ongoing important standing item on 
the Board’s agenda is reflecting on the College’s 
faithfulness to the Charter and Touchstones for all 
EREA schools. We have been indebted to the Principal, 
Deputy Principal Frank Ranaldo, APRIM Ric Sachse, 
and Service Learning and Social Justice Coordinator, 
Adam Whitefield, for the contributions they have 
made in these considerations.

Student Safety and Wellbeing

As you would expect, the Board also gives priority to 
ensuring the safety and wellbeing of every student 
entrusted to our care. In this regard, the Board monitors 
developments in schools locally and interstate so 
that we can learn from the experiences and at times 
mistakes of others. Throughout 2020, this was a topic 
that evoked considerable discussion at the Board and 
subsequent reflection on our role in maintaining the 
highest levels of Child Safeguarding.

Rostrevor College, as are all EREA schools, is owned 
by EREA (Edmund Rice Education Australia) and as 
such is governed by them. The Principal is responsible 
for directly managing the school and reporting to 
EREA. The Board does not have a governing authority 
but advises the Principal, either by raising issues, 
suggestions, or concerns, or responding to matters 
raised by the Principal.

At Rostrevor College, we have been blessed by the 

The College Board congratulates all Rostrevor students who have achieved significantly academically, 
spiritually, culturally, in sports, in the arts and as community members.

‘Rostrevor has been 

a wonderfully 

supportive 

community during 

the year and you 

 are all part of 

making it so.’
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openness and transparency of the Principal in 
keeping the Board informed of any issues or 
initiatives taking place. The Board has also felt 
confident in raising any matters or concerns 
for consideration, that hopefully reflects the 
thinking of many in the College community.

Increasing Enrolments

The Board has been very pleased with the 
Principal’s identification of, or follow up to 
parent surveys, matters that need addressing 
to further enhance the students’ learning and 
development. He has identified key staffing 
needs and re-deployment of staff. The upward 
enrolment trend has accelerated over the last 
two years, giving testimony to the efficacy of 
those developments.

Therefore, it was with a sense of a two-edge 
sword to be informed of the 12-month acting 
position as EREA Regional Director for the 
nine EREA schools in South Australia, the 
Northern Territory and Western Australia that 
the Principal, Brian Schumacher, has been 
asked to undertake. The appointment is a 
testimony to Brian’s significant leadership skills 
and competencies, from which Rostrevor has 
benefited and congratulations are very much in 
order. The downside, obviously is that we are 
being deprived of those skills and competencies 
during that time.

However, fortunately we have Mr Frank 
Ranaldo stepping into the Acting Principal role. 
You will be aware of Frank’s attributes and 
abilities, which were recently strongly endorsed 
by his EREA summative performance appraisal. 

So, we are in good hands.

We wish you well Brian in your undertakings 
during the next year; we are reassured by the 
fact that Rostrevor College is one of the schools 
of which you will have oversight. And we wish 
you, Frank, many blessings in your leadership 
role next year.

Dedicated Board Members

I recognise and give thanks to the members 
of the Board: Deputy-Chair, Sam Crafter, Tony 
Circelli, who is Chair of the Risk and Performance 
Committee, Julie-Ann Holmes, Jacqui Tosh, 
who chairs the Stewardship Committee, Craig 
Smith and Jenny Paglia, and Angelo Piantadosi, 
a member of the Board Executive. Angelo is 
concluding his time on the Board at the end of 
the year, so I particularly want to thank him, 
for his committed service on the Board, and 
previously as a member of the then Finance 
Committee. I know that Angelo’s contribution 
to the College will continue in some shape or 
form over the next years and I thank you very 
much for what you have done and will do into 
the future. 

The Principal is also a member of the Board 
and in attendance are the Deputy Principal, 
Frank Ranaldo, and the Business Manager, Jan 
Hurley. We thank them very much for their 
input, as well as other staff who from time to 
time are called upon to present to the Board. 
We especially thank Deb Winchester, the 
Principal’s PA, for her commitment to minute-
taking and organisational matters.

We also thank non-Board committee members: 
Eric Mercer, Daryl Knight, Alvin Ortiz, and 
Paul Smith for their commitment as Board 
committee members. We acknowledge 
the College staff and thank them for their 
dedication and commitment to achieving 
excellent outcomes for all the students at 
the College. And thanks to you, parents, care-
givers and supporters for making the College 
the wonderful community it is in the multiple 
ways you support the Principal and staff in 
their work and the activities that contribute to 
the resourcing of the College, and community 
celebrations, such as tonight.

In these trying pandemic times, community is 
vital in assisting and supporting each individual. 
Rostrevor has been a wonderfully supportive 
community during the year and you are all part 
of making it so. We are pleased for our broader 
church community to have Patrick Michael 
O’Regan appointed as the Catholic Archbishop 
of Adelaide. We hope that the opening up of 
society from the pandemic will enable us to 
come to know him better and likewise him us.

In concluding, we wish all the students well 
in their assessments as we approach the end 
of the year, especially the Year 12 students, 
who have continued to apply themselves in 
these uncertain times and will deserve their 
achievements and break thereafter. Go well.

Dr Vin Thomas 
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL – 
DEAN OF 
STUDENTS (R-12)

‘The number of 

merits and students 

with ATARs over 90 

in 2020 was as good 

as it has ever been 

at the College.’

2020 began with great excitement as we welcomed a large number of new students and staff 
including Nicole Laube, Deputy Principal – Dean of Faculty; Melissa Canil, Director – Student 
Wellbeing (Junior Years); Lisa Clark, Religious Education Coordinator – Junior Years; James Allan, 
First XVIII Coach and Director of Football; Anthony Lagos, Technology Teacher; Maria Dimasi, 
Science and Maths Teacher; Karen Rimmer, Science Teacher and Amber Dodson, Student Services.

Term 1 was filled with the usual assemblies, 
Swimming Carnivals and cricket matches and the 
Prefects drew up a large calendar of social justice and 
fundraising initiatives to support those in need in the 
community and to help their fellow students deliver 
on their pledge to be ‘Men for Others’.

However, in March, just as the College year was 
hitting its stride, the Coronavirus struck South 
Australia and everything changed. For our students, 
especially our Year 12s, who had so much to achieve 
and to enjoy, it was a hefty blow. The uncertainty 
which shrouded the weeks ahead would undoubtedly 
have had an impact on their state of mind. For the 
young men who were accustomed to playing a lot 
of sport, which helped them physically, socially and 
mentally, the suspension of the winter Co-curricular 
Program was hugely disappointing. 

One group of students faced an even larger 
challenge. Unlike Rostrevor’s day students, who 
only had a short interruption to their face-to-face 
learning, many boarders who had returned to 
their homes in regional SA were unable to return 
to Rostrevor for weeks. For our interstate boarders, 
it was months before they could return to Duggan 
House and their Rostrevor friends and teachers, 
although Rostrevor staff moved heaven and earth 
to ensure their education was continued from 
afar with some clever partnerships with Northern 
Territory schools in particular. 

For the wider school community, COVID-19 meant 
there were no College assemblies until the end of the 
school year. Marian Day celebrations were via a video 
link and our popular Twilight Fair was cancelled. 
Many other College events, where all parents would 
normally have been invited, were live-streamed. This 

included our annual Presentation Night, Year 12 
Valedictory Ceremony and Year 6 Rite of Passage 
Ceremony. 

While it took time for sport, music and other 
important elements of the Rostrevor experience to 
return to normal, our young men were eventually 
able to enjoy a reduced winter sports fixture, a 
successful Intercol, Year 12 Retreats, the Principal’s 
Ball and a Concert in the Valley. 

Despite the challenging year, Rostrevor continued to 
shine in each of our four pillars. 

Academically, we achieved outstanding results. The 
number of merits and students with ATARs over 90 
in 2020 was as good as it has ever been at the College. 
This is an enormously significant reward for both the 
boys and their teachers. Several students attained 
great results in the University Clinical Aptitude 
Test (UCAT) for those hoping to study medicine at 
university.

While there were limited performance opportunities 
for our music students, credit goes to the College’s 
Music Department for providing what opportunities 
they could. The Senior and Middle Rock bands entered 
the online RockFest national band competition, with 
the Middle Rock Band being named among the top 
acts. The Head of Music, Mr Peter Waterman, saw a 
unique opportunity to honour Australia’s Servicemen 
and women by encouraging students to perform The 
Last Post in their driveways on April 25 – Anzac Day. 
Year 12 students Daniel Leonard, Finn Pogas, Patrick 
Baldwin and Alex Trzcinski, helped produce a video 
tribute which was shared across our televisions and 
around Australia which meant a great deal to many. 
Later in the year, the annual Presentation Night 
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and the Concert in the Valley were both great 
showcases of the musical talent at Rostrevor.

Our Intercol performance was very strong 
across all areas and year levels. Rostrevor’s First 
and Open teams were exceptional with a 5 – 0 
win in Soccer, a draw for our Basketballers and 
an admirable performance for our First XVIII 
footballers. Games were livestreamed for the 
first time which enabled all to experience the 
excitement which comes with the competition. 
The College Swim team won the B-Grade 

School Sport SA Championships and, while the 
2020 Cricket season was cut short, Term 4 saw 
the likes of Sam Rahaley, Mackenzie Best, Jake 
Slivak and Cooper Llewelyn returning to the 
crease and demonstrating their great talents, 
especially in the T20 competition. 

In addition to enjoying the wide-ranging 
achievements of our students in what was a 
difficult year, it has been a pleasure working 
with the College Executive and Leadership 
Teams. I am very fortunate to work with a 

group of people who not only support me in 
my role but also inspire me to look for ways 
of improving how we do things, always with 
a view to enhancing student outcomes. The 
commitment of this group of people is second 
to none and I would personally like to thank 
them for their support. 

Frank Ranaldo 
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DEPUTY PRINCIPAL – 
DEAN OF 
FACULTY (R-12)

Future skills for learning are focused on flexibility, creativity, interpersonal connections and critical 
thinking, and 2020 was certainly a year to bring these to the forefront. Our Rostrevor community 
responded to each new situation with grace, determination and persistence and we are extremely 
proud of our staff, students and parents for continuing to highlight the importance of community 
partnership.

‘We are amazed 

at the incredible 

resilience, flexibility 

and creativity that 

was implemented 

at short notice to 

ensure that high-

quality learning 

continued.’

Interestingly, many of the future capabilities 

highlighted in education over the past 10 years tried 

to encapsulate what schooling would look like in 

2020. Workshops, readings and symposiums often 

had the theme of ‘Future Schools – 2020’ as a way 

to nudge our learning, to think about our changing 

world so that we could adapt and model new learning 

skills to equip our students for the contemporary 

world.  I do not think that any of us imagined just 

how different that would be, but we are amazed at 

the incredible resilience, flexibility and creativity 

that was implemented, often at very short notice, 

to ensure that high quality learning continued. The 

new OECD report for 2030 continues to explore these 

themes and, not surprisingly, wellbeing is a key focus.

Innovative Educators

Thankfully, 2020 was the implementation of our new 

learning management system, SEQTA, and our goals 

were to increase the student efficacy in identifying, 

knowing and understanding learning goals and 

also receiving timely feedback at the point of need 

to promote future growth opportunities. The global 

pandemic exacerbated the speed of implementation 

at the end of Term 1 and our students were adept at 

moving to the full integration of this tool with minimal 

interruption to learning. The wonders of technology 

and the ease of which they were embraced, allowed 

us to retain the richness of human interaction and 

ensured valuable learning continued for our Boarders 

and students who were not at school. Our teachers 

learnt how to podcast, screen cast, create online tests, 

blog, implement interactive quizzes in addition to 

meeting pets, little siblings and grandparents in the 

backgrounds of our students’ screens.

Students Adapt and Thrive

The constant of community and the four touchstones 
became the centre of every decision that was made 
during this time. Liberating Education, Gospel 
Spirituality, Inclusive Community and Justice and 
Solidarity were key reminders of what truly matters.  
Whether we were able to be together in class, online, 
resetting goals or adapting to a new situation, each 
of these touchstones was embraced and helped 
provide a clear pathway in times of uncertainty.  The 
consistency of learning, connection, community and 
a strong sense of knowing we are loved by an infinite 
God provided stability in times where there were 
rapid changes to the world as we know it.

Our boys continued to thrive and grow in both their 
academic and spiritual wellbeing. The learning evolved 
and developed at an exciting pace and the collaboration 
of our teaching community, both within the College 
and our extended Catholic and EREA networks, was 
simply awe inspiring and breathtaking. The Living, 
Learning, Leading CESA Framework enabled us to 
explore a range of capabilities that are also evident 
as key skills outlined in both SACE and ACARA. The 
boys grew steadfastly and recognised inner strength 
and fortitude as they helped navigate new directions 
while maintaining safe practices to ensure the safety 
of the wider community. They learnt the importance 
of teamwork by upholding integrity through empathy 
and collaboration with one another and found the 
balance between moving forward towards future goals 
yet holding space for gentleness by uncovering hidden 
joys as life changed pace.  

A Strong Student Voice

Kerry Hodkinson, our Director – Teaching and 
Learning, and Heads of Faculty, worked collaboratively 
and provided inspiration and support to our staff 
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and students during this time. They researched, adapted, created and 
synthesised an incredible amount of new information to ensure that the 
boys were well supported and able to continue to demonstrate exemplary 
learning outcomes. Our leaders were involved in a “LeadLearn” Project 
that reviewed the many learning domains and had a strong focus on 
student voice and learner efficacy. We know that a strong team also 
needs outstanding organisation and support so a special thank you to 
Julie Pratten, Executive Assistant to the Teaching and Learning team, for 
her endless support to our boys, families and staff.  

It is hard to imagine that life was any different as you look at the plethora 
of beautiful images that demonstrate the wonder, innovation, delight 
and determination in the multitude of different learning experiences. 
Pope Francis describes the present moment as a “propitious time” to be 
open to the Spirit, who can “inspire us with a new imagination of what is 
possible.” He recalls that the Spirit does not allow itself “to be closed in or 
manipulated by fixed or outmoded methods or decadent structures” but 
rather moves us to “make new things.”

To our young Rostrevor men, our staff and parents we say thank you and 
congratulations.  Thank you for working with us at this propitious time; 
we are grateful to belong to a community that promotes the growth of 
each and every individual to reflect, learn and continue to embrace new 
possibilities.

Nicole Laube

Comments from some of our Year 12 students

“I value the relationships that we have with others, even the 
relationships we believe to be small but when being deprived of our 
social life because of this time period it shows how we should value 
each others’ presence more.”

“I have learnt that there are bigger things in life and it’s about going 
forward one step at a time and not rushing things.”

“I have learned that you don’t realise how much these opportunities 
mean once they are no longer available.”

“Knowing that I have my mates to rely on whenever I need them the 
most.”
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL – 
RELIGIOUS IDENTITY 
& MISSION

‘The boys reached 

out through letters 

written to aged-

care institutions 

reminding the 

elderly they might 

be out of sight but 

not out of mind.’

The year started like many previous years with stunning weather to grace a beautiful Opening 
Ceremony in the Valley. 

We welcomed new students and families to the 
Rostrevor community with great anticipation and 
excitement for the life, love and learning that was to 
come.

Our Ash Wednesday celebration reflected on the 
devastation of the summer bushfires and our need to 
be awake, our need for conversion in order to be true 
stewards of God’s creation so that our relationship 
with nature is respectful, mutually sustaining and 
celebratory. The full extent of the seriousness of the 
COVID-19 pandemic was not yet apparent, but the 
words of Pope Francis would ring in our ears for much of 
the year, ‘It’s hard to be healthy in an unhealthy world”. 

Edmund Rice Day

By the 5th of May, the traditional date Rostrevor 
celebrates its founder Edmund Rice, students had 
just returned from South Australia’s first lock down. 
With tight restrictions on our physical movement, 
our view of the world become one of looking out into 
it from the boundaries of our homes and places of 
residence. This became the theme for our celebration. 
When Edmund looked out from his window at a time 
of great questioning in his own life, what he saw was 
life changing; large groups of young boys bereft of any 
opportunity in life for lack of care and education.

The view from Edmund’s window would define his life

Letters for Lockdown

Upon returning from lockdown, our students were 
reflecting deeply on the impact of COVID-19, on 
themselves, their families and their community. A 
very different format for celebrating Edmund Rice 
Day was required, one which saw the boys reaching 
out through letters written to aged care institutions 
reminding the elderly they might be out of sight but 
not out of mind. Year 3 student Luca Beltrame said 
he had missed spending time with his grandmother 
and wanted to remind her she was in his thoughts. 
“Things are a little bit different at the moment and 
I’m sorry that I can’t see you,” he wrote. “When this is 
all over, I can’t wait to go for walks again on the beach 
with you again.”

The letters to aged care centres, first responders and 
vulnerable family members were deeply appreciated, 
as this response from LHI Retirement Services confirms:

“We at LHI are very grateful for the time and 
kindness afforded to us by the students at 
this time of COVID-19 virus pandemic. The 
letters are very welcome and warmly received”. 
LHI Retirement Services

Tory Caltabiano from the North Eastern Community 
Hospital said the letters sent to its aged care residents 
had arrived during “a very tough time” and that they 
were buoyed by “such positivity and optimism in the 
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face of fear and the unknown”. Similarly, staff at 
the Estia Health aged care centre at Hope Valley 
said the letters “brought smiles to many faces”. “It 
was uplifting to receive positive and reassuring 
words that we are not alone and we are all in 
this together.

Principal Brian Schumacher shared the following 
reflection.
“The compassion shown by the boys has been 
warmly received, particularly by older people in 
isolation in their homes and in aged care, taking 
the time to put pen to paper and write a letter 
encourages young people to consider others who 
are more vulnerable than themselves and offer a 
moment of support and encouragement.”

Adapting and re-adapting

Among the many skills learned this year 
by students, teachers and families has been 
that of adapting and re-adapting to changing 
circumstances. This was true for many of the 
programs we would reschedule and adapt 
throughout the year. There were casualties. The 
Year 11 Service Learning Program which places 
students in community organisations for four 
days could not take place. Similarly, the much-
feted Indian Pilgrimage was cancelled. The Year 
11 retreat, normally offered in a three-day format 
off campus, was re-packaged as a one-day retreat 
onsite shortly before the Term 3 holidays. Amid 
growing concern for our Year 12 cohort, it was 
decided to make another attempt at re-scheduling 
their three-day retreat cancelled in Term 1. The 
dates were set for week 6, Term 3. Some venues 
were receiving group bookings again for the first 
time since late March. 

Gratitude – a defining hallmark of the 
Year 12 cohort

The engagement of the Year 12 cohort was 
exceptional as was their appreciation of efforts 
made to provide them with every possible 
opportunity. By the end of the year, a colleague 
reflected to me that not once had they heard a 
complaint from the Year 12s about the many 
changes forced upon them – a remarkable 
character trait to be taken into the rest of their lives. 

Other changes included our Marian Day 
celebration on the 15th of August. Unable to 
gather as a whole school community, individual 
houses gathered in separate locations around the 
College to participate in a pre-recorded Mass. The 
prayerful participation of the students allowed 
us to consider new formats for the future. The 
afternoon program was again adjusted to allow 
the College to participate in Unfair Day, normally 
part of the Edmund Rice Day celebrations. We were 
blessed by some fantastic weather which allowed 
the students to again enjoy some elements of the 
year that they thought they may have missed.  

The New Normal

By the beginning of Term 4, schools were 
again allowed to gather for whole-of-school 
assemblies, with the unfortunate exception 
that parents could still not attend. I acknowledge 
the disappointment of many families who were 
unable to attend the end of year celebrations of 
their sons as they marked graduation, transitions 
and celebrated Christmas liturgies. 

Perhaps it was fitting that the Social Justice/
Touchstones assembly was the first whole school 
assembly since March. 

It gave Rostrevor the opportunity to celebrate 
that essential charism of ‘being a man for others’ 
through many social justice initiatives and 
through the College Touchstones of Inclusive 
Community, Gospel Spirituality, Justice and 
Solidarity and Liberating Education. The assembly 
began with the theme of mental health which 
the Australian Catholic Bishops had chosen as 
their annual theme for their Social Justice Sunday 
celebrated a few weeks previously. The assembly 
also included the inaugural presentation of the 
Green Shield and new environmental award 
presented to O’Brien House for its winning efforts 
in the ‘War on Waste’ campaign. 

Bringing the year to a close

Throughout this year of both trial and opportunity, 
the Rostrevor community has drawn deeply from 
its roots in the Edmund Rice tradition and the 
hope, consolation and inspiration of the Gospels. 

We have been led with wisdom, courage, great 
care, creativity and resilience.

The effort to do so has been generous and 
sustained. In the final days of the school year, 
staff enjoyed a Reflection Day with the invitation 
to join the ‘Go Slow Club’ for a day. A day not 
so much about the speed of doing things as 
the quality of presence brought to each shared 
moment and mindful of the depth of relationship 
present in those moments. It was a day enjoyed 
and once again blessed by beautiful weather. 

Thanks and Farewells

It is more than timely and appropriate to thank 
all who have contributed to the Service and Spirit 
pillar of the College over the course of the year. 
Each staff member does so in their own particular 
way but for the House Leaders entrusted with the 
Pastoral Care of their students, your tireless work 
is especially appreciated. 

The Religious Education faculty is endlessly 
hardworking and creative. Thank you for all who 
have taken up responsibilities within the faculty 
throughout the year. Your investment continues 
to bear fruit in excellent academic outcomes and 
in the deep personal formation of our students. 

I am blessed and deeply appreciative of working 
within a really strong structure of Identity Leaders 
in the College. 

This year, we welcomed Ms Lisa Clark to the role of 
Junior School Religious Education Coordinator. Lisa 
has brought much life and energy to developing 
the new Crossway’s curriculum and to parish, 
family and College celebrations of the Sacrament 
of Confirmation.  

Mr Adam Whitefield holds the position of Service 
Learning, Social Justice and Immersions Co-
ordinator. Adam continues to work passionately, 
professionally and creatively bringing many new 
initiatives to these areas with special concerns for 
student advocacy and the environment. 

Lastly, it is time to farewell Mr Anthony Callisto 
who leaves Rostrevor to take up the role of 
Assistant Principal Religious Identity and Mission 
at CBC Wakefield St. Anthony is a Rostrevor old 
scholar who took up teaching at Rostrevor in 
2011. Anthony has held the position of Religious 
Education Head of Faculty for the past three years. 

Anthony has been a valued and talented member 
of the Religious Education and English faculties 
in his 10 years at the College. We know you will 
enrich, and be enriched by, many others in this 
new role. Rostrevor is proud to have an ambassador 
of your quality. 

Richard Sachse 
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The Year of Camaraderie was alive and evident in the Junior Years boys through the strength and 
community spirit that kept us connected in a difficult year. 

DIRECTOR – 
STUDENT WELLBEING 
(JUNIOR YEARS)

It has been a year like no other in the Junior Years 
with the global pandemic changing our lives in many 
ways. We welcomed many new students to Rostrevor 
this year particularly in the Year 5 cohort. This year 
brought about some changes as I entered a new 
role and Lisa Clark joined our community as Year 6 
teacher and Religious Education Coordinator. 

Student Leadership 

Our Year 6 Leadership Team for 2020, voted in by 
peers and staff, consisted of Finn McNamara (Junior 
Captain), Chanho Jung (Junior Vice-Caption), Luca 
Parker (Barron House Captain), Kalan Marzullo (Egan 
House Captain), Christian Disciscio (Gurr House 
Captain), Max Wucsko (Murphy House Captain), 
Edward Pipe (O’Brien House Captain), Stefan Musolino 
(Webb House Captain), Vivaan Sareen (Music Captain), 
Alessio Maiorano (Music Vice-Captain). 

Carnivals, Camps and Celebrations

In Term 1, our Junior Years Leaders were lucky enough 
to be invited to St Paul’s for a Leadership Day with 
other Edmund Rice Schools. Student leaders from CBC 
and St Paul’s attended and discussed the theme “Go 
Further Together”. The boys shared a liturgy, discussed 
social justice issues, planned how they could be 
leaders in their own community and finished the day 
with a pizza lunch which was very popular. We aspire 
to continue the connection of our student leaders 
within the Edmund Rice schools in Adelaide and hope 
to meet again in the new year. 

We had perfect weather for our Swimming lessons 
ending with our yearly carnival. Webb took the win at 
the carnival and the boys had a great day of swimming 
and fun. In Week 2, our Year 5s travelled to Aldinga for 
a three-day camp. They enjoyed a range of activities 
from Active Ed and spent time getting to know our 
many new Year 5 students. In Week 7, we spent the 
week acknowledging the ‘Bullying No Way!’ and 

Harmony Day themes. The Junior Years boys enjoyed 
the House Activities across the College and spending 
time with the senior boys.

Term 2 was when the impact of COVID 19 started 
to gain momentum. With no Co-curricular activities, 
assemblies, events, carnivals and gathering in the 
Junior Years, we needed to find more creative ways to 
support our boys’ wellbeing. In Term 2, we saw the 
introduction of ‘Hot Choc with the Head’ which is 
where boys who have gone above and beyond were 
able to share a Hot Chocolate with Principal Brian 
Schumacher. One boy from each class was chosen 
for this special treat every two weeks. Our Junior boys 
loved this new initiative and felt pretty special drinking 
Hot Chocolate and eating cookies while having a chat 
with Mr Schumacher. This activity has continued all 
year with many of our boys being rewarded for going 
above and beyond with their efforts.

Camaraderie and School Spirit

In Term 3, we saw the return of normality with 
some restrictions easing across the nation. Students 
celebrated Unfair Day across the College and our Year 
5 and 6 boys ran some stalls. We held the Junior Years 
Sports Day with Egan taking the shield. Although it 
was different this year without having our parents 
able to attend, the boys made the most of the day 
and showed camaraderie and school spirit. With the 
restrictions around parents attending events, we 
ensured that we were sharing events, photos and 
videos online with our parent community so they 
could enjoy these moments too. 

Term 4 was packed full of events with even more 
restrictions eased. We were lucky to have a Year 3 
class from Loreto College come to visit and enjoy 
meeting our animals and touring our vast grounds. 
Our Year 3 class deserves a special mention as they 
were State winners in the Primary Mathematics 
Association Powerful Learners: Mathematics and 

‘Our staff and 

students embraced 

the challenges 

that came with 

online learning and 

restrictions and 

held together as a 

community of hope.’
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Numeracy Challenge. The Junior Years have 

had a focus on Mathematics this year by 

challenging our boys to think outside the 

box and investigate mathematical questions 

through hands on learning. A few of our 

teachers were involved in the Eastern Star 

Project which involved collaboration and 

professional learning with other teachers in 

the Eastern Region and applying our learning 

in the classroom to improve mathematical 

outcomes. 

Rite of Passage Ceremony

The end of the school year was once again 

marked with the Rite of Passage Ceremony 

and final assembly. Unfortunately, due to 

COVID restrictions, this had to be livestreamed 

to parents at home. The Year 6 boys were 

farewelled by officially handing them over to 

Heads of House for Years 7-12 in a traditional 

ceremony. We say goodbye to some members 

of our Junior Years Staff as they move onto 

new and exciting experiences. I cannot be 

more thankful for the staff and community in 
sticking together through a difficult year. Our 
staff and students embraced the challenges that 
came with online learning and restrictions and 
held together as a community of hope. I wish 
our Year 6 cohort all the best in their journey 
as Senior School students and look forward to 
welcoming many new faces to our Rostrevor 
family in 2021. 

Melissa Canil 

JUNIOR YEARS 
LEADERS

BACK ROW: Stefan Musolino, Edward Pipe, Vivaan Sareen, Luca Parker, Christian Disciscio FRONT ROW: Kalan Marzullo, Chanho Jung, Finn McNamara, 
Alessio Maiorano, Max Wucsko

SRC
BACK ROW: Luca Fantasia, Dan McGuire-Coward, Jakub Camm, Bradley Sweet, Bailey Patterson, Miles Fotheringham, Max Penna, Thomas Hancock, Samuel 
Pollock FRONT ROW: Aristo Wiguna, Anthony Cerracchio, Daniel Piteo, Thomas Ford, Simon Vello, Henry Askem, Samuel Caveney, Harry Issac, Gabriel Leonard
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DIRECTOR – 
STUDENT WELLBEING 
(MIDDLE YEARS)

2020 was dedicated by the Prefect Group as the ‘Year of Camaraderie’. The word by its definition talks 
about a mutual trust and friendship amongst people who spend a lot of time together. This is certainly 
true of the 321 boys who come together each school day to collectively form the Middle Years.

Our vertical Pastoral Care system allows for this 
camaraderie to develop as many boys from different 
year levels and different backgrounds come together 
on a daily basis to share stories and ideas on a regular 
basis.  Many significant friendships and connections 
are made during this time with life-long friends 
being created and life-long learnings becoming 
evident both inside and outside of the classroom. 
There is no period of time within a child’s life where 
change is more evident. Values, beliefs, friendships, 
academic potential, mental health and wellbeing and 
sporting ability are all developed in this early stage of 
adolescence. 

Welcoming Our New Students

The start of the year is always a hive of excitement, 
especially with so many new students taking their 
first steps through the Rostrevor gates. This time of 
transition can be daunting for some students, however, 
the work of our Heads of House, House Captains and 
our Enrolments Officer, Annemarie Mein, in particular, 
help to make this as seamless a transition as it can 
possibly be. I am also of the belief that having our 
Year 7 Activity Days and Year 8 Camp Program in 
Week 2 of Term 1 allows students to make friends and 
to develop a sense of belonging early in the term. This 
was certainly the case this year as all of the boys had 
a wonderful experience undertaking water sports and 
other team building activities in magnificent weather. 
For our staff to experience this with the boys was also 
a highlight. These are memories which will last with 
the boys long after they finish in the classroom. 

Of course, not long into the year, our wellbeing space 
was well and truly tested with COVID-19 essentially 
not allowing us to run many of our significant programs 
that are designed to teach our boys many important 
life skills such as resilience, positive mindsets, cyber 
safety, the effects of bullying and harassment as 

well as hearing from guest speakers from SAPOL, 
Brainstorm Productions and Elevate Education. Boys 
were also unable to attend weekly House gatherings 
which has typically been an instrumental part of the 
Wellbeing Program at Rostrevor. Fortunately, later in 
the year, under strict COVID-19 guidelines, we were 
able to hear from Encounter Youth who spread a 
safe partying message to boys in the Middle Years. 
I sincerely hope that we can return to a degree of 
normality in 2021 and offer the valuable programs 
which we have become accustomed to at Rostrevor. 

Social Skills Program

One of the significant events which we were able to 
run was our Social Skills Program for all Year 7 boys 
in Term 1. This is a three-week course that looks 
at a number of different and crucial social skills, in 
particular resilience, emotional regulation, coping 
mechanisms, self-worth, interactions with others, 
understanding difficult emotions, psychological 
education, mindfulness and helpful thinking. These 
sessions were run by our College Counselling Team, 
Adrian Terminello and Karolina Pasierbek, and the 
enthusiasm and engagement of our boys at these 
sessions was pleasing to see. 

Following on from the Social Skills Program was 
a return of our Resilient Kicks Program, run by Old 
Scholar, Peter Terminello (’13). This was a weekly 
session whereby a small group of students engaged 
in physical activity, but also took the opportunity to 
learn about resilience and coping strategies when 
boys feel a range of emotions from anger, anxiety or 
sadness. All of the boys who engaged in these sessions 
have seen improvements in their general wellbeing 
and personal growth across the many facets of school 
life such as academics, co-curricular, behaviour and 
forming friendships. 

‘We have the largest 

Year 7 cohort 

we have had for 

some time and the 

enthusiasm and 

kindness shown 

by all of our new 

students during 

our Transition 

Days brought great 

excitement to the 

College.’
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Effort and Attendance Breed Success

Academically, we have seen some very strong 
results from our Middle Years boys across the 
course of the year. Our Year 9 boys in particular 
have excelled in their studies and many of 
them now have clear pathways set out as they 
venture into the Senior Years. My message to all 
of the Middle Years boys in weekly messages or 
year level meetings is that effort and attendance 
at school are two of the cornerstones to success. 
We will be focusing on nutrition, sleep and 
hydration as elements to success in our Pastoral 
Care Program in 2021. These are essential 
components of a daily routine and the education 
that can be delivered about their importance is 
absolutely vital in any teenager’s development. 

Our students have shown a huge amount of 

resilience this year with the challenges they 

have faced. I have not heard any of our Middle 
Years students complain about missing out on 

activities that have become the norm over the 

years. Many of the students I have spoken to 

have made mention of how lucky we are to live 

in Adelaide or parts of South Australia where 
we have been relatively unaffected by the global 

events this year. Each student has taken the 

disruptions this year in their stride and for this I 
would like to acknowledge everyone.

We do look forward to 2021 with great optimism. 

We have the largest Year 7 cohort we have had 

for some time and the enthusiasm and kindness 
shown by all of our new students during our 

Transition Days brought great excitement to 

the College. 

I must also say a huge thank you to the 30 

Pastoral Care Teachers as well as the six 

Heads of House – Mr Matthew Footner, Mr 

Tom Hodkinson, Mr Elias Degeorge, Mrs 

Marnie Tiggemann, Mrs Lee-Anne Genner 

and Ms Melissa Frasca/Mrs Belinda DeConno-

Coward who have all spent countless hours in 

role-modelling and nurturing our boys on a daily 

basis. Mr Evan Pezos, my Senior Years Wellbeing 

counterpart has continued to be instrumental in 

his support and guidance of the Pastoral Care 

Program here at the College. We look forward to 

the challenges and exciting opportunities that 

await in 2021.

Bill Trewartha  
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DIRECTOR – 
STUDENT WELLBEING 
(SENIOR YEARS)

‘We seek to help 

build confidence, 

self-esteem and 

resilience so our 

students can 

approach future 

life experiences, 

opportunities and 

challenges with 

self-assurance and 

energy.’

 “Lord Jesus, open our minds to the needs of our fellow men. Help us not to be selfish.” – Edmund Rice 
to Brother John Patrick Corbett, Carrick-on-Suir, 1835

With these words, Edmund’s inspiring story is clearly 
communicated through his compassion and empathy 
for others. Compassion comes from the Latin word 
“compati,” which literally means “to suffer with”. It is 
more than mere empathy and care, it is the desire to 
help someone who is suffering, and to be able to assist 
that person ease their pain. The idea of helping and 
putting others before self is central to the Edmund 
Rice Charism, one that encourages our students to be 
‘Men for Others’. During 2020, in a year many will 
remember because of the COVID-19 disruptions to 
‘normality’, Rostrevor College has thrived through the 
power of community.

The personal wellbeing of all in our EREA community 
and beyond is central if we are to foster a liberating 
education, based on a gospel spirituality, within 
an inclusive community, committed to justice and 
solidarity. As we offer service and support to all the 
young men in our care, it is important that we are 
sustained spiritually, mentally and physically.

Subsequently, the wellbeing of students is provided 
for through our Pastoral Care offerings. Central to 
this are the vertically structured Pastoral Care classes 
with a mix of students from Years 7 to 12 which meet 
first thing each morning. There are also regular House 
and Chapel gatherings, year level meetings where age 
specific activities take place and fortnightly extended 
Pastoral Care activities.

At Rostrevor College, our wellbeing focus, as per 
the Strategic Priorities (2019-23), is on primary 
prevention and intervention to reduce the incidence 
and effects of inappropriate choices and mental health 
problems in our students. Our staff aim to empower 
our boys to enable a sense of connectedness, meaning, 
accomplishment and gusto for life. We seek to help 
build confidence, self-esteem and resilience in order 
for our students to approach future life experiences, 
opportunities and challenges with self-assurance and 

energy. Our Pastoral Care Program aims to buffer the 
effects of adverse life events by building protective 
factors within the individual, through the teaching of 
life skills. The Pastoral Care team is currently reviewing 
other areas where the principles of wellbeing can be 
taught to the students within the school environment.

While it’s simply not possible to make reference to 
all wellbeing offerings, the following are examples of 
initiatives within our Pastoral Care system fostered at 
the College in 2020.

Year 12 “Safety at Schoolies” Presentation 

With the official ‘Schoolies’ festivities at Victor Harbor 
cancelled, the focus of this Term 4 seminar switched 
to a ‘Safe Partying’ message. This seminar encouraged 
our boys to make great choices and to look after 
themselves and their peers as they celebrate the end 
of their schooling by equipping them with up-to-date, 
helpful information necessary for partying safely and 
responsibly. Additionally, the College’s long-standing 
and highly valued relationship with Solicitor, Mark 
Twiggs, saw him present a legal perspective in 
relation to appropriate/inappropriate choices by 
students at that time of the year. Delivered bluntly 
and with a touch of humour, our boys were left in 
no doubt about the future ramifications of decisions 
made during times of festivities.

Year 11 Road Awareness Program 

The Road Awareness Program (RAP) is a powerful, 
hard-hitting road safety presentation delivered by 
firefighters to our Year 11 students in Term 4. The 
program is designed to give an open and honest 
insight into the experience of firefighters working 
in road crash rescue, while also seeking to actively 
engage and empower drivers and other road users 
through positive peer pressure and its core message: 
“You get to choose the risk; but you don’t get to choose 
the consequences”.
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During the 100-minute presentation, our boys 
are given a confronting and realistic insight 
into road crash trauma including vision of real 
crashes and crash survivors. A real-life crash 
survivor, now living with a permanent disability, 
shared his story as part of the presentation. 
Students found this element of the presentation 
the most emotional and drew inspiration from 
the crash survivors resilience and strength.

Year 10 Stepping Up & Retreat Days 

This two-day program continues to provide an 
opportunity for our Year 10 students to spend 
quality time with a significant man in their lives. 
Inspired by Celia Lashlie, while acknowledging 
the significant role of a mother in a boy’s life, we 
recognise research which highlights that, without 
a doubt, fathers are an integral part of their 
son’s healthy emotional, physical, and cognitive 
growth from their first moments of life. Boys 
whose fathers love them and can demonstrate 

that love in consistent, caring ways have fewer 
problems later in life with peers, educators and 
choices reflecting inappropriate behaviour. I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank all 
those male mentors who took time away from 
other commitments to be a presence on the day, 
in particular those who travelled some distance to 
be with our boarding students.

Finally, I would like to thank every member of 
the extended Wellbeing Team for their passion 
and dedication to students across all aspects of 
College life. Along with myself, the Wellbeing 
Team consists of:

Mr B Trewartha, Director – Student 
Wellbeing (Middle Years)
Ms M Canil, Director – Student Wellbeing 
(Junior Years)
Mr G Aufderheide, Director – Student 
Wellbeing ATSI Students
Mr M Vickery, Acting Director – Boarding

Mr M Footner, Head of Barron House

Mr T Hodkinson, Head of Egan House

Mr E Degeorge, Head of Gurr House

Mrs M Tiggemann, Head of Murphy House

Mrs L Genner, Head of O’Brien House

Mrs M Frasca, Head of Webb House (Semester 1)

Mrs B DeConno-Coward, Acting Head of Webb 

House (Semester 2)

Mrs K Pasierbek, College Psychologist

Mr A Terminello, College Counsellor

Mrs Nadia Fantasia, Coordinator – Inclusive 

Education

The commitment of this group of teachers 

and support staff to the provision of a safe 

and nurturing environment for our students, 

allows them to flourish in both academic and 

extracurricular activities, while developing into 

positive young leaders of the future. 

Mr Evan Pezos
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DIRECTOR – 
TEACHING AND 
LEARNING

‘An impressive 78% 

of all grades were 

in the A or B band, 

which is well above 

the State average.’

2020 certainly commenced in spectacular fashion, but when we welcomed back members of the 
Class of 2019 for the Dux Assembly early in Term One, we certainly did not anticipate the year ahead! 

The Class of 2019 set the bar extremely high for the 
Class of 2020 and our Year 12 cohort was determined 
to leave their own legacy on the College, in the ‘Year 
of Camaraderie’.

The results obtained by the Class of 2020 are a true 
testament to the determination, industriousness and 
genuine skill of the young gentlemen who were part 
of the cohort. There are too many individual success 
stories to detail here, yet in the face of significant 
adversity the students rallied in a collaborative 
fashion and approached their final year with an 
unparalleled pragmatism. 

Twelve per cent of the eligible cohort achieved an 
ATAR score above 95. Twenty-two students received an 
ATAR score of 90 or more (24% of the eligible Year 12 
cohort cf. 23.1% in 2019 and 26% in 2018). This is an 
outstanding achievement and offers great confidence to 
those in lower year levels who aspire to such academic 
excellence. Furthermore, 47% achieved an ATAR above 
80 (cf. 45.2% in 2019 and 41% in 2018). 

For the first time in recent history, 100% of all subject 
scores were either A, B or C (cf. 99.7 in 2019 & 2018, 
98.6% in 2017 and 97% in 2016). The number of 
‘A’ grades was 39% (cf. 38% in 2019, 34% in 2018, 
32.4% in 2017 and 30.7% in 2016). This is excellent 
and underlines the good work of staff in encouraging 
students to do their best. 78% of all grades were in 
the A or B band which is well above the State average. 
These statistics suggest our extensive, considered and 
thorough subject selection and counselling processes 
are working successfully to support students to study 
courses which not only suit their personal strengths 
and abilities, but ones which they enjoy and will 
thrive in.

Sincere congratulations to Dux for 2020 Giovanni 
Elias (99.9) and our Proxime Accessit Thomas Hill 
(99.8). Both students were identified as capable of 

extension and completed Stage 2 subjects as Year 11 
students, earning A+ and/or merit grades in Research 
Project and General Mathematics (Giovanni) and 
Specialist Mathematics and Mathematical Methods 
(Tom). Despite this, they chose to study a full 
contingent of Year 12 subjects, maximising their 
chances at attaining an above 99 ATAR. Giovanni also 
combined his Year 12 subjects with study at Adelaide 
University through their accelerated Headstart 
Program, enabling him to earn university credits 
which were also counted in his ATAR calculations. 
These two fine young men excelled in numerous 
aspects, both representing the College in various 
co-curricular pursuits and leadership positions, 
proving that even the most focussed and capable 
academic students benefit from a rich and balanced 
timetable, encompassing a range of activities and 
exploring varied passions.

A total of 29 Merits was attained (cf. 31 in 2019, 26 
in 2018, 18 in 2017 and 15 in 2016). An additional 
26 A+ were attained (without Merit) – again an 
exceptional result.  

Finally, and in many ways, most significantly, our 
SACE Completion for this year’s cohort was 100% 
for the fourth year in a row. This required staff and 
students to explore the full flexibility of the SACE, 
whilst still demonstrating learning against the 
prescribed performance standards.

PLP and Research Project Online

Much has been spoken about the flexibility, creativity 
and adaptability demonstrated by both staff and 
students alike throughout the year. One such 
opportunity arose in response to the completion 
of the Personal Learning Plan (PLP), the first of the 
SACE compulsory subjects. After face-to-face sessions 
earlier in the year facilitated by Belinda DeConno-
Coward (VET and Careers Coordinator) and Julie 
Farmer (Head of Flexible Learning), Year 10 students 
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engaged conscientiously during Weeks 7 and 
8 of Term 4 to fulfil the requirements of this 
important subject. Content was delivered via 
Microsoft Teams, and students demonstrated 
their learning against the SACE capabilities. 
The critical and creative thinking capability 
was constantly on display and students 
met task requirements to an exceptionally 
pleasing standard. Students were also given 
the opportunity to commence the planning and 
discernment phases of their Research Project, 
a Stage 2 compulsory SACE subject which is 
studied at Rostrevor in Year 11.

Learner Profile Project

Working towards quantifying the critical 
and creative thinking capability as part of the 
Australian Curriculum’s General Capabilities 
was also a key focus for the Learner Profile 
Project, facilitated by the Assessment Research 
Centre/Melbourne University. Rostrevor has 
been very fortunate to be selected as part of the 
initial pilot project, which commenced in 2020 
and will continue in 2021. The project allows 
schools to explore the Learner Profile’s potential 
as a transformative model of recognising 
learning ‘beyond the ATAR’. It is concerned with 
identifying a range of student dispositions and 
learning across different phases of schooling. 
The Learner Profile is focused on developing 
valid, reliable and authentic assessments 

and is seen as an essential development in 
educational strategy development.

EREA Teaching and Learning 
Conference

Rostrevor was again instrumental in the 
facilitation of the EREA Teaching and Learning 
Conference, this year held via Zoom to 
accommodate travel restrictions. Teachers and 
students from around Australia collaborated 
under the guidance of eminent academic and 
futures studies researcher Sohail Inayatullah 
to discuss educational policies and practices 
and share the insights of learnings during 
COVID-19. The attendees were impressed 
with the contributions of two of our boarding 
students, Year 12 Cooper Llewelyn and Year 
10 Luke Homan as they discussed navigating 
online learning after the COVID-forced closure 
of Duggan House. The boys spoke with maturity, 
honesty and humility and were widely affirmed 
for their sentiments. Being part of a national 
entity such as EREA allows a genuine depth 
and breadth of experience that our entire 
community benefits from significantly. 

Faculty Council

I have again been fortunate to enjoy the 
collaboration inherent with chairing our 
group of middle managers known as ‘Heads 
of Faculty’. This group works tirelessly to 

improve teaching and learning within their 
faculties and they showed so much leadership 
during 2020. Their efforts do not go unnoticed, 
and in such a significant way contribute to 
the excellent student outcomes enjoyed by 
students at Rostrevor. We are also extremely 
appreciative of the meticulous and dedicated 
support demonstrated by Julie Pratten who, 
as Executive Assistant Teaching and Learning, 
plays an invaluable role in many aspects, 
perhaps most pressingly as our SACE Schools 
Online operator.

Thank you also to Frank Ranaldo for his support 
in the Teaching and Learning realm for many 
years, his knowledge in this area is boundless 
and he has always led in a supportive and 
affirming manner.

A final thank you and welcome to Nicole 
Laube, who had numerous hurdles to overcome 
in her first year at Rostrevor, yet she handled 
them all with composure and aplomb. Her 
selfless style of servant leadership was quickly 
appreciated by staff and students and her work 
with students at risk was unequivocal. We are 
excited to see what challenges 2021 brings and 
hopeful that we can continue to capitalise on 
all of the key learnings obtained this year.

Kerry Hodkinson
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DIRECTOR – 
STUDENT WELLBEING 
ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT 
ISLANDER STUDENTS

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of light, it 
was the season of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.” (‘A Tale of Two 
Cities’ - Charles Dickens)

Given the remarkable events of 2020 it seems that 

Dickens may well have summed up a year that offered 

darkness and despair while bringing glimpses of hope 

and joy.

The College welcomed eight new Indigenous boarders for 

the 2020 Academic year and these boys settled quickly 

into the busyness of school life at Rostrevor. Friendships 

were established immediately and routines set, which 
made the first few weeks a busy yet important time. With 
the significant majority of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students being boarders, their quick transition 
to life in Adelaide was a credit to Mr Michael Vickery 
(Director, Duggan House Boarding) and boarding support 
staff both continuing and new. These were the best of 
times.

‘The students joined 

millions of people 

around the world 

engaging in online 

learning and 

are commended 

for making the 

most of a difficult 

situation.’
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BACK ROW: Jasch Davis, Jaquan Scott, Brandon Jackson-Martin, Tristan Hunter, Jamal Harradine, Kynan Kenny, Zavier Page, Andrew Dunn FRONT ROW: 
Peter Orsto, Jakob De Santis, Laquell Banderson, Dyvondre Banderson, Ray-Keam Kells, Philip Jr A’Hang ABSENT: Cooper Shaw, Jackson Lochowiak, Jakub 
Camm, Kuranye Owen, Orlando Turner, Taylem Stubbs, Tyrel Corey DIRECTOR: Geoff Aufderheide

Online Learning for Boarders

With the dust finally settling, the worst of times hit 
us all. On Sunday 15 March, all interstate boarding 
students at Rostrevor College were returned 
home in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic 
outbreak. These boys were, like a number of 
students, provided an education online for the 
remainder of Term One and joined countless 
millions of people around the world engaging in 
online chat forums and Teams video conferencing. 
They should all be commended for the way they 
made the most of a difficult situation.

With news that they would not return for all of 
Term 2, a spring of hope emerged in what may well 
have been a Winter of despair. Through negotiation 
with our Principal, Mr Brian Schumacher, Ms 
Leanne Smith (Smith Family, Indigenous Youth 
Leadership Project) and our supportive families 
the College was fortunate to build life giving 
relationships with two schools in the Northern 
Territory to provide schooling for our boys. Our 
thanks must go to Ms Lauretta Graham, Principal, 
MacKillop Catholic College in Darwin and Mr Paul 
Vanholsteyn, Principal, Centralian Middle School, 
Alice Springs, for being most generous in allowing 
the boys to attend school and receive much needed 
learning support. Our thanks also to Ms Yolanda 
Russell who was contracted as a regular contract 
teacher for the boys in Darwin. 

Reconciliation and NAIDOC Weeks 

Despite these setbacks, upon their return to 
the College early in Term 3 there were several 
opportunities for our Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students to engage in programs that 

allowed them all to celebrate their own cultures. 
We were excited to be a continuing part of the 
Yaitya Tita program facilitated by Prince Alfred 
College where our boys engaged in a workshop that 
featured well known Indigenous Rapper ‘Caper’ 
and, of course, pizza for dinner! Our boys were also 
central in helping the whole school acknowledge 
Reconciliation Week, providing a strong presence 
at the Annual Indigenous Round game against 
St Peter’s College and also hosting the annual 
‘Mabo Day’ match on the Big Memorial oval – 
the highlight being the exceptional commentary 
from Year 12 student, Peter Orsto! In addition, a 
group of Year 8-10 boys participated in Catholic 
Education’s annual ‘Thriving People’ day at 
Taoundi College where, amongst other things, 
they worked on paintings and even had kangaroo 
tail for lunch! This celebration of NAIDOC Week 
continued with the Indigenous Youth Leadership 
Program NAIDOC Dinner at the Convention Centre 
in Adelaide where Tristan Hunter and Dyvondre 
Banderson received well deserved awards for 
Leadership and Community Building – rays of 
light amidst a difficult year.

Student Achievements

Our congratulations also go to the following 
young men whose engagement in their studies 
was acknowledged with significant awards 
or completion of courses this year. Firstly, to 
Brandon Jackson-Martin for completing a 
Certificate II through the South Australian 
Aboriginal Secondary Training Academy 
(SAASTA) AFL Program. Brandon will continue 
this connection with SAASTA in 2021 and he has 
shown tremendous study habits in completing 

this course. In addition, we were delighted to see 
Dyvondre Banderson complete a Certificate II in 
Construction through a Hansen Yuncken course 
facilitated by Carey Training. Dyvondre is set to 
continue this in 2021 with a view to completing 
a School Based Apprenticeship in Plumbing. This 
opportunity was made possible by old scholar Mr 
Mark Wilson and we are indebted to him for his 
support and guidance throughout this year and 
hope to build on this positive relationship from 
2021 and beyond.

Congratulations to our Graduates

Finally, we acknowledge the successful completion 
of Year 12 studies for the following boys: Peter 
Orsto (Tiwi Islands, NT), Jaquan Scott (Ceduna, SA) 
and Kynan Kenny (Alice Springs, NT). All three of 
these young men have been boarders in their time 
at Rostrevor and have contributed a great deal to 
the culture of Rostrevor College and Duggan House. 
We look forward to their continued connection to 
Rostrevor as proud Old Scholars.

Personally, I would like to thank each and every 
boy and their families for continuing to make 
Rostrevor College a better place to be. For the 
majority of our boys spending periods of 10 weeks 
at a time, away from their families and country, 
is an arduous and complex time, however their 
humour and resilience provides us all with that 
little spring of hope. We have much planned for 
2021.

Geoff Aufderheide

ABORIGINAL & TORRES 
STRAIT ISLANDER STUDENTS
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Despite the lingering smell of smoke in the air and half the country on fire, Term 1 from a Social 
Justice and Service Learning perspective started with an air of positivity and optimism!

In early March, we had nine of our 
Social Justice leaders participate 
in the annual ‘Caritas Just 
Leadership Day’ in the city. This 
is always a wonderful activity to 
begin the year with as boys find 
inspiration in their learnings 
about global and local poverty, but 
also in the energy derived from 
meeting with other like-minded 
students from Catholic schools 
across Adelaide. 

A Voice for Change

Advocacy is a key component of 
Social Justice work, and this year 
our boys relished the opportunity 
to meet with our Federal Member 
for Sturt, James Stevens MP, to 
share their concerns and discuss 
the Government’s climate policies. 
In a positive and broad-ranging 
discussion, our seven Rostrevor 
student representatives chatted 
with Mr Stevens about issues 
including the Paris Agreement, 
the Government’s emissions 
reductions targets, fossil fuel 
subsidies and investment in 
new technologies. Our boys also 
presented a petition containing 
almost 400 signatures from last 
year’s Climate Emergency event 
which called for greater climate 
action. The boys were extremely 
grateful for Mr Stevens’ time and 
look forward to meeting with him 
again in 2021. 

By the end of Term 1, COVID-19 

had arrived and this, sadly, put 
an end to a range of planned 
activities – including the Year 
11 Service Learning program, 
Vinnies’ breakfasts, ‘Lighten the 
Load’ and Special Olympics Days.

War on Waste

Without question, the Social 
Justice Group’s biggest 
achievement in 2020 was the 
whole-school War on Waste 
campaign in Term 3. Inspired 
by the Prefects, designed by the 
Social Justice and Environmental 
Action Groups, and delivered by 
the Years 6-12 Vice-Captains, the 
campaign aimed to kickstart some 
behaviour change around what 
Pope Francis calls a “Throwaway 
Culture” and a “Globalisation 
of Indifference” towards our 
consumption, care for the poor 

and our planet. Each House had 
a particular area of focus for the 
term, from paper recycling, to 
‘nude food’, bin auditing, caring 
for creation, data collection and 
education. 

There were a number of key 
successes. Our younger leaders 
stepped up and embraced their 
roles. Students broadly began 
thinking about their waste 
and what they throw away. 
Discussions were had with 
parents about ‘Nude Food’. There 
was a significant reduction in the 
amount of paper being thrown in 
landfill. The school yard appeared 
tidier as the campaign rolled on. 
A huge acknowledgement must 
go to Mr Knight’s 5RED class who 
were almost at 100% Nude Food 
by the end of the term. Well done 
boys!

‘Rostrevor is 

recognised as 

having a strong 

culture of justice 

and service due to 

the passion and 

commitment of our 

young Social Justice 

leaders.’

COORDINATOR –  
SERVICE LEARNING 
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
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SOCIAL JUSTICE

Another feature of the campaign was the 
creation of a new “Laudato Si Green Shield” 
which was awarded to the House who made 
the most consistent efforts over the term, 
particularly in ensuring the correct use of 
bins and maintaining a tidy House area. 
Congratulations this year to the inaugural 
champions O’Brien House, who led from the 
front all term and finished with a whopping 
115 points. 

One of the other highlights of the campaign 
was the whole-school ‘Bin Audit’ we conducted 
in partnership with KESAB Environmental 
solutions. In preparing for the audit we 
collected every single bag of rubbish from 
around the school – inside and out. In small 
groups, students then carefully sifted and 
sorted the waste (“resources”) into categories 
and could see first-hand what sorts of things 
were being put into which bins. Students were 
amazed to learn that of the 927 litres of waste 
we send to landfill each day, only 21 litres of 
that has to go to landfill. In other words, by 
reducing, reusing and recycling Rostrevor could 
reduce their waste to landfill by 98%! As Year 8 
student Alex Clark insightfully noted, “if we are 
serious about looking after our environment, it 
can’t be up to the teachers. It’s up to us.”

Edmund Rice Camps 

Throughout the year we had a number of Year 
11 and 12 students participating in Edmund 
Rice Camps. A special mention must go to 

Dylan Matthews who completed four camps in 
his final two years of schooling. Dylan’s personal 
reflections about his Camp experiences, most 
notably their role in helping him ‘discover his 
spirituality and vocation’, are testament to the 
transformative impact of the Edmund Rice 
Camp experience. 

Embedding Social and Environmental Justice 
themes into the Religious Education curriculum 
was also a focus in 2020 with the Stewards of 
Creation unit (Year 7), the Social Justice unit 
(Year 8) and Sacred Earth unit (Year 11) proving 
to be highly popular learning experiences for 
our boys. 

Refugee Week

For Refugee Week in June, students and staff 
were treated to a surprise video message from 
2015 graduate Hayatullah Nowruzi. Hayat’s 
story of persevereance and optimism gave us 
great hope that in the face of horrific and ongoing 
government policy, there is hope to be found. 
This was exemplified by Hayat’s solo journey 
as a 14-year-old from Afghanistan, through to 
his time as a boarder at Rostrevor and now his 
completion of an Accounting degree.  

Mini Vinnies

Over the course of 2020, Mrs Lisa Clark in the 
Junior Years began the hugely popular “Mini-
Vinnies” group who took on a number of food 
and toy drives for St Vincent De Paul. Our senior 
boys are very much looking forward to working 
more closely with the junior boys in 2021. 

While sadly our 2020 Indian Pilgrimage could 

not go ahead, the community still found ways 

to contribute. Our beanie and scarf fundraiser 

was a huge hit and the money we raised 

through last year’s Red & Black Discos was 

transferred across to our partners in India just 

in time for Christmas. We send many blessings 

to our friends at Mithra, the Reverend Brother 

Patrick Foundation and Jim McGinnis whose 

communities are doing it particularly tough 

this year.   

Thanks must go to this year’s Social Justice 

Prefect, Matthew Dnistriansky, who, despite a 

number of personal challenges this year, was 

a huge supporter of our boys. Looking ahead 

to next year, it is no coincidence that over half 

of the 2021 Prefects have come through the 

Social Justice Group and have demonstrated 

their commitment as “Men for Others” over a 

long period of time. 

Finally, it is important to thank and acknowledge 

all of our students who participated in justice 

and service activities in 2020. Rostrevor is 

now recognised in our community as having a 

strong culture of Justice and Service and this 

is entirely due to the passion and commitment 

of our young Social Justice leaders who are 

living out this Gospel call. We look forward to 

continuing our work in 2021. 

Adam Whitefield

BACK ROW: Charlie Crafter, Harrison Smith, Fabian Di Iulio, Alessio Ruggiero, Harrison White, Matthew Dnistriansky, Tristan Hunter, Henry Brasher, Jack 
Rudolph, Darcy Holmes, Izaak Hart MIDDLE ROW: Manas Bajracharya, Lachlan Tripodi, Manish Augustine, Jordan Zorzi, Brayden Matzick, Joshua Smith, 
Isaac Kelly, Dylan Skurray, Elijah Monda, Anthony Close, Arjun Sharma, Nathan Ferres FRONT ROW: Oscar Crafter, Sam Haynes, Alessio Principe, Maxwell 
Bowman, Mark Seneca, Tyson Martire, Harrison Lynch, Alessio Masullo, Alessio Fantasia, Alex Clark ABSENT: Elliott Melino, Hussain Hardwarewala, Jack 
Haddad, John Boccaccio, Kanwartej Singh, Koen Forrester, Noah Bischoff, William McDonald TEACHER: Adam Whitefield
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COORDINATOR –  
INCLUSIVE 
EDUCATION

‘It is our mission 

to understand 

differences....and 

ensure all students 

are considered on 

an individual basis.’

“Strength lies in differences, not similarities.” – Stephen R Covey.

I am sure that I share the sentiments of many when 
we acknowledge that 2020 has been a year like no 
other. It was unpredictable and put a stop to many 
of the plans we may have developed under different 
circumstances.  While this was the case, in the 
Inclusive Education space, we poured our energy 
and focus into what we could do to best support 
the boys in any capacity; focusing on what we could 
achieve, rather than our plans for the year being 
spoilt. The students we worked with daily continued 
to be dedicated to their learning regardless of the 
adversity they may have faced being exposed to 
such unusual circumstances, which was truly 
admirable.    

Support for All

Inclusive Education is when all students, 
regardless of any challenges they may have, are 
placed in mainstream classes and receive high 
quality instruction, intervention, adjustments 
and supports that enable them to meet success 
with the curriculum. It is our mission at Rostrevor 
College to understand differences. We employ a 
holistic approach when working through education 
goals for each student. All students are considered 
on an individual basis to ensure best practice is 
implemented so that all students access school life 
at Rostrevor College successfully.

Inclusive Education at Rostrevor – 
Our Team

The Inclusive Education program at Rostrevor 
College caters primarily for students with diagnosed 
disabilities, recognised learning difficulties and 
students with additional needs who require support 
in their learning. The space in which the program 
operates from, Brickfield House, is located between 
the Junior Years and Senior Years campus. Our 
team consists of qualified teachers and Education 
Support Officers who are very experienced in the 
area of Specialised Education. Each day, the Inclusive 

Education team provides students with several 
different opportunities for assistance and support. 

Literacy and Numeracy Support

Several evidence-based programs are available to 
support literacy and numeracy development. For 
literacy support development. These programs 
include MacqLit, MultiLIt and MiniLit as well 
as Quick Smart for Numeracy.  These targeted 
interventions are used to support areas requiring 
further development and are facilitated in small 
groups and 1:1. We believe that programs to support 
literacy and numeracy development are necessary 
to assist the boys in successfully accessing the 
mainstream curriculum content, and have found the 
boys making good progress when the intervention is 
put in place.

Other programs on offer through the Inclusive 
Education team include targeted fine and gross 
motor development programs and opportunities for 
social skills and life skills programs. The programs 
are individualised and developed in consultation 
with class teachers to support student development. 

This year, we have supported the need for movement 
breaks throughout the day and offer these regularly 
throughout the support sessions we offer. We also 
recognise the need for sensory breaks and support 
the teachers to establish these for the students. We 
offer quiet spaces for those who need an alternate 
environment to support their self-regulation. 
Similarly, we offer a games club and yard support and 
even homework catch-up support to assist students 
to access their break times in a different way if they 
need to. We recognise that each student has different 
needs and that they require different supports in 
navigating their school days at the College. 

Online Learning

This year saw change for all schools and all areas 
of the teaching world. For the first time, Inclusive 
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Education embarked on an online learning 
support platform. Using Microsoft teams, the 
Inclusive Education team offered daily check-
ins with the students to support their learning. 
This mode of teaching was well received and 
we have continued to have this as an offering 
with the students as required. 

We believe in working collaboratively with 
external service providers as their expertise is 
beneficial in guiding the discussion, planning 
and delivery of our support. We support families 
with accessing Allied Health services through 
assistance with the application process or 

renewal process for NDIS funding. In addition, 
we liaise with service providers regarding 
accessing services and consultation around 
additional school supports including school 
visits for purposes of observation and future 
planning. This year, we have developed links 
with UniSA and have hosted two psychology 
students who have had a wonderful experience 
getting to know the students and working with 
various staff. 

The Inclusive Education team has worked hard 
to support the students in their learning this 
year at Rostrevor College. On a personal note, 

my work continues to be enhanced by my 
daily work with the staff and the students at 
the College.  My interactions with the students 
and staff in collaboration with the families and 
other support networks promote the holistic 
approach that is best practice in this field. I am 
grateful for my constant new learnings which 
inform my practice as a teacher and a leader 
in this area. 

Nadia Fantasia 



CURRICULUM
Key Learning Areas
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DRAMA & 
CREATIVE ARTS

Drama and Creative Arts in the Middle Years continues to be a healthy balance of life skills and 
imagination, ingenuity and good old-fashioned fun.

Given some of the restraints of the year, the students 
have worked on a variety of pieces from different 
genres that extended them beyond the context of the 
classroom into real-life, everyday situations. 

The continued growth in confidence and the 
development of skills both individually and in group 
situations has been dramatic. As in all artistic pursuits, 
they displayed great camaraderie and support for each 
other across all areas of the course.

There have been some significant changes to 
the curriculum with the growing trend to bring 
technologies into the classroom. The students have 
been able to create films though iMovie and Garage 
Band and the results have been amazing. 

The Year 7 Creative Arts students displayed boundless 
enthusiasm and contributed well to all classroom 
activities. One highlight, in particular, was their ability 
to write extremely creative pieces for their one-act play 
script assignments entitled The Cemetery. All students 
experienced a range of activities to enhance their skills 
and increase confidence levels. It was most enjoyable 
and students engaged thoroughly throughout the unit.

The Year 8 Creative Arts students embarked on a movie 
making project starring themselves. Using their iPads, 
they created a short film on a theme of their choice 
with a positive message and accompanied their films 
with music created by themselves on Garage Band 
with some terrific results. Their Radio Plays displayed 
some excellent characterisations and they certainly 
had some fun with it at the same time.

The Year 9 Drama students in 2020 were a very 
enthusiastic group and excelled in all parts of the 
course. They discovered their humorous side during 
the Film Dub assignment and enjoyed role-playing 
stereotypes. They studied Melodrama and created 
their own films, embracing this old-style genre and 
its characters including “the damsel in distress”, “the 

hero” and “the villain” with aplomb. Once the costumes 
were donned, they found themselves immersed in the 
18th and 19th Centuries when this style was revived 
from its medieval beginnings.

Without a doubt, the highlight of Semester 2 was 
their “Play for Purpose” task created to bring together 
students from both the Middle and Junior Years. The 
Year 9 class interviewed the Junior Primary students 
to gauge their interests and desires and composed a 
piece especially created for that Year level. The Year 
9s were nervous performing for the Junior Primary 
students, but both came away learning a great deal 
from the experience.

Marnie Tiggemann 
Academic Staff
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ENGLISH
‘There is but one solution to the intricate 
riddle of life; to improve ourselves, and 
contribute to the happiness of others.’ 
Mary Shelley, The Last Man

I thought it was appropriate to begin in the words of Mary Shelley’s protagonist in The Last Man. 
In fiction, pandemics, natural disasters, apocalyptic events are commonplace – we have genres and 
sub-genres of literature which consider the upheaval of life as we know it.

Mary Shelley’s novel tells such a story, of Lionel Verney, 
the ‘last man’, who survives a pandemic which decimates 
the planet. But it is rather rare to be part of that fiction, 
to be at the very heart of such a pivotal moment in living 
history (even if it’s not quite as dramatic as Shelley’s 
depiction). This has been a really strange year! But it has 
also been uplifting, regenerating, a year of renewed focus 
on what is truly important in our lives, as individuals, 
families, educators and most importantly, within the 
experience of learning for our students.

Usually, the words in this article are dedicated to all the 
excursions, incursions, and activities we have shared 

as students and teachers of English in a year. These 

have been few and far between. Thus, we thought it 

might be an opportunity to challenge the traditional 

demands of the annual write-up, and in its stead, use 

these allocated words to share some of the work our 

students have created during the year. Writing records 

and reinterprets human experience, and we are proud 

to share a record of student experiences with you as 

part of this 2020 Annual.

Tanja Gehren 

Head of English

Anthony Corrente (Year 8): In response to a study of The Island by Armin Greder, Anthony’s annotated analysis 
highlights a review of how visuals such as body language, perspective, distance, size, lines and colour are used to 
portray key themes and messages around social politics and human rights in the text.
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Daniel Piteo (Year 3, Age: 9) writes a 
comparison between the film and the novel 
of The Water Horse:

Jay Russel, the director of the Water Horse film , 
has made many changes from the book to the film. 
One of the major changes that had occurred on 
the film was that Angus was the main character 
instead of Kirstie being the main character which 
is either better or worse for the audience. The 
reason that it could be better is because the male 
viewers could relate to all of Angus’s decisions, 
but the women watchers couldn’t really relate 
because they weren’t the same gender as him. 
The same goes for the book written by Dick King 
Smith, Kirstie was the main character and Angus 
just nagged for food all day. It’s basically the same 
thing if you think about it because boys could 
relate to the film but girls couldn’t really, but 
girls could relate to the novel and boys couldn’t 
really either. So basically the novel is very much 
different to the film.

Kobe Lovering (Year 10) writes a fictional 
journal entry from the trenches of World 
War I in response to a study of the war poets:

23.9.1917

Two days; no sleep. Thirty-two hours; no food. 
Nearly two years; no happiness. My life has 
become consumed by the tragedy that is the 
war, coupled with the repercussions that come 
with it. The bright, optimistic glow of our hearts 
have been replaced by the blinding brightness 
of the non-stop gunfire. The optimism of a fun 
battle had been replaced by the all-consuming 
fear of death. Some men will never walk again, 
some men will only exist in memory. 

Conditions are tough, and fate is not kind. I’m 
not someone who puts all my faith in fate, I tend 
to take control. But in the war, you can’t control 
anything. It relies entirely on fate. You have to 
pick up your cap, climb above the trenches, and 
pray with all of your soul that your shooting is 
more accurate than the guy on the opposite side 
of the absolute death trap that lies in between; 
not knowing which breath could be your last.

Samuel Iannace (Year 9) writes a narrative 
entitled ‘The Rope’. Below is the introduction 
to his story:

It was a dark, stormy night, where Liam, a young 
boy sat on the edge of the road, with his head 
down, and fists clenched. His body was sweating 
and his skin was bulging red, as he screamed out 
in agony and anger. This is what he did every 
night, not because he wanted to, but because he 
couldn’t stop it. As Liam shut his eyes, he dreamed 
about what it would be like to be normal, and not 
feel like a freak. He lived with his dad only, but 
he was ignored most of the time, his dad didn’t 
really care about him. Most people understood 
the condition that Liam had, although there 
were a group of kids at school who still found 
it enjoyable to crush Liam with negative words 
and actions. He had Tourette syndrome, which 
was a condition where he could not pronounce 
words properly, would stutter every few seconds, 
and had uncontrollable tics. Liam also had some 
physical features that were different to other 
kids, his eyes were not symmetrical, and his nose 
overwhelmed most of his face.

Cameron Tunno (year 10): Students chose 
a scene from the film Pleasantville and 
transformed it into another text type 
ensuring that they captured the central 
idea within that scene. 

A Deathly Rebuke

“But why” I insist, with streaming tears,
“Quiet Malala, the Taliban nears,”
“but mother, the boys are out, having their way,”
“Quiet Malala, here you will stay.”

It isn’t fair, it isn’t right,
My sisters, I promise to rid of this blight,
In peaceful reproval, I compose my mind,
But no words can perforate the deaf, dumb and 
blind.

“Malala, at once, stop this nonsense,”
“never, mother, I’ll spare no expense,”
“You are a girl Malala, and nothing more,”
But life should exceed the mere luck of the draw.

“Who is Malala?” his cannon screams,
an end to consciousness, a termination of dreams,
but what young girl condemned to death,
could ever dare to breathe a dying breath?

Arisen in England, a new life is born,
a seething new purpose at crack of dawn,
A dreamer, a romantic, a zealot they bemoan, 
But what can be reaped when nothing has been 
sown?

Much has been done, a battle prolonged,
but nothing more moral than righting the wronged,
“Malala, good heavens, do you know what you’ve 
done?”
“Yes mother, I do, but the war is not yet won”

Ari Vanderwerf (Year 4, Age: 10): Artwork inspired 
by the picturebook Pig the Tourist
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Manish Augustine (year 11) Students 
transformed either a scene from The 
Crucible or one of the poems from the Poetry 
Study into another text type.

I Believe, Therefore I Am

As the opulence of scripture is adjudged by 
hollow leather bindings,
It uncoils into plasticised codes of virtue. 
 
Disparate pillars tower above reason, 
Yet concrete floors (so oppressed they are no 
longer grey) 
Ground their ideologies, solidify readings
And twist distorted beliefs into archaic roots, 
Regardless, of, if, it, is treason.

Perpetually departed from their seed,
These roots – though well-meaning –  
misguide corrupt seedlings, 
Embellishing them in the polish of horned 
ideologies and steadfast deeds,
Inclining them to run through muletas, 
More red than astray lambs who endlessly bleed.

The first of these scrupulous seedlings was Peter;
A misguided acquaintance, 

Inflated by a bullish chest of nobility.
Defined by a sightlessly virtuous blade, 
He severed an opposing ear,
Paradoxically leaving him deaf to the crowing 
of true morality.

Exposing the emptiness of hypocritical virtues.

Exposing the emptiness of him. 

Many have followed in the flaws of his rigid path:
Forging their identity through the battles between 
Bible and Qur’ān,
The terrorful unravelment of God’s untouched 
word for ‘Religious Purification’  
The denouncement of those not following Adam 
and Eve –  
All exploiting the tenderness of theology.
Justifying immorality through the faith innocent 
lambs place within faith.
Construing literal interpretations devoid of – 

Metaphor

Rationality

Prophesised love and compassion

Ultimately, devoid of 
The Essence of Faith

Jaeyong Han (Year 9): Students created their own advertisement choosing either an existing brand and object or creating their own brand and designed an 
advertisement to promote the product. 

Tyson Cini (Year 11) – an extract from a 
narrative entitled Two-Faced Lover:

Her hair is scuffed. She is a mess. After some time, 
she wins her battle for air and regains her breath. 
That’s when clarity puts a shotgun to her head 
and pulls the trigger. She looks up and brings 
her hands directly into view. Her dirty, gritty, 
blood-covered hands. All she can feel is her blood 
pulsing through her veins, as her tears flow. Her 
gut is shallow. She can’t find the strength to pull 
herself up. She is paralysed by the shock, so now 
all she can do is stare at her bruised and bloody 
hands. A knife rests beside her feet; the crimson 
shine flashes a pastel pink into the corner of 
her eyes and catches her attention. She snaps 
into reality.
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Alex Minicozzi (Year 7): In response to a 
study of Indigenous Australian poetry, 
Alex chose to prepare a creative visual 
for Bobbi Sykes’ poem, People. Sykes is an 
indigenous rights activist, and her poem 
celebrates diversity in the human race, 
sharing that despite our differences, we 
are all people.

Carlen Becker (Year 8): In response to a study of The Arrival, a picturebook by Shaun Tan, Carlen Becker 
transformed images from the narrative into a poem, and considered his choices as an author in the 
annotations.

Jordan Brinkley (Year 12) writes a dramatic 
monologue based on the film 28 Days Later 
in which he explores the self-destructive 
impulse of humanity:

We look at the world, we see people bustling, 
travelling through their lives in a haze. We see 
the high rise buildings, beacons landscaped 
in concrete that symbolise the success of our 
species, our conquering of the world which we 
call “home”. We find ourselves fixated on our 
own superficial problems, riding through life’s 
journey, blindfolded by comfort, sheltered  from 
the truth of the horrors released against nature 
by the human race . We pride ourselves on the 
achievements ‘hard won’ from time: Democracy, 
Human Rights, Technology, systems manipulated 
for the benefit of only one species, Man. The 
Roman Empire, it fell. And just like the Roman 
Empire, one day, humanity will fall. Why? Not 
because of aliens sent down from another world. 
Neither will it be due to God’s unrelenting wrath 
unleashed on the unbelievers, sparing only the 
faithful to be eternally confined in a purist utopia. 
It will be. Our fault. We will be the genesis of 
our own downfall. We look at the world, we 
can see it already, humanity’s lust for power 
and dominance has doomed us, as the earth 
which gives us life turns…feverish. Infected by 
humanity, a tumour congesting the airways 
of a dying planet gasping for air. However, just 
like a tumor, we are unaware of our own self-
destruction, as with the host, we too are taken 
down to an inevitable death. As a species, we have 
patented intelligence  with a sense of gluttonous 
pride, insisting that the wisdom of the natural 
world, of the animal, is inferior. However, our 
own intelligence seems to contradict this, as we 
have discovered that we ourselves evolved from 
these creatures we label “un-human”, we deny 
our own primal heritage, claiming obnoxiously 
that humanity is so elite, that it could have only 
been manufactured by a higher power. We look 
at the world, at  the “normal” manner of the life. 
We see busy streets, people in transit from place 
to place. We see the lifespan of the universe, we 
see humanity – merely a fraction of a second. 
So when we reach our own devastating and self-
engineered demise, that is a return to normal.
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION

If I were to summarise Physical Education at Rostrevor, it would probably take the form of a discussion 
between student buddies from different schools.

In the discussion I could see the Rostrevor student 

telling the other one about what they do at the 

College. I would like to think that the discussion 

would shed some light on some of the information 

about the subject that a lot of people miss or don’t 

fully grasp – “you do sports” is a common generalised 

statement that shows no understanding of what the 

subject is about. I sometimes wonder how a student 

would portray that to others.

From this idea was born the cartoon “In the dark!” a 

discussion between two students shedding light on 

contemporary Physical Education at the College (first 

scripted in 2005! Modernised for 2020).

To say that 2020 was challenging would be an 

understatement!

The challenges of having to design “on line” activities 

in a pandemic for our Physical Education students 

that needed to be engaging and inclusive (some we 

had even thought up with a mind of getting mum 
and dad involved!!!!) was taxing – needless to say 
mind blowing. 

I believe now in retrospect that we not only came up 
with some imaginative and creative ideas but ones 
that were definitely outside the square so to speak. 
Who else but Rostrevor could come up with an idea 
of making Hacky Sacks out of old socks and creating 
a challenging activity that pushed the boundaries of 
open and closed skills!!!!

On the other hand academically – it was pleasing to 
see the Stage 2 results stay comparatively steady in 
2019 for our Seniors. Once again the cohort of 2019 
attained around a 40% A grade attainment level – 
similar to 2018 – a truly awesome result with some 
really interesting cohort members. 

The new course presented its challenges for 2020, 
but I believe we were pretty creative in what we 
planned and delivered – especially when we see 
what other schools came up with. It has basically 
given us a fantastic foundation to make things bigger 
and better moving forwards.

The Middle years saw some excellent practitioners in 
the making – these being recognised on speech night. 
It was no easy task awarding these this year!

I hope 2021 will present us with a greater “normality,” 
for want of a term, than we faced this year. I do 
know that with the strong team of dedicated and 
enthusiastic teachers that the students have access 
to in the Health, Physical and Outdoor Education 
areas, that success is only limited by the dedication, 
input and passion that each student delivers in the 
classroom – after all it is “HIS ROSTREVOR” – but we 
are here to help!

Once again the success of the subject lies in the 
strength of the team that works to deliver what it 
is all about – reaching every student commensurate 



with their own uniqueness and ability. The 
words of Jin Kwong truly reflect the staff 
of 2020:

One piece of wood creates a small fire, 
adequate to warm you up, add just a 
few more pieces to blast an immense 

bonfire, large enough to warm up your 
entire circle of friends; needless to say 
that individuality counts but teamwork 
dynamites.

Glen Urbani 
Head of Health and Physical Education
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HUMANITIES

The Humanities Faculty incorporates an extensive range of subjects including Accounting, Business 
and Enterprise, Business and Economics, Business Innovation, Civics and Citizenship, Economics, 
Geography, History and Legal Studies.

There has been significant recent development in SACE 
subject outlines, with relatively new courses being 
undertaken for Accounting and Business Innovation 
and the introduction of rewritten courses for Stage Two 
Business Innovation and both Stage One and Stage Two 
Legal Studies, commencing in 2021. Studying subjects 
within the field of Humanities brings about critical 
thinking, analysis and creativity, skills that will serve 
students well in study and life beyond school.

Definitely a year for the History books, 2020 will not 
be easily forgotten. It has been my absolute privilege 
to work with the enthusiastic, assiduous Humanities’ 
staff throughout this unprecedented year. We have 
seen significant professional development amongst 
the faculty, some brought about by the changing 
environment due to COVID-19. The diligence and 
dedication shown by teachers when the pivot to online 
learning arrived was extraordinary, driven by their desire 
to facilitate engaging teaching and learning for our boys. 
Staff have quickly adapted to the use of SEQTA, our new 
Learning Management System, with lesson details for 
most subjects now available online. Moreover, students 
and parents can now access all assessment particulars 
and student results online, with the click of a button. 

The year began with the celebration of the class of 
2019’s impressive results. Special mention must 
go to Jake Tatarelli and Luca Mazzeo who achieved 
an A+ with Merit in Accounting and Business and 
Enterprise respectively. Geography students from 
Rostrevor College tested their geographical skills and 
knowledge against students from all around Australia 
in the 2020 Australian Geography Competition. With 47 
students participating in the Geography Competition, 
we have a number of student geographers at our school 
who performed to a very high level this year, with 
Charlie Deane-Shaw achieving first in South Australia 
and placing in the top 1% of Year 9s across the whole 

of Australia. We had four students gaining High 
Distinctions, one Distinction and 41 Credits. It’s been a 
challenging year with the pandemic, so we were pleased 
to still be able to give our boys the opportunity to test 
themselves against students from all around Australia, 
with over 65,000 students entering. Geography is such 
an important subject because it develops in students 
a holistic understanding of the world around them, 
and their place in it.

April 25, 2020 looked significantly different to the 
usual liturgy and service held to remember and 
honour the service and sacrifice of those who have 
served our nation. In a year like no other, as the 
sun came up on Anzac Day, a nationally broadcast 
commemorative service took place at the Memorial, due 
to COVID-19 social distancing requirements resulting 
in the cancellation of public services. South Australian 
residents were encouraged to take part in ‘Driveway 
at Dawn’. More than 15 young men from Rostrevor 
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College surpassed this proposal and stood at the 
end of their driveway, many with family and 
neighbours in attendance, and performed the 
Last Post, followed by one minute’s silence and 
the Rouse. It was an exceptionally moving and 
memorable experience for all.

We were lucky enough to be able to gather as 
a whole school community to commemorate 
Remembrance Day. The elected 2021 Prefects led 

the service and we were encouraged to remember 
the quiet, humble heroes such as Anne Donnell 
who dedicated her life to nursing and caring for 
others. Mr John Kelly shared with us his personal 
experience of serving as a young man in the 
military. He was drafted at 17 years of age and 
spoke about what it feels like to be in the military 
and what is expected of a new recruit. He spoke 
of the very real sense of camaraderie there had 
to be. And for the most part, service men looked 

after each other. It was a very real insight into 
life in the military as a teenager.

I look forward to continuing to work with my 
Humanities colleagues in 2021, continuing to 
engage our Rostrevor gentlemen in meaningful, 
engaging, real-world teaching and learning across 
the litany of subjects offered by the Faculty.

Sonja Robinson 
Head of Humanities
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LANGUAGES

By now, the theme of this year’s Annual would be more than obvious to all of our readers: COVID-19,  
disruption and having to do things differently.

Again, our students did not have many opportunities for 
incursions, excursions or activities beyond the scope of 
normal Italian lessons, and even those lessons were a 
blessing we were grateful for in this strange year. 

However, our Year 10 Italian students (supported by 
the Year 11s), were still able to bring their Collage of 
Migration project to fruition. This valuable endeavour asks 
students to look back and uncover the stories of migration 
in their family history, to learn from their forefathers, 
and to share that ancestral journey as a migrant story 

in both Italian and English with their families. 

Special mention must be made of Ms Elizabeth Trasente 
(who describes the project in the extract below) for her 
dedication, expert organisational skills, and for her 
commitment in making this ceremonial sharing of 
migrant stories a reality. Please also take the time to read 
some of the extracts from student stories of migration.

Tanja Gehren 
Head of Languages

The Collage of Migration – Thank you to Mrs Carelyn 
Robinson for sharing her family’s story of moving to 
Australia as part of this celebration of migrant experiences.

The Collage of 
Migration
On Tuesday 10th November, the Year 10 Italian students 
presented the annual Collage of Migration event at 
Rostrevor College. In conjunction with their unit on 
Migration, students interviewed a migrant in their 
family. Interview questions focused on their origins, 
the journey to the unknown, their first impressions 
of Australia and settling into a new country. It also 
included their achievements to date and their advice 
to the next generation. The students created posters 
which summarised their migrant’s life, in both words 
and in images. The exhibition showcased the lives of 
students’ migrants. Mrs Carelyn Robinson, our guest 
speaker, spoke of her experiences of being a migrant 
to Australia 20 years ago. She spoke fondly about the 
hardships she and her family endured, and how they 
made Australia their home. Unfortunately, students 
were unable to invite their migrants to the event, due 
to the pandemic, however the exhibition was filmed 

so the student was able to share the memorable 
moment with their families. I am so incredibly proud 
of each student, who worked tirelessly to create these 
outstanding posters. It is a true testament to the passion 
and resilience that the students possess – something 
that was passed down to them from prior generations.

Ms Elizabeth Trasente 
Senior Italian Teacher
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Ridheypreet Grover 
records the story of 
his father, Harpreet 
Singh Grover ’s , 
m i g r a t i o n  t o 
Australia:

Credo che I’emigrazione 
s i a  s t a t a  u n a 
esperienza preziosa. 
Gli emigranti hanno 
aiutato a arricchire e 
stabilire l’Australia, e 

hanno portato con loro la fede, le tradizione e la cultura del loro paese. Alcuni 
emigranti non erano sicuri di cosa troverebbero appena che arrivassero in 
Australia, ma hanno deciso di venire per trovare uno scopo o di riunirsi con 
le loro famiglie. Gli australiani sono molto accogliente con i migranti ma 
alcuni emigranti non conoscevo la lingua, quindi si trovavano in difficoltà 
e non potevano comunicare effettivamente. Tuttavia, gli emigr anti hanno 
mostrato il coraggio e la determinazione per emigrare e costruire una vita 
in Australia. Le tradizioni e la cultura degli emigranti sono ancora presenti 
in tutte le parti dell’Australia e oggigiorno i ristoranti stranieri si trovano 
dappertutto Adelaide. Complessivamente, questo movimento, con tutti I 
benifici, ha portato anche le difficoltà, ma a causa della grande determinazione 
di tutti gli immigrati, l’Australia è diventata un paese culturalmente più 
diversificato.

Joel Condo recounts 
t h e  m i g r a t i o n 
e x p e r i e n c e  o f 
Maddalena Guglielmi: 

Maddalena Guglielmi 
was born on the 29th 
of July 1949 in a small 
town at the top of a 
hill called Macchia 
D’isernia, in Molise, 
Italy. When she was 
living there, she stayed 

in an extremely small unit with her immediate family including her mother 
– Evelina Guglielmi, her father – Ernesto Guglielmi, her two sisters – Rosina 
and Maria Guglielmi and finally, her Nonna and Nonno – Maddalena and 
Antonio Guglielmi. She recounts that the small unit they inhabited, was nothing 
compared to the living standards of Australia at the time. Half of the house 
was dirt floors and there was no bathroom nor stove with gas or electricity for 
cooking. All cooking and preparations for meals was completed over an open 
fire underneath a chimney and bathing usually occurred once a month in a 
steel tub. All the washing of dishes and clothes was done at a fresh waterway 
that ran behind their house. Even though these conditions seemed rough, it 
was all she and her family knew and they were very happy within their “Italian 
bubble”. Maddalena remembers her brief childhood in Italy, recalling it to 
be a joyful time spent by her father’s side and other children on the streets.

Anton Piotto tells 
the story of Grace 
Panuccio’s migration 
to Australia:

Grace Panuccio was 
born on the 1st of 
June 1939 in Sinopoli, 
a commune in the 
Province of Reggio 
Calabria, Italy. She 
grew up in Sinopoli, 
living on a farm in the 

countryside with her parents Domenico and Maria, and her three older brothers 
Francesco, Rocco, and Giuseppe. Grace had a pleasant childhood, enjoyed her 
five years of school, and had many school friends that she spent lots of time 
with. Though Grace wished to continue her schooling to become a doctor, she 
did not as there were no high schools or universities in Sinopoli. Also, at that 
time, girls were not encouraged to go to school. In 1943, Reggio Calabria was 
bombed by the United States during World War 2. Since Grace was only four 
years old and her parents were not near her at the time, when this happened 
a woman picked her up by her ponytail to hurriedly take her into the bomb 
shelter that her father had built. During the war, her father was hit by a bomb 
and her sister-in-law’s two sisters died. This was an awful time as countless 
people were killed and injured, while much of Grace’s village was ruined, 
leaving people homeless, starving, unemployed and poor. Consequently, in 
the hope for a better life with more work and opportunities, Grace and her 
parents decided to migrate to Australia.

Alexander Maio 
tells the story of 
his grandfather’s 
m i g r a t i o n  t o 
Australia: 

Silvio Maio was born 
on the 5th of July 1940 
in a village within 
Benevento known as 
Trocchia. He grew up 
on a farm in a family 
of seven with himself 

being the second oldest sibling. His parents’ names were Elena and Carmine 
and his siblings were Gennaro, Irma, Elda, and Ada. He first attended school 
at the age of seven in Italy. Then, during his high school years at the age 
of 14, he was undergoing industrial school which is what we now know as 
work-experience. One day a week he worked for a mechanic business where 
he would wash cars, clean the store, and help around wherever he could. One 
year later, he left school because his dad and older brother went to Australia 
in search of a better job and lifestyle, so he had to work on the farm with 
his mother. On his parents’ farm, there were sheep, cows, a donkey, a horse, 
and pigs. He was mainly in charge of the sheep and had to ensure they were 
healthy and safe. At the age of 16, Silvio was sick of working on the farm and 
wanted to migrate to Australia to see what it was like and what his dad and 
brother were doing there. However, because he was under the age of 18, he 
required someone to sponsor him which would allow him to come to Australia 
and work. His sponsor was a man by the name of Christopher Mosso. Silvio 
said that the first time he saw him, he was scared as he carried a bag of 
money with a lock on one shoulder and on the other, he carried a shotgun.
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MATHEMATICS

COVID has not stopped us…

Congratulations to the graduating class of 2020, it 
has been a battle with all that has been happening 
throughout the year but for all four Stage 2 Mathematics 
classes I know you have put in your best efforts with 
some very positive results. A special mention to their 
teachers who have done a great job getting all the boys 
across the finish line. I know there were some difficult 
moments, especially keeping in regular contact with 
boarders who stayed home for long periods of time. 

LEAP students’ results have continued to improve this 
year with the boys completing an extended program 
in Year 8 through to 10. This extension model will be 
showcased in 2021 with the boys completing Year 12 
next year having a vast range of mathematical problem-
solving abilities. I look forward to seeing how they 

go in their final year. This year also saw five Year 10 
students continuing to accelerate a full year ahead in 
their studies. The five boys have completed both Stage 1 
Mathematical Methods and Specialist Mathematics and 
will be very successful in next year’s Stage 2 subjects.

STEM Football – Year 7s
To finish the year off the Year 7 cohort were lucky 
enough to fit in a unit facilitated by the Adelaide 
Football Club – STEM Football. The initial unit was 
thought out and well-structured providing teachers a 
list of useful resources to aid in delivering the Year 7 
ACARA Curriculum to students. 

Lesson delivery was planned well enabling clear 
instructions linking to the provided resources. The 

 Luke Frangakis from Mrs Laube’s Year 12 General 
Mathematics class gathering statistical data while 
making hot chocolates.

Year 12 Mathematicians Lewis Matsis and James 
McGuinness plotting data onto the whiteboard during a 
Statistics lesson of General Mathematics.
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Year 7 students Archer McNamara, Adam Pergoleto, Jay D’Aloia, Robert Negoita, and James Corrente testing their reaction time in a practical session lead by 
members of the Adelaide Football Club.

Alessio Fantasia, Jaiden Calvaresi, Elias Leonard, Ashwandeep Gill and Oscar Saponari measuring how 
far they can kick the football from the goal line with the support of Adelaide Football Club members.

associated resources enhanced the learning 
opportunities by enabling students to engage 
with new technologies and methods in different 
contexts.

A highlight of the program for students was 
having the Adelaide Football Club running 
interactive and purposeful activities. Within 
these activities, students were able to apply prior 
knowledge in new contexts and applications for 
continued learning.

Having a new means, such as sport, engaged 
students who sometimes have difficulties in 
finding relevance in Mathematics. This was 
encapsulated in the final piece of assessment 
where students delivered a 5-minute presentation 
to their teacher and peers which was then shared 
with the team from the Adelaide Football Club. 
The students were marked on their ability to show 
understanding in the five units of Introduction 
to AFL, Statistics, Nutrition, Distances and the 
practical session.

Farewells are always 
the hardest
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the staff of Rostrevor over the last four 
years. Since joining the Rostrevor Community, I 
have made some life-long friendships with both 
staff and students. The staff of Rostrevor have 

a very kind heart going above and beyond for 
the boys and the community which I will truly 
miss as I move onto my next adventure. It has 
been a pleasure getting to know both the boys I 
have taught and some of the families along the 
way. I wish all the boys the very best for 2021 

and beyond and look forward to seeing some 
encouraging results in the future years. 

Daniel Ryall  
Head of Mathematics
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MUSIC

The Music program at Rostrevor College provides a rich, developmental musical experience across a 
variety of classroom-based and Co-curricular ensembles.

The program provides opportunities for personal 
development for students both new to their instrument 
and for those with considerable experience. Throughout 
2020, the students have continued to advance their 
skills, at times from the isolation of their own home, 
but always with their musical cohort supporting 
their endeavours, eager to adapt to what has been a 
continuously evolving year.

The ensembles have flourished, and the standard of the 
ensembles has been a credit to both staff and students. 
Rather than the usual performance-centred focus, the 
focus for 2020 has predominantly been on musical 
development. Students have developed their ability to 
perform in a variety of musical genre, in a variety of 
different styles with music from a variety of composers. 
I can confidently say that this increased awareness 

and deepened musical understanding has furthered 
students’ drive toward musical excellence.

The Year 12 music students were able to capitalise on 
the additional home practice time, reflected in their 
instrumental, vocal and compositional development. 
Their work was of a very high standard and they are to 
be congratulated on their increased musical prowess. 
Throughout the year, the Year 12 students participated 
in four performances, three of which were submitted 
to SACE across a variety of ensembles. They have been 
a very fine group of students throughout their time at 
Rostrevor, and it is with mixed emotions that we bid 
them farewell and good luck for their journey ahead.

In a unique show of solidarity, ANZAC day brought out 
the very best of our trumpet players and trombonists. 
They were able to break the dawn silence with their own 
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driveway rendition of The Last Post followed by a 
minute silence and The Reveille. Many of our fine 
brass players sent in their version which was then 
beautifully stitched together as a featured video.

Presentation Evening is a wonderful opportunity 
to see the Junior, Middle and Senior Years 
ensembles perform. The evening commenced 
with the Small Jazz Band performing as early 
entertainment while the crowds gathered. They 
played a variety of pieces, featuring improvised 
solos by some of our more senior students 
supported by the rock steady foundation of the 
rhythm section. Once the evening commenced, 
the Big Bands, Vocal Group and Rock Bands took 
to the stage providing the evening with that 
additional dimension that is enjoyed by many.

The national Rockfest competition was an online 
opportunity for our very talented rock bands to 

take to the virtual stage. In an outstanding result, 

the Middle Years Rock Band gave a performance 

akin to a professional group and the judges 

rewarded them with a top three finish.  

The Concert in the Valley towards the end of 

Term four was our final opportunity to display 

each Co-curricular ensemble’s body of work. The 

date was set and the appropriate contingencies 

were addressed, however, the viability of the 

performance remained in flux until the very 

last moment. It was heart-warming to see the 

ensembles perform. The energy of the students 

on stage and the enthusiasm with which each 

group played reinforced the enormous benefits 

of being involved in a musical ensemble. The 

performance commenced with our very youngest 

musicians and, as the evening progressed, the 

more senior students took to the stage. It was 

evident from the crowd reaction that family and 

friends were grateful for the opportunity to hear 

the boys perform.

Undoubtedly, the year has provided some unique 

challenges and the fortitude of all has been tested. 

To the credit of all our students, they have adapted, 

they have proven resilient and their outstanding 

commitment and passion to honing their skills 

has prevailed. It is this energy and dedication 

that defines the culture and quality of Rostrevor’s 

music program through the contribution of an 

outstanding cohort of young men.

Peter Waterman 

Director of Arts
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RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION 
MIDDLE & SENIOR YEARS

At Rostrevor College, the Religious Education (RE) team understands the need to be meaningful, 
authentic and relevant for our students today when exploring matters of faith and spirituality.

As such, we are constantly considering curriculum that 

promotes curiosity and the pursuit of understanding, as 

opposed to a rote, or prescripted way of understanding 

large concepts.

What do we mean when we talk of Religious Education? 

Catholic schools in South Australia utilise a Religious 

Education curriculum entitled Crossways, which 

has been redesigned as a brand new curriculum for 

implementation from 2021.

The introduction of the new Crossways curriculum 

has meant a valuable opportunity to review Religious 

Education at Rostrevor College across Reception to Year 

12. As an RE Faculty, this has allowed us the opportunity 

to reflect again on what Religious Education means 

for us as a staff, for our students, and in the context 

of our broader school community. The Crossways 
Implementation Team has met on multiple occasions 
throughout the year and we have had great successes 
in exploring the possibilities of the new Crossways and 
can look forward to the continuing evolution of what 
students are offered in this learning area.

Youth-to-Youth Ministry
Connection is at the utmost importance in RE. 
Connection to oneself, to others, creation and one’s sense 
of spirituality. As part of the Youth Ministry elective 
in the subject, Year 10 and 11 students embark on the 
challenge of preparing and running retreat experiences 
for their younger peers. It is amazing to see classes form 
together to become a team, and how transforming this 
responsibility can be for them.
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The Year 4 Confirmation Retreats at St Joseph’s 
Hectorville and at Rostrevor College were run by 
our Year 10 Youth Ministry students. The students 
shared an understanding of Confirmation and the 
importance of the need to use our God-given gifts, 
not just for oneself, but for the whole community. 
The students hosted teachings, games, dramas, 
small group sharing and reflection experiences. 
Whilst the interactive activities, the Gift Box 
performance and the ‘chocolate milk teaching’ 
were evident favourites, it is truly the peer-to-
peer relationships formed that impart the long-
lasting sense of connection.

Year 8 students participated in a ‘Rostrevor 
Survivor’ retreat based on the theme of friendship, 
run by our Year 11 Youth Ministry classes. The 
students lead their peers in a variety of activities, 
small group challenges and discussions in 
addition to dramas, teachings and personal 
sharing. The success of this day comes from the 
balance of energy, competition and elements of 
reflection.

For some extra practice in leadership and working 
with a younger audience, a group of Year 11 
students stepped forward to collaborate with 
Mary MacKillop students to assist St Joseph’s 

Hectorville staff and their Year 6 students in a 
transition themed retreat. This day offered the 
Year 6 students the opportunity to reflect on their 
learning journey and explore what is needed for 
a positive transition into high school. The Year 
11s offered powerful and personal sharing of 
their experiences and words of wisdom with 
the younger students. New relationships were 
formed, friendships were made and the day 
provided all round enjoyment for students and 
staff alike. We can look forward to welcoming 
many of those Year 6s next year as they embark 
on their own Rostrevor journey.

Minecraft Education
As part of a study of ‘holiness’ in the Christian 
context, Year 7s were involved in the researching 
of floor plans, diagrams and digitally created 
images of Herod’s temple, and tasked to 
ultimately create their own model using 
Minecraft Education. The students invested so 
well in this project, and some of the submissions 
were outstanding and so detailed. Minecraft 
proved to be an engaging software program to 
develop their prototypes and maintain online 
learning. 

Following this, Year 7s participated in a mini-

unit on the Eucharist where Christian Brother 

John Ahern came as a guest speaker to teach 

them about the different components of a mass, 

as well as explaining symbols and words that 

are used in a liturgy. This closed with a class 

instructional mass led by Father Renata, which 

the students enjoyed.

Signing Off
I know the Religious Education Faculty will go 

from strength to strength in 2021. They are a 

passionate, dedicated and creative team and we 

have the privilege of working with an amazing 

student body that continues to teach us so much. 

I thank the students for all their hard work and 

enthusiasm in all Year levels. We see the fruits 

of your labour over many years come to a peak 

at Year 12 where academic results in the subject 

are exceptional. 

Anthony Callisto 
Head of Religious Education
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Religious Education in 2020 has called us to care for our common home and for each other in ways 
we could never have predicted.

The importance of gratitude, reaching out and showing 
that we care, doing the little things that make a big 
difference in someone’s day, have been skills we have 
suddenly been very aware of this year.

Our boys are called to follow in the footsteps of Jesus 
daily, through their interactions with those around 
them and in a year like 2020 we were reminded even 
more so, of the importance of these connections. We 
were challenged daily to live out our faith in new and 
different ways. 

How can we pray, worship and serve those around us 
whilst adhering to protocols? 

Who needs us and what can we do to help? 

Students enjoyed different experiences of prayer this 
year. They had the opportunity to experience a walking 

labyrinth. The walking labyrinth and finger labyrinths 
are a form of prayer that help us calm and unwind the 
mind. A different form of prayer as we move our bodies 
gently to the Centre. The older boys enjoyed leading 
our youngest students through this experience.

Meditation in class is an important and valued practice 
in the Junior School. As the boys change through the 
years, so too does their capacity to engage in this 
form of prayer. Visiting classes and joining them for 
meditation is a privilege. Meditation is something we 
practice and build stamina for and the positive impact 
it has on the boys and their wellbeing is very apparent. 

We were able to gather for some special liturgies, 
a time when the boys lead each other in prayer 
and reflection on the scriptures. When COVID-19 
restrictions presented us from physically gathering, 

MINI VINNIES BACK ROW: Nicholas Furst, Sebastian Urbaniak, Stefen Parletta, Taha Jawidi, Jordan Becker, 
Lucas Forrester, Riley Holling, Lachlan Mudge FRONT ROW: Angus Hehir, Xavier Conhye, Marcus Hopgood, 
Giancarlo Blefari, Emmanouel Pishas, Sahyl Soodan, Harry Ford, Emmanuel Valakos, Aekas Soodan  
TEACHER: Lisa Clark 

RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION 
JUNIOR YEARS
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classes shared liturgies through PowerPoints 
and iMovies and found new and creative ways 
to engage us. Their enthusiasm for singing was 
both contagious and a highlight when we could 
gather. Through all these experiences, we have 
been challenged to make prayer meaningful and 
connected to the lives of our boys. The rituals 
and symbols that we value, being explored more 
deeply whilst also educating our boys on how to 
plan and lead these special ceremonies.

This year we formed our first ever Mini Vinnies 
in the Junior school. A passionate group of 18 
students who took a pledge to serve those in our 
community and to live out our faith as leaders 
in our community. We met regularly throughout 
the year to discuss, brainstorm and find ways 

to connect with people who are less fortunate 
than ourselves. A silly sock day raised important 
funds for St Vincent De Paul and our first food 
drive saw two car loads of wonderful food items 
being donated during a time of great need. This 
food drive highlighted our boys’ empathy and 
capacity for care as they donated items that 
they thought would be needed and appreciated- 
not just the foods from their pantry that they 
did not want to eat. Filling the van and car with 
this food, it was noticed how generous and 
thoughtful the donations were.

As we launched our War on Waste at Rostrevor, 
our Mini Vinnies group wanted to better 
understand how we can pack a nude food lunch 
box. We rolled up our sleeves and learnt how to 

make beeswax wraps. The boys discovered why 
they are a better option then plastic, to keep our 
food fresh. The process of using organic cotton 
as the base meant that when the wrap has come 
to the end of its life, it can be cut up and placed 
into the compost bin. Understanding the impact 
of these environmental choices reinforced our 
work on integral ecology and our call to care 
for our common home by Pope Francis. The 
boys’ enthusiasm to support Nude Food grew 
throughout the year, as too their understanding 
of how we can each make a difference through 
the choices we make.

Lisa Clark 
Religious Education Coordinator – Junior Years
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SCIENCE

One of the joys of Science is that the search for understanding is never complete, it is an ongoing 
endeavour, as we seek to explain the world around us in as much detail as possible.

Nothing has highlighted this further than 2020, the 
year where a virus, COVID-19, has interrupted our lives 
(in what some may describe as a never-ending search 
for toilet paper), as many of us live through our first 
global pandemic. The world sought out science, seeking 
answers to how our lives can return to normality? How 
can we find a cure? How fast can humanity create a 
vaccine? Why are people so obsessed with toilet paper? 
This highlights the importance of the question, “why”? 

The fundamental principle of science is to seek an 
understanding of what we cannot explain, and not 
just accept our world for what it is. 2020 challenged 
us in many ways, and from an educational standpoint 
it posed the challenge of online learning, for both staff 
and students. Yet through adversity, 2020 taught us to 
adapt, and find new ways of learning which has led to 
greater success both inside and outside the classroom. 

Academic Results – The Class of 2020 
2020 delivered excellent results from a science 
standpoint, with Year 12 students achieving Merits 
in Psychology and Biology, with additional A+ results 
in Chemistry and Physics. These results are truly 
exceptional.

In a year where some practical activities moved 
online, rather than in a laboratory, and could involve 
whatever materials were available in a student’s 
kitchen or laundry cupboards. And in some instances, 
the only interactions with the class for weeks were via 
a computer screen.  

Whilst it is the Year 12 results that get highlighted, 
commendations should go out to all students in the field 
of Science, continuing to advance their understanding 
despite the interruptions that confronted them in 
2020. However, I am sure that the elimination of end 
of semester examinations was considered a positive 
aspect of the global pandemic. 

Environmental and Agricultural 
Science Centre 

Despite all the pandemonium, 2020 saw the opening 
of our new Agricultural building – the Environmental 
Sustainability Centre, allowing more students greater 
access to the discipline of Agriculture and many aspects 
of animal husbandry in a modern facility. A big thanks to 
our animal carers, Mark Nitschke and Natasha Edwards, 
who ensured that all our living creatures settled in well 
to their new surrounds.

Seeds in Space 

2020 also saw a unique opportunity for the Year 5 
students at Rostrevor to get involved in a seeds in space 
program. One Giant Leap Australia Foundation launched 
Golden Wattle seeds to the International Space Station 
on the Space X Rocket in December in collaboration 
with JAXA and NASA. The seeds will be in space for six 
months and then return to Australia in time for Science 
Week 2021. Rostrevor is one of 150 schools nationwide 
to participate in the program and will receive some 
of the space seeds to germinate and grow. This will 
be a rare opportunity for our Year 5 students in 2020 
to follow the program into 2021 and participate in a 
national science endeavour. 

2020 was a year like no other. In the science world we 
saw the vast impacts of a global shutdown, and just 
how amazing and resilient the natural world is. A year 
that will be remembered for a lack of air travel, is also 
characterized by a massive drop in air pollution and 
environmental degradation. It even saw fish return to 
the canals in Venice. Despite all the disruption, I could 
not be prouder of the successes of the class of 2020. In 
addition, credit should go to all students who continued 
to learn and develop their greater understanding of the 
world around them and fuel their passion for science. 

Peter Steel 
Head of Science
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TECHNOLOGY

Technology education is a balance between developing solutions using today’s technology and 
investigating what tomorrow’s technology will deliver for our future. Each subject in Technology 
follows a core structure which sees students identify a need, investigate possible solutions, produce 
plans and create solutions that can be tested, modified and evaluated. The outcome of a balanced 
technology education should not be limited to great practical skills, rather, it must help students 
develop creative problem-solving skills, understanding of engineering principles and the ability to 
adapt and utilise future technologies as they emerge.  

At the end of 2019, we said farewell to Joel Phillips 

after nine years’ teaching in the Rostrevor Design and 

Technology department. We were lucky to have such 

a passionate and hardworking Technologies teacher. 

Mr Phillips set up our department well to continue his 

leading work in electronics and programming. We wish 

him well in his new position at Adelaide Botanic High 

School. In 2020, we warmly welcomed Anthony Lagos as 

a new member of the Technologies team. Anthony has 

a trade background and passion for teaching Materials 

Technologies. He has taught at Nazareth College and 

Saint Paul’s College since graduating from a Bachelor of 
Education (Design and Technology). We welcome back Mr 
Vlad Baclagian-Raicu and Mr Connor McNamara, while 
welcoming Mr Geoff Aufderheide and Mr Elias Degeorge 
to the Technology teaching team in 2020.

Significant changes were made to the SACE Technologies 
curriculum for implementation throughout 2019 and 
2020. The Digital Technologies learning area made 
changes at the beginning of 2019, while the Materials 
Technology and Industry and Entrepreneurial Solutions 
courses made the change at the beginning of 2020. 

Year 12 Digital Technologies class working with Mr Vlad
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Thank you to Mr Vlad and Mr Lagos for seamlessly 

applying and adapting each course to provide 

scope and support to allow each of our students 

to achieve their personal best. 

Industry and Entrepreneurial Solutions

The Industry and Entrepreneurial Solutions course 

was introduced this year, previously titled Systems 

and Control Technology. The focus of this course 

has changed from robotics and programming to 

product innovation. The changes allow students 

a wider scope to apply their personal interests 

to their assessments. The subject is offered from 

Year 10 to Year 12 and spans both Materials 

Technology and Digital Technology. The course 

is a good match for students looking to follow 

an Engineering pathway. Autodesk Fusion 360 

allows students to produce professional level 

3D models and engineering drawings ready for 

realisation on our CNC milled, 3D printed or within 

the materials workshops. Students used Arduino 

electronic and C++ coding as a platform to produce 

working prototypes. Projects this year included: 

weather stations, vending machines, self-watering 

garden beds and an aid delivery drone.  

Year 7 and 8 Technologies

The focus of Year 7 and 8 Technologies was to 

introduce several skills across many areas of the 

subject including soldering techniques; the use of 

hand tools; and an introduction to Fusion 360. In 

Semester 1, Mr Lagos’ Year 8 class produced an 

interactive game which included a mechanism. 

Semester 2 saw Mr Aufderheide’s class follow a 

set of plans to produce a toy Formula One car in 

Woodwork. The Year 9 Design and Technology 

students worked through several skills tasks 

to build their knowledge before designing and 

individually producing a unique desk lamp. The 

lamps used a five-volt LED strip and relied on 

students applying the knowledge they had gained 

from the introductory skills tasks. It’s amazing 

how students produce creative and unique 

solutions while working from the same design 

brief and skills training.

Digital Technologies

The Year 9 Digital Technologies students were 

involved in learning the foundations of building 

websites. Students were enrolled in The Grok 

Competition which provides them the opportunity 

to compete nationally and internationally. Many 

of our students achieved excellent results with 

Joshua Polkinghorne receiving a perfect score in 

the advanced level.  Year 12 Digital Technologies 

students worked on six assessments over the 

year. Some of their projects included creating 

programs to help their teachers; a daily calorie-

intake app on an IOS platform; and an electronic 

shops system using the latest technology like 

PHP, MariaSQL and Apache Servers. 

Mr Lagos delivered the Year 12 Material Solutions 

Course in 2020. Students started the course by 

following two Skills Tasks before producing a 

Resource Study and Design Folio. The course 

culminates with the production of the student’s 

Material Solution. Projects this year included 

Karim Chehade’s Australian oak and steel desk, 

Kaleb Crabb’s pine and jarrah TV unit and Oscar 

Klose’s recycled hardwood and steel framed TV 

unit. 

William Hunt 

Head of Technology

Oscar Klose – Recycled hardwood, steel framed TV unit.

Kaleb Crabb – Pine and jarrah TV unit

Karim Chehade – Australian oak and steel desk

Kanwartej Singh, Patrick Crowley checking 
out Charles Kemp’s vending machine

Joshua Polkinghorne after receiving his perfect score.
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VISUAL ARTS & 
DESIGN

While a major focus of Visual Arts programs at Rostrevor College is the learning and application 
of technical arts skills, there is an equal emphasis on interpretation. Interpretation of the ‘self’, its 
place in the world, and the world itself.

More than most years before it, being able to 
interpret and express oneself in 2020 was particularly 
important. Without repeating what will no doubt 
dominate a great deal of this year’s publication, 2020 
was confronting and challenging for many reasons. 
On some level, every student was affected. But while 
the challenges of the year were mostly negative, from 
a Visual Arts perspective it brought with it a huge 
source of inspiration. We were able to delve deeper 
into exploring the world around us, how it affects us, 
and how Visual Arts can be a means of expression and 
communication when verbal and written means are 
not enough. While many of the projects undertaken 
throughout the year remained mostly the same, there 
was a subtle unpinning of something bigger and more 
meaningful in even the simplest of drawings.

Middle Years
Despite the tumultuous factors at play during 2020, 
Visual Arts across the Middle Years rolled steadily 
along. Students were again given the opportunity 
to experience a wide range of techniques, media, 
processes, and subject matters that provided them 
with a means of understanding and depicting the 
world around them. Depictions of people, places, and 
everyday objects were the focus of the majority of the 
artworks produced, with a sprinkling of expression and 
creativity to make the pieces their own.

Year 7 classes continued to introduce the fundamentals 
of Visual Arts, with projects that developed skills in 
line, tone, and colour. While the subject matter of 
‘still-life’ and technical drawing exercises might seem 
somewhat uninteresting to an outside observer, there 
is a sense of pride and delight visible in students once 
these fundamentals “click”. Being able to simply draw, 
shade, and colour effectively provides a springboard 
for all the subsequent projects to follow in later years.

Landscapes and aspects of the natural world were 
again the focus for Visual Arts learning at Year 8. 
Watercolour and Pastel landscapes, inspired by 
great artists of centuries past, provided depictions of 
dramatic cloudscapes, rolling countryside, and the 
ever-changing colour palette of the seasons. Alongside 
these ‘traditional’ art formats, digital drawing and 
painting projects also came to the fore, with the 
accessibility allowing students to explore alternative 
methods of creating artworks. 

The perpetual, but ever-successful self portrait projects 
undertaken at Year 9 again resulted in a range of 
impressive artworks being produced. In addition to the 
usual ‘black on white’ charcoal method, some students 
were given the opportunity to explore an inverted 
technique using white charcoal on black paper, with 
some fantastic, dramatic results. The Year 9s also 
explored the artist, Amedeo Modigliani, and developed 
portrait artworks typifying his distorted, stretched 
style.

Senior Years
Year 10 sees the Visual Arts break into two streams; 
Art, which continues to build on the fundamental 
skills and concepts covered in the Middle Years, and 
Design, which introduces the core principles of ‘visual 
communication’ using digital image manipulation and 
vector drawing. Students undertaking the Art stream 
focused on artworks that depicted the figure with an 
emphasis on ‘foreshortening’ to create visual interest. 
Design students leant the fundamentals of Adobe 
Photoshop and Illustrator to create a range of projects, 
including film posters and logo designs.

Creative conceptualisation and media exploration 
were once again the major focus for Art and Design 
at Year 11. Students were asked to tap into creative 
thought processes to initiate unique and personally 
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relevant concepts, then explore a variety of 
media and application techniques to resolve and 
realise their ideas. The results of this student-
directed approach to the Visual Arts emphasises 
creativity and prompts the production of Art 
and Design works that are beyond simple 
replications and technical exercises.

Similar to the approach of Year 11 Visual Arts, 
Stage 2 (Year 12) is based around students 
initiating, developing, and producing their own 
personally relevant Art and Design works. 
This year saw the production of another wide-
ranging collection of works – from multifaceted 

installations, portraits of family members, and 
many graphic design and architecture focused 
projects. 

Continuing on from the success from last 
year, another three students had their work 
selected for exhibition in the SACE Art Show. 
These included Luca Ruggiero’s complex and 
commanding architectural design, Harry 
Ciancio’s subtle, but effective watercolour 
streetscape, and Samuel Cirocco’s thought-
provoking sculptural piece depicting the 
pervasion of technology in society. Although 
the circumstances of this year prevented people 

from physically attending the exhibition, an 

online gallery was established ensuring the 

successful promotion of the work of these 

students. The selection of these three students 

again showcases the strength of the Visual 

Arts at Rostrevor College, and hopefully the 

beginning of a trend of success, achievement, 

and community acknowledgement of our 

young men.

Luke Salini  
Coordinator – Visual Arts & Design

Ethan Ferreira – Year 7

Harry Maxwell – Year 7Gianluca D’Apice – Year 7

Christian Maher – Year 7Alexander Corones – Year 7
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Luke Spagnoletti – Year 8

Fiore Donnarumma – Year 8

Matthew Hockley – Year 8

Joshua Capitani – Year 8

Anthony Corrente – Year 8
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Isaac Kelly – Year 9

Hashem Bhatti – Year 9

Samuel Iannace – Year 9

Lachlan Tripodi – Year 9

Nicholas Spagnoletti – Year 9

Jacob Cenofanti – Year 9

Lucca Saccone – Year 9
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Marcus Pipicella – Year 10

Marco Matto – Year 10

Joel Condo – Year 10

Franco Scalzi – Year 10Darcy McNamara – Year 10

Aryan Katyal – Year 11Zachary Tripodi – Year 11

Luca Stepic – Year 11
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Joshua Smith – Year 11 Daniel Conroy – Year 11

Matthew Beltrame – Year 12

Stefan Spiniello – Year 12 Liam D’Silva – Year 12

Andrew Condo – Year 12

Andrew Condo – Year 12
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VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION AND 
CAREERS

It’s always exciting to look back on the year and celebrate what it is that makes our school great. 
Our Careers and Vocational Learning Department offers students a variety of options across many 
curriculum areas. We also have the privilege of using our business contacts to resource and mentor 
our students throughout the year. 

Vocational Education and Training (VET) is education 
and training that provides students with skills and 
knowledge for work. VET operates through a national 
training system, and is delivered, assessed and certified 
by Registered Training Organisations either within 
Rostrevor College or at an external training facility. The 
SACE is designed to give students increased flexibility, 
including greater opportunities to have diverse forms 
of learning and achievement recognised. 

These directions are in line with the SACE Board 
legislation and State and national policies aimed at 
facilitating the transition of young people from school 
to further education, training and employment. The 
recognition arrangements for VET in the SACE will 
enable our students to include more vocational 
education and training (VET) in their SACE studies. 
These recognition arrangements help our students to 
build coherent pathways in the SACE through VET, and 
encourage students to complete, or make significant 
progress towards completing, VET qualifications while 
completing the SACE. 

This year saw 66 students undertake studies in 
Vocational Studies across Years 10-12, ranging from 
Certificate 1 Introductory Courses to Certificates III 
and IV. All courses will enable our students to achieve 
accreditation which is nationally recognised and project 
them onto an exciting career pathway before leaving 
school. 

With our ongoing relationship with The University 
of South Australia, all of our Year 10, 11 and 12 
students were interviewed, and relevant pathways 
and consequent courses were chosen. This three-day 
process allowed our students to enter into subject 
counselling and SATAC applications, armed with a 
wealth of knowledge, assistance and support to help 

them make educated decisions for their future. 

The Year 10s also again participated in our Annual 
Career Awareness Program at the end of Term 2. This 
provided students with the opportunity to undertake 
campus tours at all three universities and explore where 
they might be in two years’ time. Each day allowed 
students to make their own way into the city, navigate 
their surroundings and see what it would be like to be 
a tertiary student. A very valuable program which also 
helps our students gain more confidence and resilience. 

Imbedded into this program was information from 
the Australian Taxation Office, Personal Learning Plan 
preparation, Business speakers and the main draw card, 
our old scholar guest speakers. 

This year I asked Christian Parente, Eric Santucci 
and Ben Neldner to speak to the boys about their life 
journey. All of these gentlemen have been away from 
the College for a period of years and it gave them the 
opportunity to discuss with the students what worked 
for them, but also what didn’t in their life choices. A very 
valuable and rewarding experience for all participants 
and for our old scholars as well. 

Throughout the year, many guest speakers visit 
Rostrevor College to present to our students about 
career options, apprenticeships, part time jobs, overseas 
study, sports scholarships and volunteering. 

I look forward to working with your sons again in 2021 
and encouraging them to take steps to leap beyond 
their comfort zone and out into the world. If this year 
of 2020 has taught us anything, it is that life is precious 
and infinitely rich with possibilities. 

Belinda DeConno-Coward 

VET & Careers Coordinator
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PALMA MERENTI
Scholastic highlights and 
Presentation Night Awards from 
Reception to Year 12
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SCHOLASTIC 
HIGHLIGHTS

Dux: Giovanni Elias

ATAR 99.9

Rostrevor congratulates all Year 12 students on completing their final year of schooling - particularly in 

a challenging year.

Rostrevor College again achieved 100% SACE 
Completion and is pleased to report that 78% of all 
subject grades were in the A or B band - which is well 
above the State average.

The Class of 2020 SACE results were exceptional 
with an impressive 12% achieving ATARs above 95. 
Almost one quarter (24%) received an ATAR above 
90 and almost half (47%) received an ATAR above 80. 
Congratulations to Rostrevor College Dux for 2020 
Giovanni Elias with an ATAR of 99.9 and Proxime 
Accessit Thomas Hill (99.8).

Giovanni Elias was part of Adelaide University 
Head Start Program in which high achieving Year 
12 students are selected to undertake University 
subjects while completing their Secondary schooling. 

As a Year 11, Giovanni achieved SACE Merits for 
General Mathematics and Research Project and 
has balanced his Year 12 studies at Rostrevor with 
Forensic Science at University.

He has been accepted into a Bachelor of Medical 
Science/Doctor of Medicine at Griffith University, 
Queensland.

Thomas Hill received Merits in Psychology and 
Religious Education and an A+ in Physics in Year 12. 
This built on his already outstanding academic record 
having achieved a Merit in Specialist Mathematics 

and an A+ in Mathematical Methods while in Year 
11. Thomas plans to study Engineering at Adelaide 
University.

Governor’s Commendations. Head Prefect 
Gianni Bergamin and Dux Giovanni Elias are 
congratulated on their Governor’s Commendations. 
It is the first time that two Rostrevor students 
have been awarded this prestigious prize, which 
recognises outstanding achievement beyond their 
academic pursuits. Gianni and his fellow Prefects 
demonstrated a strong commitment to social 
justice and charitable fundraising, raising more than 
$11,000 for State charities in 2020. Gianni has been 
accepted into a Bachelor of Medical Science/Doctor of 
Medicine at the University of Sunshine Coast (USC) 
and Griffith University, Sunshine Coast. 
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MERITS AND 
HIGH ATAR

Giovanni ELIAS
ATAR 99.9
Merits: English, 
Psychology, Biology

Thomas HILL
ATAR 99.8
Merits: Integrated 
Learning A, Psychology

Domenic STRANGIO
ATAR 98.35
Merits: Psychology, 
Integrated Learning A

Jack HADDAD
ATAR 98.3
Merit: Psychology

Gianni BERGAMIN
ATAR 99.7
Merits: Psychology, English

Christy SAJI
ATAR 99.55
Merits: English, Business 
and Enterprise, Psychology

Liam D’SILVA
ATAR 98.35
Merit: Psychology

Noah MCNAMARA
ATAR 96.5
Merit: English

Christopher VOTINO
ATAR 96.05
Merit: General Mathematics

Ethan LEE
ATAR 95.75

Daniel MALATESTA
ATAR 95.25

Matthew DNISTRIANSKY 
ATAR 94.8

Zac AUFDERHEIDE
ATAR 94.75
Merit: English

Ned CAREY
ATAR 93.95

Andrew CONDO
ATAR 93.95
Merit: Visual Arts – Art

Matthew BELTRAME
ATAR 93.9

Jake SLIVAK
ATAR 93.7

Marco COSCIA
ATAR 92.65

Kaleb CRABB
ATAR 92.45

Luke WASHBOURNE
ATAR 92.05

Jack THODAY
ATAR 91.25
Merit: Integrated Learning A

Lewis MATSIS
ATAR 91.1
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PRESENTATION 
NIGHT AWARDS
Congratulations to all who were 
recognised for their efforts

ACADEMIC AWARDS

Oscar Crafter 
Dux – Year 5

Darcy Matthews 
Dux – Year 4

Daniel Piteo 
Dux – Year 3

Junior Years
Reception-Year 2
An Academic Achievement 
Certificate is issued to all students 
from Reception to Year 2, which is 
collected by a SRC representative 
from each class.

Year 3
Dux
Daniel Piteo

Academic Excellence
Henry Askem

Year 4
Dux
Darcy Matthews

Academic Excellence
Jordan Becker

Year 5
Dux
Oscar Crafter

Academic Excellence
Lucas Forrester

Year 6
Dux
(Ivor Davis Memorial Prize)
Vivaan Sareen

Academic Excellence
Stefan Musolino

Co-curricular, Academic and 
Spirituality
(Br Walter G Hall Memorial Award)
Matteo Maiorano

Music
Alessio Maiorano

Purton Oratory
(Excellence in Public Speaking)
Vivaan Sareen

Year 7
Dux
Alecs Zorzi

English
Luke Wielgosz
2nd – Alex Minicozzi
3rd – Jett Adams

HASS: Geography
Braydon Bohlin
2nd – Alecs Zorzi
3rd – Alessandro Caroscio

HASS: History
James Clarke
2nd – Archer McNamara
3rd – Samuel Haynes

Health & Physical Education
Samuel Haynes
2nd – Alecs Zorzi
3rd – Max McCormack

Mathematics
Braydon Bohlin
2nd – James Clarke
3rd – Alecs Zorzi

Purton Oratory
Alecs Zorzi

Religious Education
Alecs Zorzi
2nd – James Corrente
3rd – Samuel Haynes

Science
Adam Hardwarewala
2nd – Domenic Vottari
3rd – James Corrente

Year 8
Dux
Aaryan Sareen

English
Tom Braunack

2nd – Anthony Corrente
3rd – Jacob Marin

English (Extension)
Aaryan Sareen
2nd – Alexander Clark
3rd – Carlen Becker

HASS: Geography
Jacob Marin and Antony Rapuano
3rd – John Dwyer

HASS: History
Anthony Corrente
2nd – Leon Ikonomopoulos

Health & Physical Education
Alexander Clark
2nd – Aaryan Sareen
3rd – Thomas Griffiths

Mathematics
Jacob Marin
2nd – James McFarlane
3rd – Leon Ikonomopoulos

Mathematics (Extension)
Aaryan Sareen
2nd – Connor Bohlin
3rd – Zak Lewis

Purton Oratory
Aaryan Sareen and 
Marley Mann-Sommers

Religious Education
Aaryan Sareen
2nd – Tom Braunack
3rd – Alexander Clark

Science
Carlen Becker
2nd – Aaryan Sareen
3rd – Alexander Clark 
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Alecs Zorzi 
Dux – Year 7

Aaryan Sareen 
Dux – Year 8

Vivaan Sareen 
Dux – Year 6

Year 9
Dux
Lachlan Tripodi

Agriculture
Lachlan Tripodi
2nd – Zac Guth
3rd – Harrison Lynch

Drama
Thomas Washbourne
2nd – Jake Boffa
3rd – Matthew Maio

English
Samuel Iannace
2nd – Lachlan Tripodi
3rd – Zac Guth

English (Extension)
Charlie Crafter
2nd – Elliott Melino
3rd – Isaac Kelly

HASS: Geography
Hashem Bhatti
2nd – Noah Callisto
3rd – Samuel Iannace

HASS: History
Lachlan Tripodi
2nd – Isaac Kelly
3rd – Charlie Crafter

Health & Physical Education
Felix Farmer
2nd – Zac Guth
3rd – Max Aufderheide

Italian
James De Conno
2nd – Charlie Crafter
3rd – Liam Coyle

Mathematics
Zac Guth
2nd – Samuel Iannace
3rd – Lucas Gigos

Mathematics (Extension)
Harrison Lynch
2nd – Lachlan Tripodi
3rd – Liam Coyle

Music: Performance & 
Recording
Nicholas Malatesta
2nd – Izaak Hart
3rd – Jaeyeong Han

Purton Oratory
Marshall Nitschke

Religious Education
Isaac Kelly
2nd – Charlie Crafter
3rd – Arjun Sharma

Science
Jacob Gatto
2nd – Arnav Kothari
3rd – Lachlan Tripodi

Technology – Digital Technology
Joshua Polkinghorne
2nd – Zachary Montin
3rd – Spencer Chenoweth

Technology – Material 
Technologies
Dion Bria and Lachlan Tripodi
3rd – Harrison Lynch

Visual & Design Arts
Hashem Bhatti
2nd – Matthew Maio
3rd – Isaac Kelly

Year 10

Dux
Cameron Tunno

Agriculture
Charlie Haynes
2nd – Wyatt Pisani
3rd – Kye Butler

Business & Economics
Gianni Chiuchiolo
2nd – Darcy McKenny
3rd – Andrew Martino

Design, Technology & 
Engineering   – Industry & 
Entrepreneurial Solutions
Anton Tharakan
2nd – Jaden Romeo
3rd – Jonathan Beltrame

Design, Technology & 
Engineering – Material 
Solutions (Metal)
Jed Burton
2nd – Charlie Haynes
3rd – Harvey Pedler

Design, Technology & 
Engineering – Material 
Solutions (Wood)
Charlie Haynes
2nd – Jackson Thomas
3rd – Tyson Bos

Digital Technologies A
(Adelaide Hills Council Award)
Anton Tharakan
2nd – Sebastian Cramond
3rd – Christian Laranjeira

English
(Anonymous) 
Gianni Chiuchiolo
2nd – Christian Corbo
3rd – Andrew Martino

English (Essential)
Jawad Chehade
2nd – Ascenzo Equizi
3rd – Franco Scalzi

English (Extension)
Cameron Tunno
2nd – Darcy McKenny
3rd – Mark Seneca

HASS: Geography
Rocco Puccini
2nd – Darcy McKenny
3rd – Jaden Romeo

HASS: History
Jonathan Beltrame and 
Gianni Chiuchiolo
3rd – Mark Seneca

Health & Physical Education
Cameron Tunno
2nd – Sebastian Rapuano
3rd – Darcy McNamara

Human Performance in Sport
Sebastian Rapuano
2nd – Darcy McKenny
3rd – Wyatt Pisani

Italian
(Br Healy Memorial Award)
Ridheypreet Grover
2nd – Rocco Puccini
3rd – Lorenzo Moffa

Mathematics
Rocco Puccini
2nd – Gianni Chiuchiolo
3rd – Darcy McKenny

Mathematics (Essential)
Jack Hodges
2nd – Daniel Ragosa
3rd – Sebastian Severino

Mathematics 
(Methods – Stage 1)
Cameron Tunno
2nd – Anton Tharakan
3rd – Sebastian Rapuano

Mathematics 
(Specialist – Stage 1)
Lorenzo Moffa
2nd – Cameron Tunno
3rd – Anton Tharakan

Music
Cameron Tunno
2nd – Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao
3rd – Jack Kershaw

Purton Oratory
Mark Seneca

Religious Education
Cameron Tunno
2nd – Sebastian Rapuano
3rd – Ridheypreet Grover

Science
Cameron Tunno 
2nd – Anton Tharakan
3rd – Jonathan Beltrame

Visual Arts – Art
Joel Condo
2nd – Mark Deng
3rd – Marcus Pipicella

Visual Arts – Design
Marcus Pipicella
2nd – Sukhsehaj Sidhu
3rd – William Inberg
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

Cameron Tunno 
Dux – Year 10

Manish Augustine 
Dux – Year 11

Lachlan Tripodi 
Dux – Year 9

Year 11
Dux
Manish Augustine

Accounting
Daniel Taddeo
2nd – Tyson Walls
3rd – Felix Brasher

Biology
(Peter Waller Memorial Award)
Fabian Di Iulio
2nd – Jack Basso
3rd – Jack Gerschwitz

Business Innovation
(Joe Orlovsky Award)
Charlie Gatto
2nd – Jack Gerschwitz
3rd – Jayden Gale

Chemistry
(Mr Vin McLoughlin Award)
Manish Augustine
2nd – Jordan Zorzi
3rd – Jack Basso

Community Studies
Giulio Priori

Design, Technology & 
Engineering – Industry & 
Entrepreneurial Solutions
Christian Mignone
2nd – Daniel Conroy
3rd – Rory Curtis

Design, Technology & 
Engineering – Material 
Solutions (Metal)
Adam De Vellis
2nd – Ky Haddad
3rd – Jayden Iuliano

Design, Technology & 
Engineering  – Material 
Solutions (Wood)
Michael Del Casale
2nd – Tristan Hunter
3rd – Tyson Walls

Digital Technologies A/B
Rory Curtis
2nd – Patrick Crowley
3rd – Christian Mignone

Economics
(Mr & Mrs M H Critchley Award)
Alastair Lord
2nd – Daniel Taddeo
3rd – Erik Palushaj

English (Essential)
Brad Lymn
2nd – Giulio Priori
3rd – Ruben Daniells

English (Pre-English)
(Mrs A Pak-Poy Memorial Award)
Tristan Hunter
2nd – Michael Del Casale
3rd – Julian Anibaldi

English (Pre-English 
Literary Studies)
(Br JN O’Sullivan Memorial Award)
Manish Augustine
2nd – Jack Basso
3rd – Jordan Zorzi

Geography
(Robert Crawford Memorial Award)
Brayden Matzick
2nd – Joshua Smith
3rd – Stuart Greenslade

Legal Studies
(Mr & Mrs A Migliore Award)
Alastair Lord and Daniel Taddeo
3rd – Michael Del Casale

Mathematics (Essential)
Zachary Koopmans
2nd – Ruben Daniells
3rd – Matthew Tirri

Mathematics (General)
Julian Anibaldi
2nd – Anthony Cicchiello
3rd – Charlie Gatto

Mathematics (Methods)
Jack Basso
2nd – Manish Augustine
3rd – Jordan Zorzi

Mathematics (Specialist)
Manish Augustine
2nd – Jayden Iuliano
3rd – Adam De Vellis

Modern History
Jack Basso
2nd – Zachary Silvestri
3rd – Jack Gerschwitz

Music (Advanced)
Jordan Zorzi
2nd – Hussain Hardwarewala
3rd – Liam Songer

Outdoor Education
Tristan Hunter
2nd – Jayden Gale
3rd – Brad Lymn

Physical Education
Thomas Bradford
2nd – Zachary Tripodi
3rd – Tyson White

Physics
(Anonymous)
Jayden Iuliano
2nd – Jack Basso
3rd – Fabian Di Iulio

Psychology
Alessio Ruggiero
2nd – Jordan Zorzi and 
Fabian Di Iulio

Purton Oratory
Jack Basso

Religion Studies
Jack Basso
2nd – Manish Augustine
3rd – Fabian Di Iulio

Research Project (Stage 2)
Jack Basso
2nd – Jordan Zorzi
3rd – Daniel Taddeo

Science Integration
Jayden Gale
2nd – Andre Ortiz
3rd – Ethan Langley

Visual Arts – Art
Aryan Katyal
2nd – Daniel Conroy
3rd – Archie Boksem

Visual Arts – Design
(Ron Moyes Memorial Award)
Joshua Smith
2nd – Kyle Smith
3rd – Thomas Carson

Vocational Education & 
Training
Thomas Snowball

The Owen Sheppeard 
Memorial Award for Writing
Manish Augustine 

Year 12
Accounting
Ethan Lee
2nd – Thomas Hill
3rd – Domenic Strangio

Agricultural Systems
Kaleb Crabb
2nd – Daniel Leonard

Biology
(Peter Waller Memorial Award)
Gianni Bergamin
2nd – Giovanni Elias
3rd – Thomas Hill

Business & Enterprise
Christy Saji
2nd – Sebastian Russo
3rd – James McGuinness

Chemistry
(Dr M Martin Award)
Gianni Bergamin
2nd – Giovanni Elias
3rd – Christopher Votino
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ACADEMIC AWARDS

Jordan Zorzi
John Holland Memorial Award
Music - Year 12

Marshall Nitschke 
Purton Oratory – Year 9

Fabian Di Iulio
Peter Waller Memorial Award 
Biology – Year 11

Design, Technology & 
Engineering  – Industry & 
Entrepreneurial Solutions
Jayden Smith
2nd – Charles Kemp (Year 11)
3rd – Joshua Smith (Year 11)

Design, Technology & 
Engineering – Material 
Solutions
(Robert Crawford Memorial Award)
Kaleb Crabb
2nd – Nazzareno Tatarelli
3rd – Oscar Klose

Digital Technologies
Matthew Beltrame
2nd – Jordan Brinkley
3rd – Cameron Minuzzo

Economics
Jake Slivak
2nd – Luke Male and Jack Thoday

English
(Old Collegians’ Award)
Christy Saji
2nd – Giovanni Elias
3rd – Gianni Bergamin

English (Essential)
Harrison Hersey
2nd – Matthew Coro
3rd – Jett Boxer 

English (Literary Studies)
(Thomas Joseph O’Connor Award)
Liam D’Silva and 
Domenic Strangio
3rd – Matthew Beltrame

Geography
Matthew Dnistriansky
2nd – Jack Haddad
3rd – Mackenzie Best

Legal Studies
(Mr K B Ahern Memorial Award)
Christy Saji
2nd – Domenic Strangio
3rd – Oliver Bishop

Mathematics (Essential)
Cooper Llewelyn
2nd – Matthew Coro
3rd – Daniel Fedele

Mathematics (General)
(Br J Kelly Memorial Award)
Christopher Votino
2nd – Jake Slivak
3rd – Marco Coscia

Mathematics (Methods)
(Br J N O’Sullivan Memorial Award)
Daniel Malatesta

Music
(John Holland Memorial Award)
Jordan Zorzi
2nd – Dylan Matthews
3rd – Hussain Hardwarewala

Physical Education
(Robert Crawford Memorial Award)
Matthew Dnistriansky
2nd – Samuel Rahaley
3rd – Zac Aufderheide

Physics
(Ted Davis Memorial Award)
Thomas Hill
2nd – Jack Haddad

Psychology

Thomas Hill

2nd – Christy Saji

3rd – Domenic Strangio

Purton Oratory

Domenic Strangio

Religious Education (Stage 2 

Integrated Learning)

Domenic Strangio

2nd – Liam D’Silva

3rd – Thomas Hill

Visual Arts – Art

Andrew Condo

2nd – Liam D’Silva

3rd – Stefan Spiniello

Visual Arts – Design

Noah Blazeka

2nd – Matthew Beltrame

3rd – Karim Chehade

Vocational Education & 

Training

(Paul Coughlin Memorial Award)

Patrick Baldwin

Workplace Practices

(Michael Murphy Memorial Award)

Oscar Klose
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Junior Years
Edmund Rice Award
Edmund Rice Awards are based 
on the teachers’ observations of 
students who reflect the heart 
values of the Charter for Edmund 
Rice Schools, particularly the 
qualities of:

• Spirituality

• Faith in Action

• Service to Others

• Justice

• Compassion

• Stewardship

Reception Angus Hehir

Year 1 Salvatore Papalia

Year 2 Harry Isaac

Year 3 Fabian Izzo

Year 4 Ryder Dalton

Year 5  Advit Kothari 
Marcus Hopgood

Year 6  Alessio Maiorano 
Simon Vello

Barron House
Middle Years
(Mr G Beltrame Award)
Lachlan Tripodi

Senior Years
(Rt Rev M J Bayard Award)
Patrick Baldwin

Egan House
Middle Years
(Mrs M West Award)
Isaac Kelly

Senior Years
Liam D’Silva

Gurr House
Middle Years
(Old Collegians’ Cricket Club Award)
Thomas Fotheringham

Senior Years
(Mrs T M O’Halloran Award)
Darcy Holmes

Murphy House
Middle Years
(Mr T P Kendall Award)
Lucas Vitagliano

Senior Years
(Mr Vincent Tarzia MP Award)
Tristan Hunter

O’Brien House
Middle Years
(P&F Committee Award)
Harrison Lynch

Senior Years
Fabian Di Iulio

Webb House
Middle Years
(Mrs M West Award)
Samuel Haynes

Senior Years
(Fr William O’Byrne Award)
Thomas Hill

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP AWARDS

Thomas Hill – Webb 
Fr William O’Byrne Award

Darcy Holmes – Gurr 
Mrs T M O’Halloran Award

Fabian Di Iulio – O’Brien 

Liam D’Silva – Egan 

Tristan Hunter – Murphy 
Mr Vincent Tarzia MP Award

Patrick Baldwin – Barron 
Rt Rev M J Bayard Award

Ryder Dalton 
Edmund Rice Award – Year 4

James Clarke 
Edmund Rice Award –
General Excellence in Year 7

Christian Corbo
Caltex Best All Rounder Medal –
General Excellence in Year 10

Middle and Senior Years
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SPECIAL COLLEGE AWARDS

Giulio Priori 
Senior Years Inclusive Education 
Award – Outstanding Effort and 
Personal Achievement

Samuel Caveney 
Junior Years Inclusive Education 
Award – Outstanding Effort and 
Personal Achievement

Cooper Llewelyn
John Simpson Award – 
Dedication to the Ideals of Sport 

Peter Colpo-Strangis
Br D G Purton Award – 
General Excellence in Year 8

Samuel Rahaley 
P & R Schreiner Gold Medal - Best 
All Round Sports Performance

Jasch Davis 
Indigenous Student of the Year 
Award – Middle Years

Edmund Rice Award
General Excellence in Year 7
James Clarke

Br D G Purton Award
General Excellence in Year 8
Peter Colpo-Strangis

Adelaide Hills Council 
Community Award
General Excellence in Year 9
Lachlan Tripodi

Caltex Best All Rounder Medal
General Excellence in Year 10
Christian Corbo

Bernard Rossetto 
Memorial Prize
General Excellence in Year 11
Tyson Walls

Indigenous Student 
of the Year Award
All-Round Contribution, Effort and 
Achievement by an Indigenous 
Student
Middle Years - Jasch Davis
Senior Years - Tristan Hunter

Junior Years Inclusive 
Education Award
Outstanding Effort and 
Personal Achievement
Samuel Caveney

Middle Years Inclusive 
Education (Mary Rice) Award
Outstanding Effort and 
Personal Achievement
Jacob Osborn

Senior Years Inclusive 
Education Award
Outstanding Effort and 
Personal Achievement
Giulio Priori

Prefects’ Award for 
School Spirit
Middle Years - Noah Bischoff
Senior Years - Michael Greenwood

Principal’s Awards
Extraordinary Contribution to 
Environmental Initiatives
Alessio Masullo
Extraordinary Contribution 
to the College
Matthew Dnistriansky

ADF Long Tan Leadership & 
Teamwork Awards
Year 10 - Luke Thoday
Year 12 - Matthew Dnistriansky

ADF Future Innovators 
Awards
Year 10 - Anton Tharakan
Year 12 - Giovanni Elias

Electorate of Morialta Award 
for Citizenship
Oscar Klose

P & R Schreiner Gold Medal
Best All Round Sports Performance
Samuel Rahaley

Senior Years Steven Grigg 
Memorial Prize
Persistence in Effort and 
Encouragement and Dedication to 
the Wellbeing of Others
Jayden Gale

James and Charles Jordan 
Medal
Extraordinary Determination 
and Commitment to Overcoming 
Adversity
Cooper Llewelyn

John Simpson Award
Dedication to the Ideals of Sport 
and Sportsmanship
Cooper Llewelyn

Mary Fountain Prize
Outstanding Service and 
Participation in Music
Jordan Zorzi

Keith and Kathleen 
Hancock Prize
Christian Leadership
Dylan Matthews

Catholic Schools Youth 
Ministry Australia Award
Empowering Others Through 
Discipleship
Tristan Hunter

Edmund Rice Award
Outstanding Contribution to 
a Service Program
Fabian Di Iulio

Public Schools’ 
Ian Hayward Prize
Consistent Contribution to 
the School
Liam D’Silva

Dr Jim Rice Memorial 
Gold Medal
Leadership and Service to 
the School
Christy Saji

Br J V Bourke Prize
Outstanding Contribution 
to the School
Gianni Bergamin

John McDonald Medal and 
Rostrevor Foundation Prize
Dux of the College 
(Senior Years) 2019
Archer Newton and Jake Tatarelli





CLASS OF 2020
A celebration of the 2020 
graduation group in their 
final year at Rostrevor
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HEAD PREFECT’S 
SPEECH
Presentation Night Speech 2020 

Four hundred and thirty four days ago, a new Head Prefect was appointed. He was nervous, worried 
and unsure as to what the next 12 months had in store.

He had a team of incredible individuals, a support 
staff of legend, and a passion that delved deep into 
his soul. His name is Gianni Bergamin and, as he 
stands here tonight, he recollects the last five years 
as if they have blown by in a gust of wind. He looks 
out at the crowd and sees the faces of many, many 
good memories, relationships, funny moments, sad 
moments and, most importantly, his red and black 
brothers. And so, as he stands before his College 
for the final time, he whimpers knowing this is 
ultimately a goodbye. 

Good evening Principal Mr Brian Schumacher, Chair 
of the Board Dr Vin Thomas, distinguished and 
invited guests, families, staff, students and everyone 
watching from home.

Without trying to sound clichéd, I would have never 
thought I would be here addressing you all this 
evening, and no, I’m not talking about COVID-19. Four 
years ago, on a sweat-inducing Tuesday afternoon, 
only hours after the 2016 Prefect Investiture, I was 
greeted in the yard by a happy-go-lucky Br Cogs 
who called out his distinctive “Bergameister” whilst 
offering his fabled handshake. After a swift greeting, 
he quite simply said, “Bergameister, Head Prefect 
when you’re in Year 12, yes?” I felt uneasy just 
hearing that phrase. “That’s not who I am,” I thought. 
“I’m no leader, I’m barely even a high schooler.” 
However, I now thank you, because, Br Cogs, you were 
the first person who set me on my path of student 
leadership. You lit the flame inside me, which was 
soon to become a wildfire, and I now cherish that 
conversation to this day. And I thank you for being 
that voice in my head that encouraged me to strive 
for a role like this. 

As I recollect on the year which we have had, I could 
not be prouder of the boys sitting here in this room 
and at home. Your backs were quite literally up 
against the wall, blow after blow after blow, and yet 

you still kept fighting. I tip my hat to you all for your 
incredible persistence and motivation, in both the 
classroom and on the sporting field, to push through 
this challenging set of circumstances. The theme of 
Camaraderie, coined by Ned Carey, could not have 
been more fitting for the year in which we endured. 
I firmly believe that not only the class of 2020, but 
the student body as a whole accomplished more than 
anyone could have possibly fathomed – you have all 
left an incredible legacy on the year of 2020. 

A year like this does not run successfully, however, 
without a copious amount of work from a number of 
individuals. First and foremost, I would like to extend 
a heart-felt thank you to my Prefect group for 2020. 
Each and every one of you have been instrumental 
to the success of this year, and I cannot express in 
words how much your friendship, support and love 
has meant to me. To Christy, my partner in crime, 
you were invaluable to both myself and this College. 
However, if I was to express my gratitude in full to 
yourself and the rest of the Prefects, we would be here 
all night, and the running sheet has only assigned 
me five minutes, so before I move on, could you all 
please join me in applause for the 2020 Prefects. 

I would also like to extend a motion of thanks to 
both Mr Schumacher and Mr Ranaldo who have been 
incredible mentors and supporters of mine this year. 
Your encouragement and advice have been priceless. 
I would also like to congratulate Mr Schumacher on 
his appointment as EREA Regional Director, and Mr 
Ranaldo as Acting Principal for 2021. I know that in 
the future as a proud Old Scholar, both EREA and 
Rostrevor College will be in safe hands. 

To my parents, I don’t think I can adequately 
articulate a coherent sentence to express how grateful 
I am for the sacrifices, arguments, lessons, and love 
that you have given me over these past 18 years. I 
have cherished every moment with you both, and I 
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hope that one day I am able to convey how 
much you have meant to me. To my younger 
sister, your constant endeavour to strive for 
greatness is inspiring, and your ability to put 
up with my absurdity is admirable. I love you 
all dearly. 

To the 2021 Prefects led by Manish and 
Alastair, I wish you all the best of luck, strive 
for greatness, and reach for the stars, so if you 
fall, you’ll land on the clouds. I am sure you’ll 
achieve incredible feats in the year to come 
and I look forward to seeing you grow as fine 
Rostrevor Men.

Now, before I conclude, I would like to direct 
the remainder of my speech to the class of 
2020, however, I hope that everyone can 
take something out of this. Five years ago, 
as we began a new chapter in our lives, it 
was impossible to connect the dots looking 

forward. But it is now very clear looking 
backward five years later. You see, you can’t 
connect the dots by looking forward; you can 
only connect them looking backwards. So, you 
have to trust that in the present moment, the 
dots will somehow connect in your future. You 
have to trust in something – your gut, destiny, 
life, karma, whatever it may be. Do all the 
other things, the ambitious things – travel, 
get rich, get famous, innovate, lead, fall in 
love, make and lose fortunes…but as you do, to 
the extent that you can, err in the direction of 
kindness. As that is what a Rostrevor Man is, 
a man of compassion, kindness, advocacy and, 
most importantly, a man for others. And if you 
do so, maybe the dots will connect for you in 
the future.

Frederick W. Robertson once said: “Instruction 
ends in the classroom, but education ends 
only with life.” Although our schooling may be 

coming to a closure, know that your journey of 
growth and teaching will continue to develop 
with each experience that you partake in. In 
my opening speech as Head Prefect, I stated: 
“Leaders are the common men who have 
an uncommon passion for change.” As you 
venture down the winding road of life, love 
what you do, be happy, be passionate and 
make a positive change. 

After the Valedictory Ceremony, as you walk 
out of gates for the final time, remember, 
being a man for others doesn’t stop there, it’s 
something you will take with you for the rest 
of your life. Because, as Rostrevor Men, we can 
know that once our time here is done, we will 
never walk alone. 

Thank you and God Bless

Gianni Bergamin 
2020 Head Prefect



Konstantine Apostoleros

Ethan Centofanti

Jett Boxer

Mackenzie Best

Ned Carey

Joshua Borzillo

Gianni Bergamin

Michael Callisto

Noah Blazeka

Matthew Beltrame

Jordan Brinkley

Oliver Bishop

Raphael Barone

Patrick BaldwinZac AufderheideTheodore Ashley
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CLASS OF 2020
Year 12 Graduates



Michael Centofanti

Alessandro Della-Verde

Matthew Coro

Liam D’Silva

Daniel Frangakis

Karim Chehade

John Di Fede

Kaleb Crabb

William Evans

Nicholas Genovese

Raphael Ceravolo

Emmanuel Deng

Marco Coscia

Giovanni Elias

Luke Frangakis

Andrew Condo

Matthew Dnistriansky

Morgan Crabtree

Daniel Fedele

Adam Greenwood

Albert Connolly

Matthew Draper

Thomas Cusack

Matthew Fogarty

Michael Greenwood
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Jack Haddad

Michael Koufalis

Mattis Kervin

Zakeriah Lovegrove

Lewis Matsis

Thomas Hill

Ethan Lee

Oscar Klose

Daniel Malatesta

Hamish May

Harrison Hersey

Garang Kuach

Ehsan Khelwaty

Anthony Maio

Dylan Matthews

Hugh Jackson

Daniel Leonard

Oscar Knight

Luke Male

Lachlan McFarlane

Kynan Kenny

Cooper Llewelyn

Theologos Kortesis

Connor Marinos

James McGuinness
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Liam McKenny

Finn Pogas

James Murray

Giuseppe Ruggiero

Tony Simone

Alessio Melisi

Nicholas Reu

Peter Orsto

Christy Saji

Jayden Smith

Noah McNamara

Samuel Rahaley

Thanh  Nguyen

Sebastian Russo

Jake Slivak

Cameron Minuzzo

Darcy Richards

Angus Paech

Jaquan Scott

Stefan Spiniello

Elliott Murada

Alex Rossi

Jarrod Perazzoli

Hamish Shute

Domenic Strangio
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Nazzareno Tatarelli

Luke Washbourne

Jacob Van Den Kieboom

Xavier Tranfa

Christopher Votino

Jack Thoday

Eddie Vaughan

Alexander Trzcinski

Samuel Warren

Tommas Tunno

Thomas Warren
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BACK ROW: James Murray, Mattis Kervin, Matthew Beltrame, Albert Connolly, Giovanni Elias, Nazzareno Tatarelli, Hamish Shute, Ethan Centofanti 
FRONT ROW: Alessio Melisi, Andrew Condo, Tomma Tunno, Xavier Tranfa, Zac Aufderheide, Jake Slivak ABSENT: Elliott Murada, Finn Pogas, Domenic Strangio. 

TREDECIM ANNIS



Year 12 
Graduation 
Events



Year 12 
Graduation 
Events



PASTORAL CARE 
REPORTS
Class group photos and reports 
from the Heads of House and 
Junior Years teachers
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BARRON HOUSE

The year of 2020 will forever be framed around the need to be adaptable and resilient throughout our 
COVID-19 affected year, but this has also seen the bonds between Barron House ‘Brothers’ strengthen 
as we embarked on our most appropriately named year of “Camaraderie”.

In challenging circumstances our students have 
continued to strive to be the best student that they 
can be across all aspects of College life. This has seen 
some outstanding individual and group achievements 
throughout the year in the fields of Spiritual, Co-
curricular and Academic results.

Whilst the more obvious of these achievements are 
presented with academic awards and trophies, I 
also applaud the many students who may not have 
received such public accolades but have nevertheless 
given their absolute best effort in every facet of College 
life. These students have certainly continued to enrich 

Barron House in 2020 and indeed the wider College 
community, leaving their legacy for future Barron 
students.

Our students’ spiritual development is continually 
addressed through weekly Chapel Presentations and 
daily prayer in Pastoral Care. Students, Student leaders 
and Pastoral Care teachers are to be commended 
for producing some inspiring and reflective Chapel 
Presentations which continually remind us of Christ’s 
love for us and the work of Edmund Rice. I am 
continually heartened by the positive way in which 
our boys engage in prayerful reflection during such 
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occasions. I have no doubt that the guidance 
and strength in our weekly messages of faith 
have been pivotal in managing the turbulent 
year, serving as a reminder that we need to be 
thankful and appreciative for those things that 
are most important. 

Barron House was blessed to have some 
outstanding student leaders in 2020. The 
diversity of student leaders extends beyond 
those that are acknowledged with badges, with 
many students contributing across all areas of 
the College. Patrick Baldwin has been a humble 
and hard working ‘servant leader’ who placed 
a great deal of importance on being an ever 
present support for his Barron brothers. He was 
a significant presence when rallying his peers 
on Athletics and Swimming Carnivals, and 
took parents and students around our College 
for Open and Transition Days. Our Middle Years 
students are showing great promise for the 
future and look to help others whenever they 
can. Special thanks must go to Lachlan Tripodi 
for his leadership with the Environmental Action 
Group. His contribution to regenerating natural 
spaces that have long been left to overgrow 

has been outstanding, as have the efforts of the 
Barron Middle Years Captains that supported 
him. Congratulations to these fine young men 
who represent our house and our College.

When reflecting upon 2020 it would be remiss 
not to mention the tireless work of the Barron 
House Pastoral Care staff that have supported 
the students throughout the challenging year. 
Schools are very dynamic and ever changing 
places, and the staff of Barron House has 
provided students with a safe and supportive 
environment in Pastoral Care. Many thanks 
must go to Mark Nitschke, Hugh Haskett, 
Anthony Callisto, Daniel Ryall and Tanja Gehren 
for their guidance of all students in their care. 
It is with some sadness that we farewell Daniel 
Ryall and Anthony Callisto at the end of 2020. 
Both have been highly valued team members 
and their impact in Barron extends across all 
facets of wellbeing, from the Retreat programs 
to co-curricular. We wish them all the best in 
their future endeavours and know that they will 
always be ‘Barron Brothers’.

In conclusion, 2020 has been a year filled with 
many highlights for Barron House across all 

aspects of the College. I have been incredibly 
proud of the way in which our young men 
have banded together and supported each other 
through what has been a tough year. The fact 
that we have completed many of our House 
based competitions such as Athletics Day, as 
well as fundraised and supported our House 
charity Edmund Rice Camps, demonstrates not 
just the breadth of education at Rostrevor, but 
the adaptability and flexibility of our boys. I look 
forward to 2021 with hopeful anticipation that 
Barron House will capitalise on the friendships 
that have been forged through the challenge of 
2020.

Matthew Footner 
Head of Barron House
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BACK ROW: Lorenzo Moffa, Lachlan Tripodi, Charles Kemp, Mark Seneca, Matteo Belperio FRONT ROW: Massimo Cerracchio, Matthew Fedele, Patrick 
Baldwin (House Captain), Joshua Farrell, Noah Bischoff ABSENT: Marco Coscia, Connor Walker HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner 

BACK ROW: Joshua De Conno, Tom Richardson, Ruben Daniells, Albert Connolly, Tate Devries, Joshua Borzillo, Ryan Borzillo MIDDLE ROW: Christian 
Laranjeira, Parth Singh, Dion Lally, Jaden Romeo, Tomas Bonelli, Domenic Strangio, Fabian Talladira, Felix Raftery FRONT ROW: Adrian Bruno, Massimo 
Bonelli, Jackson Harvey, Matteo Belperio, John-Luke Gagliardi, Sebastian Mercuri, Maxxim Barlow, Lukas Romeo  TEACHER: Anthony Callisto 
HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Marco Coscia, Anthony Cicchiello, Zachary Tripodi, Thomas Gadsby, Harry Musk, Aryan Katyal, Karim Chehade MIDDLE ROW: Jawad Chehade, 
Matthew Circelli, Alexander Spencer, Lachlan Tripodi, Luke Male, Izaak Hart, Lorenzo Moffa, Rocco Puccini FRONT ROW: Oska Cameron, Alex Di Blasio, 
Benjamin Spehr, Angus Scrymgour, Antonio Cavallaro, Matthew Maio, Rocco Calabria ABSENT: Max Ramsey, Seong Mo Byen TEACHER: Hugh Haskett  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner

BARRON GEHRET

BACK ROW: Daniel Fedele, Damon Stepic, Antony Stepic, Luca Stepic, Sabastian Parrella, Franco Scalzi, Charlie Spajic MIDDLE ROW: Addison Bell, Colby 
Mercer, Marco Cerracchio, John Rovithakis, Gianni Bergamin, Kyle De Reuver, Cohen Sobecki, Adrian Dosen FRONT ROW: Matthew Fedele, Alex Minicozzi, 
Adam Pergoleto, Ashwandeep Gill, Noah Lee, Massimo Cerracchio, Lukas Bellden, Jacob Marin  TEACHER: Tanja Gehren HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner
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BACK ROW: Jack Rudolph, Archie Boksem, Harrison White, Patrick Baldwin, Taylem Stubbs, Kynan Kenny, Michael Centofanti MIDDLE ROW: Antonio Rocca, 
Reuben Mernone, Trent Roper, Christian Corbo, Nicholas Tallowin, Michael Callisto, Christian Mignone, Ray-Keam Kells, Uy Hien Le FRONT ROW: Noah 
Bischoff, Declan Coe, Alexander Maio, Zach Westwood, Fabian D’Alessio, Jordan Caperna, Luca Mernone, Quinlan Connors  TEACHER: Daniel Ryall  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner

BACK ROW: Connor Walker, James McGuinness, Noah Blazeka, Noah McNamara, Charles Kemp, Anthony Maio, Hugo Carey MIDDLE ROW: Alexandros 
Kapiris, Mark Seneca, Kaleb Crabb, Christopher Nicolaci, Matthew Maio, Aaron Zullo, Jesse Pittaway FRONT ROW: Joshua Farrell, Max Perrotta, Oliver 
Centofanti, Liam Cresswell, James McFarlane, Alex Alfano, Alessio Quirino, Jeremy Constantin, James Hofmeyer ABSENT: Kuranye Owen TEACHER: Mark 
Nitschke HEAD OF HOUSE: Matthew Footner

BARRON RYALLD
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EGAN HOUSE 
E
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In more ways than one, the Year of Camaraderie reinforced the incredible value of relationships we 
will never again take for granted.  

In 2020 Egan House was again spoilt for student leaders 
including; Deputy Head Prefect Christy Saji, Internal 
Services Prefect Xavier Tranfa and House Captains 
Thomas Cusack and Liam D’Silva who worked to 
cultivate a culture of inclusion and excellence across the 
House and College. Throughout an unorthodox year, peer 
leadership and support were vital as students in Egan 
undertook challenges and embraced opportunities across 
academia and co-curricular, whilst also enriching their 
connection and embodiment of the College’s charism 
and spirituality. 

Following a rigorous voting process at the culmination 

of 2019, Thomas was elected to undertake the role 

of Egan Captain, though following his attainment of 

an apprenticeship early this year the role was shared 

with Liam who stepped up from his appointment 

as Year 12 Vice-Captain. Between the amazingly 

complementary dispositions of each young man our 

house truly benefitted from their respective styles of 

leadership, as each recurringly demonstrated proactivity 

and dedication throughout the year through fundraising, 

Athletics/Swim Carnivals, house addresses and academic 

endeavour. Through the diverse and lofty standards 

set by Thomas and Liam, it is my hope that this year’s 
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students can and have appreciated the uniqueness 
of success at Rostrevor through each role model.

Athletics Carnival in 2020 was hounded by wild 
wind and wet weather that demanded all houses 
dig deep, fill every event and give each contest 
their all, in order to have a chance of victory. 
Motivated by a string of second place finishes 
at the Aquatic Centre the boys were eager to 
ensure that we would not be leaving Santos 
Stadium devoid of silverware. Akin to 2019, 
incredible collective efforts saw Egan hold first 
place throughout the day winning the Middle and 
Senior Shields – this was especially significant 
with several of our athletes being inhibited by 
injuries. Special individual achievements included 
Thomas Cusack taking the overall Gold Medal for 
Year 12, Tyson Walls taking Gold in Year 11– and 
first-year Egan House member William Rowlands 
won Gold for Year 10. Vital contributions came 
from Year 12 Bronze Medallist Samuel Rahaley 
and Year 8 Silver Medal Luka Marzullo, whilst key 
points attained by Lincoln Hatchard and Cooper 
Swain in Year 7 consolidated a close victory 
for the Middle Years Shield. Additionally, our 
athletes controlled the inaugural cross-country 
competition which took place on Edmund 
Rice Day – our distance runners comfortably 
accounting for the Middle, Senior and overall 
shields. Notably Year 9 James De Conno posted 
the fastest time of all Year levels. 

This year we did our utmost to ensure that the 
most prominent and visible part of our House’s 
spiritual identity, the Friday morning barbecue 
for St Vincent de Paul, was able to operate as 
frequently as possible. Synonymous with raising 
over $3000 at the barbeque, was the delivering 
of the key virtues and mission of St Vincent de 
Paul – which this year afforded support to those 
impacted by the bushfires and the pandemic. 

Moreover, the donations given to St Vincent de 
Paul would not be as significant without the 
chocolate money raised by Mr Baclagian-Raicu, 
who again remained vital in honing the students’ 
understanding of the importance of contributing 
to those less fortunate. 

Egan was fortunate to host an unchanged 
pastoral care line up consisting of Vlad Baclagian-
Raicu, John Coop, John Kelly, Luke Salini and 
Glen Urbani who worked hard to support and 
develop each boy in their PC, making a large 
school feel far smaller and more connected. Each 
year I am astounded by the dedication shown by 
the team, who go above and beyond to garner the 
growth of their PC students be it through regular 
counselling, phone calls home, regular meetings 
and a litany of other measures which ensure the 
holistic maturity of Egan’s young men.  

I must also acknowledge and express my greatest 
appreciation for Mr Bill Trewartha Director of 
Wellbeing – Middle Years and Mr Evan Pezos 
Director of Wellbeing – Senior Years for their 
support, as well as that of my fellow Heads of 
House. I am blessed to work with and be buoyed 
by a wonderful group of professionals with such 
a genuine goal of maintaining and evolving 
wellbeing at the College.   

Following another wonderful year leading the 
mighty Egan Knights, I am looking forward to 
2021 and working alongside House Captain 
Tyson Walls.  

Tom Hodkinson 
Head of Egan House
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BACK ROW: Julius Piro, Tyson Walls, Oliver Piro, Carlen Becker, Wyatt Pisani, Vincenzo Blefari FRONT ROW: Lachlan Hill, Jack Haddad, Tom Cusack (Co-
Captain), Liam D’Silva (Co-Captain), Lincoln Hatchard ABSENT: Cooper Urban-Burrows HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson

BACK ROW: Noah Coyle, Ethan Centofanti, Jamal Harradine, Eric Luppino, Sam Perkovic, Aiden Jones, Theodore Ashley MIDDLE ROW: Liam Coyle, Marc 
Tirimacco, Liam Gibson, Oliver Piro, Daniel Taddeo, Zac McDonald, Julius Piro, Jayden Iuliano FRONT ROW: Tyler Dalton, Lewis McDonald, Harrison Brock, 
Marco Matto, Riley Craig, Jakob Centofanti, Ashley Iuliano ABSENT: Luke Tirimacco TEACHER: Vlad Baclagian-Raicu HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson

EGAN BACLAV

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Samuel Warren, Hunter Elliott, Maxwell Michalanney, Samuel Rahaley, Alessandro Della-Verde, Thomas Warren, Liam Delaney 
MIDDLE ROW: Vincenzo Blefari, Zak Lewis, Joshua Mothersole, Dion Bria, Xavier Tranfa, William Rowlands, Wyatt Pisani FRONT ROW: Lincoln Hatchard, 
Marcus Callisto, Louis Puccini, Isaac Kildare, Luke Homan, Leon Ikonomopoulos ABSENT: Albi Prela, Alexander Trzcinski TEACHER: John Kelly 
HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson

EGAN KELLYJ

BACK ROW: Morgan Crabtree, Jonathan Beltrame, Nazzareno Tatarelli, Jordan Brinkley, Marcus Tosh, William Semmens, Kyan Brinkley MIDDLE ROW: Noah 
Hyde, Matthew Tirri, Layth Nasser-Eddine, Luka Marzullo, Julian Mitolo, Angelo Deguglielmo, Anthony Feltrin FRONT ROW: James De Conno, Jamie Haines, 
Adreise Nasser-Eddine, Christy Saji, Jakob De Santis, Sebastian Waters, Laith Saleh ABSENT: Khye Madex-Hefford, Kodi Sordillo TEACHER: John Coop 
HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson

EGAN COOPJ
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BACK ROW: Hugh Jackson, Regan Taheny, Luke Beltrame , Eddie Vaughan, Jaquan Scott, Erik Palushaj, Oliver Kerkman MIDDLE ROW: Aidan Schirripa, 
Marcus Bianco, Tyson Walls, Lachlan Mahar, Dion Meggetto, Luke Signorello, Lachlan Hill FRONT ROW: Jack Lazzaro, Michael Caretti, Joseph Cristiano, 
Hamish Scheid, Riley Mahar, Jordan Martin, Jay D’Aloia ABSENT: Angus Helbers TEACHER: Glen Urbani HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson

BACK ROW: William Inberg, Liam D’Silva, Alessio Ruggiero, Matthew Beltrame, Daniel Leonard, Joshua Smith, Thomas Cusack MIDDLE ROW: Nathan 
Sharp, Joseph Cusack, Jake Smith, Carlen Becker, Isaac Kelly, Matthew Berlangieri, Jack Haddad FRONT ROW: Elias Leonard, Rosario Merenda, Cooper Swain, 
Cooper Urban-Burrows, Oscar Teague, Alessio Varricchio, Xavier Kelly ABSENT: Thomas Belluzzo, Tyrel Corey TEACHER: Luke Salini 
HEAD OF HOUSE: Tom Hodkinson
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GURR HOUSE
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What an honour it has been to lead Gurr House in 2020. Since its establishment in 2013, there has 
always been a sense of being part of something special which permeates throughout Gurr House, 
particularly in this Year of Camaraderie, which has put forward its own set of challenges to meet.

The deep appreciation and comfort of knowing that 

each member of the House has the backing of the other 

has been so evident this year, and is a hallmark of the 

Gurr spirit. 

This has been by no small feat due to our wonderful 

and caring Pastoral Care staff, who genuinely have had 

the best interests of all of the students within their 

care. To Paul Deegan, Maria De Ieso, Julie Farmer, Tony 

Purvis, Peter Waterman, and in Term 4 Lauren Bottin 

and Jess Coro I offer my most sincere appreciation and 

admiration for their efforts throughout the year. 

Gurr House once again dominated the pool at this year’s 

Swimming Carnival. Winning the Middle Years shield 

and overall House Champions for the third year in a row, 
there was an immense sense of pride in the collective 
efforts of the entire House. Of particular note were Max 
McCormack (Year 7) and Tom Braunack (Year 8) who were 
awarded age champions for their respective divisions. 

Athletics Carnival looked very different this year, with 
a valiant effort by Gurr House amidst some tough 
competition. Carrying the weight of the points for the 
House that day was Thomas Griffiths, who throughout 
the year has broken a number of U14 College records 
while competing against athletes more than a year his 
senior in the U16 100m, 200m and Triple Jump events. 
His times for the 100m and 200m broke records that 
have stood since 1977. Thomas was the worthy recipient 
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of the Brother M. Coughlin Award for the Most 
Outstanding Athlete of the Year.

In addition to co-curricular successes, the 
acknowledgment of students’ academic 
achievements has remained a focus, with an 
impressive number of Gurr students earning 
Academic Excellence awards throughout the year. 

Indeed, while we celebrated the achievements of 
students academically and in the co-curricular 
arena, we also acknowledged those who have 
continued to aspire to, and live the values of, 
Edmund Rice. The Social Justice Assembly was 
held early in Term 4, where four students from 
Gurr House were presented with the prestigious 
Touchstone Awards: Liberating Education – Koen 
Forrester; Gospel Spirituality – Brayden Matzick; 
Inclusive Community – Lewis Matsis; and Justice 
and Solidarity – Darcy Holmes. 

Indeed, being a Man for Others continues to be a 
strong edict within Gurr House, which continued 
to support Edmund Rice Camps this year as its 
House Charity. While there was perhaps less 
opportunity to engage in fundraising activities 
this year, our students showed their support 
of those in need this year at the Walk A Mile/
Funny Socks Day, where they participated in a 
walkathon, had the opportunity to wear some 
interesting socks, but most importantly, raised 
some much-needed funds for our House charity 
in the process. 

Student leadership has once again remained 
an important part of the Gurr House culture, 
and I must extend my thanks to all of the Vice-
Captains from Years 7-11, as well as our House 
Vice-Captain Lewis Matsis, and Gurr Captain 
for 2020, Jack Haddad. These students have led 
from the front, led by example, and have provided 
much needed support for all members of Gurr 
House throughout 2020. 

While I look forward to continuing to steer Gurr 
House next year and beyond, I would like to 
acknowledge the efforts of Mr Michael Vickery, 
who has led Gurr for the past five years, helping 

shape the strong sense of pride and identity of 
the boys in the house. Furthermore, the network 
of peer support from the Heads of House and 
Directors of Wellbeing have been paramount in 
ensuring the success and wellbeing of all students 
at the College is at the forefront. 

I look foward to 2021 with a great sense 
of optimism and anticipation, with the 
knowledge that Gurr House will continue to be 
at the vanguard for academic, co-curricular and 
spiritual success. 

Elias Degeorge 
Acting Head of Gurr House
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BACK ROW: Rory Curtis, Massimo Carpinelli, Wieu Kuach, Garang Kuach, Kuach Kuach, Michael Koufalis, Thanh Nguyen MIDDLE ROW: Alessio Principe, 
Arnav Kothari, Lucas Gigos, Sebastian Horn, Brayden Matzick, Oliver Bishop, Connor Marinos, Alex Rossi FRONT ROW: Max McCormack, Hunter Wigzell, 
Sebastian Cramond, James Allegretto, Thomas Fotheringham, Dante Ellul, Samuel Deng  TEACHER: Paul Deegan ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

BACK ROW: Marshall Nitschke, Lewis Matsis, Hussain Hardwarewala, Darcy Holmes, Koen Forrester, Jack Haddad (House Captain) FRONT ROW: Harry 
Maxwell, Fergus Myall, Finn McGuire-Coward, Thomas Fotheringham ABSENT: Arnav Kothari, Owen Hickey ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Mark Deng, Lachlan Fusco, Zachary Montin, Wieu Duang Deng, Patrick Crowley, Daniel Conroy, Darcy Holmes MIDDLE ROW: Joshua 
Polkinghorne, Rani Rasheed, Theologos Kortesis, Samuel Calo, Jason Carpinelli, Finn McGuire-Coward, Darcy Saponari, Adam Leombruno FRONT ROW: Oscar 
Saponari, Jake Polkinghorne, Gianluca D’Apice, Alexander Pertl, Joe McGuire-Coward, Edward Elton, Thomas Huang ABSENT: Lachlan McFarlane TEACHER: 
Julie Farmer ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

BACK ROW: Ky Haddad, Jake Sincock, Harry Myers, Mattis Kervin, Patrick Size, Harry Cook, Koen Forrester MIDDLE ROW: Connor Grant, Raphael Ceravolo, 
Jack Haddad, Marshall Nitschke, Thomas Crettenden, Harvey Wilson, Christian Berlingeri, Oscar Knight FRONT ROW: Oliver Jones, Harry Maxwell, James Clarke, 
Hashem Bhatti, Connor Butcher, Zac Guth, Thomas Grant, Henry Knight, Harper Lloyd  TEACHER: Maria De Ieso ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

GURR FARMEJ
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BACK ROW: Lewis Matsis, Jake Fantasia, Matthew Dnistriansky, Jack Hodges, Jack Scicchitano, Ethan Ferreira, Zachary Koopmans MIDDLE ROW: Thomas 
Griffiths, Ashton Thamm, Dylan Skurray, Adam De Vellis, Matthew Disciscio, Massimo De Dominicis, Eric Ciaramellano FRONT ROW: Vincenzo Milanese, Yug 
Agrawal, Marc Boccaccio, Anton Pascale, Luke Wielgosz, Alexander Bayly ABSENT: Archie Vawser TEACHER: Peter Waterman  
ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

BACK ROW: Tyson Bos, Emmanuel Deng, Thomas Snowball, Darcy Richards, Hussain Hardwarewala, Henry Myall, Ciaran Byrne MIDDLE ROW: Diego Paterni, 
Henry Hersey, Owen Hickey, Jake Boffa, Adam Hardwarewala, Thomas Laas, Fergus Myall FRONT ROW: Joshua Owade, Matthew Hockley, Daniel Frangakis, Tom 
Braunack, Harrison Hersey, Luke Frangakis, Samuel Hickey ABSENT: Yongde Wu TEACHER: Anthony Purvis ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Elias Degeorge

GURR PURVIA
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MURPHY HOUSE 
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Y It has been an absolute pleasure to lead Murphy House again this year. I was thrilled to be able to 
stay on in the role and would like to congratulate Mrs Luisa Lee on the birth of her second son Sam 
and wish her well on her return to Rostrevor in 2021 to lead the Murphy troops again.

Speaking of leadership, our House Captain for 
2020, Oscar Klose, has been exemplary in leading 
the students of Murphy House, developing strong 
relationships and mentoring – exactly what a leader 
should be. He was aided superbly in Semester One 
by Year 12 Vice-Captain, Harrison Scholz until he 
was called to start the next part of his life journey. 
Congratulations to Mackenzie Best, Deputy Head 
Boarder, who stepped up to take on Harrison’s duties 
and lead from the front. All three gentlemen have 
displayed comittment to the House embodying our 
maxim “a man for others”. I must also congratulate 
the Year 7 to 11 House Vice-Captains Henry Brasher, 
Tristan Hunter, Anton Tharakan, Hugo Shute, Kade 
Maddigan, Finn Wakelin, Lucas Vitagliano, Samuel 
Smith, Archie Bloomfield and Dominic Rodighiero. 
After speaking to each one personally and asking 
them to reflect on their year in leadership the 

resounding response was that they would have liked 
to do more, but COVID-19 prevented this. Having 
said that, Rostrevor was indeed luckier than some 
schools, especially our Victorian counterparts, and 
we were able to be involved in Swimming Carnival, 
Athletics Carnival, Principal’s Tours, Casual Days 
and Marian Day. The two main events, Unfair Day 
and Walk A Mile in Funny Socks Day, were terrific 
occassions where all our Vice-Captains were able to 
encourage others to get behind the events and raise 
much needed funds for our House Charity – they 
were a great support to the House. It would be remiss 
of me to not congratulate the whole of Murphy 
House for its wonderful spirit as well in all College 
events and for being awarded the Spirit Shield at 
the Athletics Carnival. It was a difficult day weather 
wise, but this did not deter the Murphy lads from 
supporting their fellow team mates and singing loud 
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and proud in order to bring the shield back to 
where it belongs.

Once we were able to resume our Kelty and 
Chapel gatherings, there seemed to be a 
stronger sense of cameraderie amongst the 
boys and a deeper sense of appreciation to be 
able to gather as a whole House. 

Unfortunately we were not able to continue my 
2019 initiative of visiting our House Charity St. 
Patrick’s Special School for obvious reasons. 
However, due to the continued generous 
nature of the members of our House, both staff 
and students, we were able to support them 
in a more financial way in 2020 and it was a 
pleasure to meet their new Principal Mr Sean 
Perry. I hope that Luisa and her team are able 
to reignite the visits in 2021 and beyond.

Despite the strange circumstances of this 
year, Murphy House enjoyed coming together 
once restrictions were lifted for Harmony 
Day, Blue Week activities and extended 
PC events, allowing students across all PC 
groups to engage together in a positive way. 
Led by an amazing team of enthusiasic and 
dependable PC teachers, Mrs Mary Ford, Mr 
Will Hunt, Mr Bob McCurry, Mr Greg Osman, 
Mrs Sonja Robinson and guest stars Mrs Luisa 
Lee and Miss Lisa Zollo, the boys enjoyed 
daily assistance with their organisational 

skills as well as support, advice, direction 
and guidance with many issues that help 
them to become true Rostrevor gentlemen. 
The staff continue to foster a unique rapport 
with all the boys in their care. This does not 
end in the classroom, but, extends to the 
Retreat programs, especially in Years 11 
and 12. Spending time together outside the 
College helps to build upon the relationships 
fostered at school. Mr Richard Sachse and 
Mrs Sonja Robinson have been wonderful group 
facilitators and presenters at the Retreats. 
Their ongoing support is truly appreciated.

I would like to take the opportunity to sincerely 
thank the 2020 Murphy House cohort. They 
have embraced my quirky personality, over 
enthustic nature and listened to my sometimes 
far-fetched ideas for being “seen in the green” 
and roof raising chant practices in the Kelty 
and have never questioned me, but instead 
jumped in with both feet. I truly enjoyed being 
the Murphy House Leader for the past two 
years and look forward to hearing about all 
their future triumphs.

Marnie Tiggemann 
Acting Head of Murphy House
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BACK ROW: Henry Brasher, Hugo Shute, Tristan Hunter, Finn Wakelin, Anton Tharakan FRONT ROW: Sam Smith, Oscar Klose (House Captain), 
Lucas Vitagliano, Domenic Rogighiero ABSENT: Archie Bloomfield, Kade Maddigan ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann

BACK ROW: Zac Aufderheide, Lachlan Meeke, Jack Basso, Mackenzie Best, Max Aufderheide, James Murray, Ethan Wise MIDDLE ROW: Walter Parkyn, Ascenzo 
Equizi, Luca Metti, Kristian Dimitriadis, Archie Bloomfield FRONT ROW: Lucas Vitagliano, Benjamin Caveney, Darcy Murray, Alessio Masullo, Jaeyeong Han, 
Jordan Vitagliano, Lachlan Freeman ABSENT: Elliott Murada, Kade Maddigan TEACHER: Mary Ford ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann

MURPHY FORDM

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Joshua Smith, Hugo Shute, Sukhsehaj Sidhu, Luca Saccone, Moses Anei, Hamish Shute, Nicholas Reu MIDDLE ROW: Pietro Cokaj, Joshua 
Bradford, Thomas Bradford, Luca Piantadosi, Giovan Gordo, Lucas Parletta, Yel Akot FRONT ROW: Aniello Guzzo, Samuel Smith, Angus Hale, Xavier Matthews, 
Alessio Morgillo, Anton Piotto, Ash Wakelin  TEACHER: Robert McCurry ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann

MURPHY MCCURR

BACK ROW: Felix Brasher, Charlie Brasher, William Evans, Max Lang, Darcy Kelly, Brad Lymn, Henry Brasher MIDDLE ROW: Connor Bohlin, Rocco Musitano, 
Zaivier Page, Matthew Fogarty, Jasch Davis, Ethan Lee, Orlando Turner FRONT ROW: Alex Anibaldi, Braydon Bohlin, Matteo Spadavecchia, Bhuvnesh Sharma, 
Joshua Capitani, Nicholas Babic, Dominic Rodighiero  TEACHER: William Hunt ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann
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BACK ROW: Jayden Smith, Tristan Hunter, Dylan Matthews, Finn Wakelin, Beau Baldwin, Henry Brand MIDDLE ROW: Aidan Gerace, Christian Galloni, 
Seunghwan Jeong, Kyle Smith, Adrian Scopelliti FRONT ROW: Jarrod Perazzoli, Samuel Iannace, James Boffa, Bronte McCormack, Anthony Shadiac, Joel Tarca, 
Stefan Shih ABSENT: Massimo Iannace, Jak Kennedy, Sebastian Russo TEACHER: Greg Osman ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann

BACK ROW: Jesse Trevor, Alessio Melisi, Giovanni Elias, Jackson Thomas, William Ridley, Mitchell Mann-Sommers, Dyvondre Banderson  
MIDDLE ROW: Vincenzo Scalzi, Anthony Hall, Oscar Klose, Charlie Richardson, Anton Tharakan, Elian Pirone, Charlie Deane-Shaw FRONT ROW: Jack 
Fillmore, Fabian Pirone, Laquell Banderson, Marley Mann-Sommers, Spencer Chenoweth, Jordan Bastin, Will Thomas ABSENT: Jack Kelly  
TEACHER: Sonja Robinson ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Marnie Tiggemann

MURPHY ROBINS

MURPHY OSMANG
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In all my life, never have I experienced a year like 2020!  We were all thrown a curve ball that would 
alter the way we lived, learnt, taught and communicated.  One minute we were in the classrooms 
the next we were teaching online - a truly challenging but enlightening and rewarding experience.  

My hat goes off to the young men in O’Brien House 
who have taken on board the challenges presented to 
them over the year in a very mature and postive way 
and created academic opportunites for themselves.    

Although 2020 presented many challenges to achieve 
academic excellence due to school closures, teaching 
online and students living remotely. I encouraged 
the lads in O’Brien House to stay focussed on their 
studies and set personal goals by improving their own 
GPA each term. The young men in O’Brien House did 
not disappoint and for the third year in a row O’Brien 
House won the Academic Shield. Congratulations 
to each and every student in O’Brien House, a well 
deserved prize for your outstanding effort throughout 
the year.

I must of course acknowledge a few outstanding 
students this year namely; Alecs Zorzi (Year 7 Dux), 
Aaryan Sareen (Year 8 Dux), Cameron Tunno (Year 10 
Dux) and Manish Augustine (Year 11 Dux). All four 

students should be very proud of their achievements 
throughout the year.

We are blessed at Rostrevor College to be surrounded 
by the most wonderful environment. However, 
to maintain our beautiful surroundings we must 
be educated on how to care for the school. Adam 
Whitefield (an O’Brien House member) was 
determined to protect our grounds and hence ‘The 
War on Waste’ was initiated.  Our House really took 
on this great initiative and created a very clean and 
sustainable environment for our fauna, flora and the 
wider community. Houses were provided specific areas 
and duties to care for and points were awarded. What 
the students didn’t realise was that a shield would 
be awarded to the House with the most points. I am 
extremely proud of the O’Brien House students for 
their environmental focus and endeavours to improve 
our magnificent grounds and am happy to announce, 
O’Brien House won the Green Shield Award for 2020.
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Another goal for O’Brien House this year was 
to really focus on working even harder as a 
cohesive team during House events such as 
Athletics Day and the Swimming Carnival. 
Again our young men were amazing and 
improved both on the field and in the pool and 
this was only achieved by students ensuring 
they participated fully and filled in for students 
when required.

The Captains elected to O’Brien House this year 
were led  by a very driven House Prefect Jacob 
Van Den Kieboom (Year 12) and supported 
by Head Boarder Cooper Llewelyn and Vice 
Captains Andrew Condo (Year 12), Manish 
Augustine (Year 11), Alastair Lord (Year 11), 
Darcy McKenny (Year 10), Marcus Pipicella 
(Year 10), Max Bowman (Year 9), Elliott Melino 
(Year 9), Alexander Clark (Year 8), Thomas 

Mastrantuone (Year 8), Sam Carey (Year 7) 
and Alessio Fantasia (Year 7). These young 
men have been wonderful role models and 
have stepped up and led the House in such a 
positive way during events and activities, such 
as the Swimming Carnival, Athletics Carnival 
and the War on Waste. Their assistance in 
running Chapels, Keltys, Open Days and being 
so welcoming and inclusive to new students 
was marvellous. I would like to congratulate 
and wish 2021 House Captain Prefect Fabian 
DiIulio all the very best and acknowledge 
and congratulate Manish Augustine (Head 
Prefect),  Alastair Lord (Deputy Head Prefect), 
Jordan Zorzi (Prefect Internal Services) and 
Harrison Wright (Year 12 Vice-Captain) for their 
appointments.

This year the O’Brien House Pastoral Care Team 
consisted of James Allan, Belinda DeConno-
Coward, Andrew Robertson, Mark Roberts, 
Carelyn Robinson and Adam Whitefield. They 
have all done such a wonderful job through a 
very difficult period in all our lives and I am 
eternally grateful to have such a hardworking 
team to support me and the young men in 
O’Brien House.

Finally, many thanks to the other Heads of 
House, Evan Pezos and Bill Trewartha for their 
continual support and guidance throughout 
the year.

Lee-Anne Genner 
Head of O’Brien House
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BACK ROW: Manish Augustine, Andrew Condo, Darcy McKenny, Alastair Lord, Marcus Pipicella, Max Bowman FRONT ROW: Thomas Mastrantuone, 
Alexander Clark, Jacob Van Den Kieboom (House Captain), Sam Carey, Alessio Fantasia ABSENT: Elliott Melino HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne Genner

BACK ROW: Alastair Lord, Stefan Spiniello, Tommas Tunno, Cameron Tunno, Jett Boxer, Giulio Priori, Harrison Smith MIDDLE ROW: Joshua Cirocco, Matthew 
Palmer, Sabastian Di Bacco, Jordan Zorzi, Anthony Close, Lachlan Smith, Gianni Ruggiero, Dante Ruggiero FRONT ROW: Christian Maher, Alessio Salvati, 
Thomas Mastrantuone, John Boccaccio, Alecs Zorzi, William Fanning, Luke Cusenza, Max Hansford  TEACHER: James Allan HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne 
Genner

O’BRIEN ALLANJ

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Domenico Zappia, Orlando Greer, George Nishabourian, Ned Carey, Jacob Van Den Kieboom, Kobe Lovering, Charlie Crafter MIDDLE ROW: Connor 
White, Maxwell Bowman, Kanwartej Singh, Manfred Obbiettivo, Jett Adams, Alexander Vello FRONT ROW: Lucas Siciliano, Ignatius Crafter, Mitchell White, 
Luke Van Den Kieboom, Sam Carey, Antonio Siciliano, Jacob McIntyre ABSENT: Elliott Melino, Raphael Barone TEACHER: Mark Roberts  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne Genner

O’BRIEN ROBERM

BACK ROW: Manish Augustine, Darcy McKenny, Liam McKenny, Cooper Llewelyn, Nicholas Agius, Marcus Marino, Manas Bajracharya MIDDLE ROW: Noah 
Callisto, Nathan Ferres, Zachary Silvestri, Cody Willmott-Taylor, Jack Pinna, Luca Callisto, Anthony Pinna, Matthew Coro FRONT ROW: Julian Romeo, Alessio 
Fantasia, Andrew Martino, Joseph Terminello, Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao, Mishan Augustine ABSENT: Jack Kershaw TEACHER: Andrew Robertson  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne Genner

O’BRIEN ROBERA
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BACK ROW: Adam Greenwood, Blake Walker-Roberts, Andrew Condo, Joel Condo, Booth Cassidy, Fabian Di Iulio, Sebastian Severino, Marcus Pipicella, Michael 
Greenwood MIDDLE ROW: Nicholas Moschetta, Peter Orsto, Jack Piasente, Stefan Maio, Charles Lynch, Daniel Palmato, Robert Maio, Jacob Osborn, Harrison 
Lynch FRONT ROW: Noah Lim, Alec Ellul, Fiore Donnarumma, Alexander Clark, Bo Morton, Josh Holt  TEACHER: Adam Whitefield  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne Genner

BACK ROW: John Di Fede, Brodie Elefsen, Cody Elliott, Tyson White, Aaryan Sareen, Harrison Wright, Jack Gerschwitz MIDDLE ROW: Kristian Almendras, 
Oliver Dalle-Nogare, Elijah Monda, Cameron White, Finn Pogas, Jed Burton, Arjun Sharma, Dino Lacanale-Sacharias FRONT ROW: Joshua Nacca, Henry Eckert, 
Patrick Almendras, Andre Ortiz, Alessandro Caroscio, Domenic Vottari ABSENT: Konstantine Apostoleros TEACHER: Carelyn Robinson  
HEAD OF HOUSE: Lee-Anne Genner

O’BRIEN WHITEA

O’BRIEN ROBINC
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This year our Pastoral Care Team consisted of Mr 
Anthony Beltrame, Mr Anthony Lagos, Mr Connor 
McNamara, Mr Neil McManus and Mr Peter Steel. 
The students of Webb House were very lucky to have 
such a dedicated team who were committed to the 
care of the boys. The Pastoral Care teachers were able 
to support the students in all aspects of school life, 
from the early stages of settling into a new school 
year, through the rigors of schoolwork, particularly 
during this interesting year with COVID-19. The 
students embraced all that was asked of them and 
then some, and with the communication and care 
from their Pastoral Care teachers, they welcomed all 
challenges and succeeded.

The House Captain for Webb House this year was 
Thomas Hill and his Deputy, Daniel Malatesta. 
Throughout the year these two gentlemen showed 
great leadership and guidance toward their peers and 
younger students. In times of trouble and uncertainty, 
true leaders step up and lead by example and 
empower others to come along. I wish to personally 
thank these two gentlemen, as from the moment I 
stepped into the acting position, they were quick to 
offer help and useful suggestions. Studying Year 12 
during this year was particularly problematic and 
disrupting, however, Thomas and Daniel always had 
time to support myself, their Pastoral Care teachers 
and their peers throughout the year. 

The Webb team of leaders also consisted of two 
students from each Year level to support myself and 
advocate for the other Webb students. I would like 
to thank the following students who were excellent 
role models for the rest of the students and provided 
great support for the student body during Chapel 
and Kelty Assemblies and during Athletic and 
Swimming Carnivals. These students were sincere 
in their approach with other students and with staff 
and represent the development of a true Rostrevor 
College student – to become ‘Men for Others’.

Thank you to Nick Reid and Samuel Hayes (7), Antony 
Rapuano and Pelle Iasiello (8), Felix Farmer and 
Tyson Matire (9), Sebastian Rapuano and RidheyPreet 
Grover (10), Jayden Gale and Thomas Carson (11). 
Other Webb students who took on leadership roles 
throughout the year were Danyle Dobie, Peter Colpo 
Strangio, Aaron Neander, Jac Jones, Marco Bernardi 
and Jake Slivak.

Despite our 2020 year having been interrupted by 
COVID-19, lockdowns and the disruption to many 
school events, there were many highlights of which 
the Athletics Carnival would be the first.  Special 
mentions to Felix Farmer and Thomas Carson who 
ran well in their age divisions. Webb House was given 
the goal of beating our 2019 score by 50 points and 
the students rose to the challenge set, earning them 
a pizza lunch. With the boys upping the ante this 
year, promising things are set to come for the Webb 
Falcons.

This year was my first year as House Leader after stepping into an acting position when Mrs Melissa 
Frasca took maternity leave.
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This year we celebrated Edmund Rice Day 
with a House Mass and guest speaker from our 
charity – Hutt Street Centre. Our charity works 
tirelessly to do a tremendous job at supporting 
those in our community who are homeless. 
The Webb boys also rallied around the Walk 
and Mile in Funny Socks Day, completing the 
morning with a shared BBQ and raising much 
needed funds for those in need.

I would like to congratulate the graduating 
students in Year 12 for 2020. Along with Mr 
Whitefield and Mrs Laube, we spent three days 
reflecting about the year and where their future 

path might take them on this year’s Retreat. It 
was a privilege to share this time with such a 
wonderful group of young men and I wish them 
every success for their future endeavours. 

Finally, thanks to Mrs Melissa Frasca who has 
led Webb House with such passion and care 
for the students and parents in her House. We 
congratulate Melissa and Kieran on the birth of 
beautiful Cleo and wish Melissa every success 
for her future roles within Rostrevor.

Belinda DeConno-Coward 
Acting Head of Webb House
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BACK ROW: Pellegrino Iasiello, Ridheypreet Grover, Jayden Gale, Sebastian Rapuano, Tyson Martire FRONT ROW: Samuel Haynes, Daniel Malatesta, 
Thomas Hill (House Captain), Antony Rapuano ABSENT: Felix Farmer, Nicholas Reid, Thomas Carson ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

BACK ROW: Tom Morgan, Jayden Gale, Calem Krollig, Nicholas Bianco, Nash Richman, Daniel Luccon, Ethan Langley MIDDLE ROW: Nicholas Genovese, 
Guiseppe Pesaturo, Joseph Bonasera, Daniel Malatesta, Nicholas Malatesta, Darcy McNamara, Luca Piantadosi FRONT ROW: Brandon Martire, Frazer Lawrie, 
Jesse Martire, Tony Simone, Tyson Martire, Daniel Genovese, Archer McNamara, Peter Colpo-Strangis 
TEACHER: Anthony Beltrame ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

WEBB BELTRA

HOUSE CAPTAINS & VICE-CAPTAINS
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BACK ROW: Angus Paech, William McDonald, Felix Farmer, William Carson, Thomas Carson, Charlie Haynes, Gianni Chiuchiolo MIDDLE ROW: Marco 
Bernardi, Thomas Macri, Harrison May, Giuseppe Ruggiero, Jac Jones, Liam Songer FRONT ROW: Gianpaolo Caingles, Robert Negoita, Aaron Neander, 
Pellegrino Iasiello, Archer Dennis, Tiernan Fanning, Samuel Haynes TEACHER: Neil McManus ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

BACK ROW: Tyson Cini, Kye Butler, Jazper Reardon, Brandon Jackson-Martin, Harvey Pedler, Luke Washbourne, Matthew Draper MIDDLE ROW: Harvey 
Fleming, Aspen Davis, Stuart Greenslade, Daniel Ragosa, Julio Musolino FRONT ROW: Joshua Rodda, Thomas Washbourne, Benjamin Reid, Cameron Minuzzo, 
Anthony Berlingeri, Finley Allegretto, Nicholas Reid ABSENT: Dion Cavaiuolo TEACHER: Anthony Lagos ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

WEBB LAGOSA

WEBB MCMANN
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BACK ROW: James Garner, Jacob Formato, Luke Thoday, Jack Thoday, Ehsan Khelwaty, Julian Anibaldi, Jordan Anibaldi MIDDLE ROW: Anton Slivak, Andrew 
Dunn, Jake Slivak, Ethan Landolfi, Boyce Currie, Isaac Doyle, William Anning, Christopher Votino FRONT ROW: Jaiden Calvaresi, James Corrente, Joshua 
Schinella, Tristan Russo, Nicholas Spagnoletti, Anthony Corrente, Danyle Dobie, Luke Spagnoletti, Dylan Atkinson  TEACHER: Peter Steel  
ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

BACK ROW: Michael Del Casale, Michael Banelis, Hamish May, Zakeriah Lovegrove, Thomas Hill, Vasilios Banelis, Aidan Walsh MIDDLE ROW: John Dwyer, 
Cameron Halse, Samuel Abishara, Ridheypreet Grover, Charlie Gatto, Sebastian Rapuano, Alexander Sellmann FRONT ROW: Antony Rapuano, Jacob Gatto, 
Michael Paradiso, Anthony Luppino, Liam Mitchell, Jay Vanderwerf, Nicolas Keros, Alexander Corones  TEACHER: Connor McNamara  
ACTING HEAD OF HOUSE: Belinda DeConno-Coward

WEBB STEELP

WEBB MCNAMC



JUNIOR YEARS
Class group photos 
and reports from 
Junior Years teachers
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RECEPTION

Rostrevor stands on a long line of tradition, the Welcoming Ceremony in the Valley being the first of 
many that our 19 new Reception students were inducted into.

Following the piper through the guard of honour, past 

nervous parents and excited students, the boys wound 

their way down to the big gum tree where they were 

then directed to their seats.

Dante Fantasia, our ‘old scholar’, played an important 

role, in helping the new students to feel welcome and 

to show them around the school, displaying compassion 

to those who found it all a bit overwhelming.

Term 1 was off to a quick start with one of our most 

popular activities, swimming in the school pool, 

organised by Mr Baccanello. The students were once 

again supported in the development of basic survival 

skills using games by a team of professional instructors.

Easter and Christmas celebrations play an important 

part in the development of our students understanding 

of their faith. This year, they enthusiastically engaged 

in songs, stories and plays to bring these events to life.

A new experience was had by all as we approached the 

end of the term. Online learning was introduced for the 

last week due to COVID-19. With the support of parents, 

students were able to continue their education from 

home, posting work through the Dojo app on their iPads. 

At the start of Semester 2, the students warmly 

welcomed Vincent Braile and Noah Ozga into our class. 

With the support of the ‘old scholars’, the boys quickly 

assimilated into their new learning environment, 

developing independent organisational skills and 

responding positively to new expectations.

During Term 3, Nude Food Wednesday was introduced to 

the students. With the support of parents, the students 

in the Reception class embraced this challenge with 

relish, placing second within the school, as the class 

who consistently met the Nude Food requirements.

Highlights of Term 3 were Marian Day and Sports 

Day. There was great excitement within the school 

community with the students practising House chants, 

training for events during their sports lessons and 

discussing what they would do on Marian Day.

A key area for development within the early years, 

is the building of, and application of key literacy and 

numeracy skills. The students eagerly participated in 

games that supported the development of essential 

skills sharing with each other what they had learnt 

and then transferring this knowledge into their daily 

learning experiences. 

The last term of school always seems to fly past as it 

is packed full of fun events and surprises, including 

our Christmas Nativity play that was filmed and sent 

out to the parents to view at their leisure. It was a 

huge success which the students thoroughly enjoyed 

participating in and a lovely way for them to remember 

the true meaning of Christmas.

A pyjama party day was held to celebrate all of the 

learning that they engaged in. It was lovely to see the 

students embracing the day with vigour, participating 

in Christmas activities with their Junior Year cohort, 

dressed in their favourite pyjamas. 

The students were also presented with the opportunity 

to trial the arcade games that the Year 6 class had made 

as part of their technology program. What great fun 

was had by all! There were basketball games, football 

games and rocket games. 

As the students close the door on this chapter of their 

learning journey, a new one awaits them in 2021. I 

wish them all the best as they continue to learn and 

grow into fine young Rostrevor scholars of the future.

Una Petrou 
Reception
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RECEPTION

BACK ROW: Angus Hehir, Dante Fantasia, Noah Ozga, Marco Ricci, Beau Commerford, Harvey Sampson, Domenico Zappia, Michael Leonard 
MIDDLE ROW: Fynnlay Mullan, William Rodgers, Peter Pishas, Declan Cabot, Patrick Linton, Michael Donnelly, Roman Izzo, Xavier Conhye, Zak Carberry 
FRONT ROW: Vincent Braile, Jonathon O’Shannessy, Dante Pastore, George Georgiou, Hendrix Minicozzi TEACHER: Una Petrou
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YEAR 1

Eighteen eager and extremely excited boys proudly entered their brand-new classroom for the first time, 
full of wonder as to what the year would bring. 

Excited to explore and participate in the new learning 
challenges that lay ahead, the boys started the year 
with our annual swimming program. They were able 
to soak up the remaining summer sun and learn 
some new skills along the way. Proudly supporting 
their individual Houses, the Year 1 group joined the 
remaining Junior Years cohorts in singing their House 
chants for our Swimming Carnival to earth shattering 
applause. 

Back in the classroom, Term 1 saw many exciting 
and engaging learning experiences await the boys 
across all subject areas. They were able to immerse 
in the life of an explorer, adventurously identifying 
the natural, managed and constructed features of not 
only our College, but also Morialta Conservation Park 
for HASS. They swapped their magnifying glasses for 
gardening gloves when they potted seedlings and 
observed the growth of a flower over a number of 
weeks in Science. The end of Term 1, however, saw 
the boys approach their learning in a brand new, 
albeit abnormal way with the introduction of online 
learning. Despite hiccups, no connection drop-outs or 
accidental ‘mutes’ on Microsoft Teams could wipe the 
smiles off their faces when they immersed in ways to 
continue their fruitful learning far away from school 
– something I’m sure the boys will remember for 
years to come. 

The grey cloud of ambiguity soon disappeared, and 
Term 2 was welcomed with high spirits, reuniting the 
boys together again, with a new member of our class 
joining our loving group. New classmates also brought 
along new companionships and one unbreakable 
bond formed between each of the boys was with no 
other than ‘Pig the Pug’ who the boys took home each 
week and created an adventure presentation as part 
of their oral language sharing rotations. Learning 
is even sweeter with food, and with that intention, 
the boys showed off their culinary skills when they 
made Fairy Bread for procedural writing, jelly cups 

for chemical science and statistically predicted the 
chances of certain colours appearing in a packet of 
M&Ms for maths. The term saw out the celebration 
of Reconciliation Week and to celebrate, the boys 
decorated pebbles with traditional Aboriginal art to 
their delight. 

The introduction of our classroom Kindness Jar rang 
in the beginning of a brand new term and the boys 
challenged themselves each day to fill our jar with 
as many kind deeds as they possibly could.  The lids 
of their creativity buckets flew off with glee when 
the boys immersed in the life of a project manager 
where they researched, designed and built their 
dream towns for a mathematics investigation. In 
what seemed like a long time coming, the return of 
our fortnightly assemblies, chapel presentations and 
College events provided a sense of normality and the 
boys proudly participated in our College Sports Day 
with much excitement, joy and healthy competition. 

Term 4 steadily approached, and we were able to 
see out the year with an abundance of memorable 
moments. Characters from their favourite books made 
an appearance when they participated in the annual 
Book Week parade, their researching hats made an 
appearance when they compared school life in the 
past to today and another member joined our class 
– Jack the Elf. The boys were constantly wondering 
what that cheeky elf would do next! In what I’m sure 
will be a highlight of their year, the boys saw the year 
end with a production of a modern rendition of the 
Nativity play and Pyjama Day to celebrate the year’s 
successes. I feel blessed to have made wonderful 
memories with the boys, some I will cherish forever 
and I wish them every success as they continue to 
thrive in the Junior Years for years to come. 

Michael Monda 
Year 1
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YEAR 1

BACK ROW: Vivaan Soodan, Richard Perry, Samuel Hewett, Thomas Furst, Pascale Calabria, Amir Jawidi MIDDLE ROW: Josef Pfeiffer, Aristo Wiguna, 
Salvatore Papalia, Aekas Soodan, Nicolas Di Lorenzo, Gabriel Leonard, Andreas Kefalianos FRONT ROW: Mitchell Hockley, Eli Krempel, Benardino Coscia, 
Lachlan Rodgers, Will Isaac ABSENT: Daniel Gustafsson TEACHER: Michael Monda
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YEAR 2

We started off 2020 strong with an excited new face joining the cohort and an excited teacher 
meeting her class and our beautiful welcoming ceremony in the Valley.

The boys lucked out with beautiful weather for their 
Junior Years Swimming program. It was then straight 
into our learning where the boys showed amazing 
persistence and concentration.

They put their parent hats on and eagerly watched 
mealworms transform into beetles and then released 
them into the garden, some even brave enough to 
hold them. Our study of insects continued with 
the boys designing and making their own insect in 
technology which looked fabulous.

This term we also worked hard on our recount writing 
skills with some fun activities and a trip to Morialta, 
which we typed on our iPads. The end of the term 
was not as planned with online learning taking over, 
but it didn’t dull the boys’ enthusiasm and drive to 
learn. Microsoft Teams was a novel experience with 
even the pets at home getting some screen time. 

Term 2 showed us a different way of celebrating our 
beloved Edmund Rice day and Mother’s Day with 
some in-class liturgies. We happily returned to the 
Science labs, looking at the properties of materials, 
some mixture making and how to clean up an oil 
spill. Hands on activities were integrated in English 
including making snow fluff and elephants as part 
of our procedure writing. Real life Maths was also 
completed, measuring items in the playground and 
distances around the College. 

Term 3 was upon us with even more exciting learning 
opportunities across all curricular areas! The boys 
had the chance to become archaeologists and dig 
for artefacts before analysing and presenting their 
findings. Drama allowed our future actors to shine 
and build a range of skills including improvisation 
and mime. Science highlighted some geologists in 
the making who showed a fascination for rocks and 
minerals. Historians had their opportunity to shine 
with a tour of the White House and Rostrevor history 

from Michael Hingston. Finally, the sports stars could 
shine in our Athletics Carnival on the Memorial Oval 
with Egan taking out the coveted trophy. We also 
led a beautiful Chapel liturgy with a rendition of “If 
I were a butterfly” and thanking God for our many 
talents and skills. 

Although short, Term 4 was packed to the brim! We 
began with the boys taking a step back in time to 
explore old and new technology in History. They 
experimented with push and pull in Science through 
a range of engaging practicals and learnt to persuade 
in English with a detailed unit on Persuasive Writing. 

The Arts saw our former actors and sports stars 
turn into fabulous dancers, busting out a number of 
routines and moves in Dance. Our Book Week saw 
our avid readers participate in both class and Junior 
Years activities, culminating in a parade where the 
boys dressed as curious creatures and their favourite 
book characters! They looked absolutely fantastic 
and really outdid themselves this year.  

We finished up the year with our beautiful Nativity 
play which was filmed to show our community, the 
R Factor and a Pizza and Pyjama day.

I wish the boys all the best for Year 3 and thank them 
so much for such a fun and fulfilling year!

Lauren Hanson 
Year 2
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YEAR 2

BACK ROW: Theodore Stephens, Harry Isaac, Ryan Li, Agastya Datta, Maddix Lee, Anthony Cerracchio MIDDLE ROW: Sebastien Conhye, Baxter Pollock,  
Jason De Ieso, Roman Papalia, Harry Ford FRONT ROW: Mitchell Smith, Andrew Leombruno, Cooper Shaw, Isac Morton, Emmanuel Valakos  
TEACHER: Lauren Hanson
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YEAR 3

This year we welcomed Matteo Condina, Matthew Ferreira, Sidney McDonald, Daniel Piteo and 
Rylan Wright to the Year 3 cohort.

Friendships were quickly forged, and we began what 
would be a very eventful year. 

Term 1 saw the boys participate in many College 
events including our wonderful welcoming 
ceremony in the Valley. One of the major highlights 
for the students was the Swimming Program held 
in the College pool. The program aims to develop 
basic survival skills in the water as well as develop 
confidence. The boys enthusiastically embraced 
these lessons and relished continuing with their 
learning in Physical Education. All the boys were 
excited to compete for their Houses in the Swimming 
Carnival for the first time and demonstrated fantastic 
leadership on the day. 

Term 2 provided the boys with the opportunity to 
consolidate their learning as they embraced our 
learning management system; SEQTA. We welcomed 
the opportunities available to us at the College 
and took trips to the Agricultural Farm to further 
investigate life cycles. The boys greatly enjoyed 
learning more about all the different animals 
which call our school home. They enjoyed watching 
chrysalises form and the emergence of butterflies. 

A major focus for this year has been Numeracy, 
an essential skill across all subjects. The boys have 
particularly enjoyed learning new number games 
which aim to improve their automatic recall of 
number facts. They have participated in learning 
experiences which allowed them to explore the story 
of Mathematics as well as learn the necessary skills 
to solve problems.

In Term 3 the boys excelled not only in the 
classroom but also on the sporting track. Each 
boy enthusiastically participated in a vast array of 
activities on Sports Day. They competed in true 
Rostrevor Spirit as they cheered each other over the 
finish line. The class also participated in the Primary 
Maths Associations Mathematics Challenge. A small 

group used Mathematics to lobby Mr Schumacher 
for an additional handball court to be painted in the 
courtyard while the class investigated shapes. The 
boys were ecstatic to be awarded State champions in 
both investigations. 

Term 4 began with a bang and our Book Week Parade. 
The boys enjoyed the opportunity to come dressed 
as their favourite characters including the Lorax, 
soccer players and even a shark. This term also saw 
the class commence a unit of learning on dance. All 
of the boys embraced the challenge and enjoyed the 
participation of two of our Year 11 boarders Jayden 
Gale and Tristan Hunter. Throughout the year the 
boys have enjoyed the visits of both boarders as well 
as Year 12 Matthew Dnistriansky. 

We were lucky to also have a visit from the Year 3 
class from Loreto College. We had a lovely afternoon 
experiencing some shared play and then went up 
to the Farm. The boys were able to show the girls 
all around the farm with the group sharing from 
learning from earlier in the year. It was fantastic to 
see the students so excited to share their learning 
and build relationships between the two Colleges. 

In such a turbulent year the boys continued to 
demonstrate resilience, leadership, friendship and 
a real commitment to learning. I wish them all the 
very best as they move into Year 4. 

Caitlin McManus 
Year 3
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YEAR 3

BACK ROW: Luca Ricci, Matthew Ferreira, Henry Askem, Luca Beltrame, Hugh Benzan, Fabian Izzo, Amay Salaria MIDDLE ROW: Sahyl Soodan, Joshua 
Disciscio, Rylan Wright, Emmanouel Pishas, Daniel Piteo, Luca Masullo FRONT ROW: Francis Van Den Kieboom, Sidney McDonald, Archer Hatchard, 
Matteo Condina, William Cattrall TEACHER: Caitlin McManus
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The Year 4 class of 2020 comprised an energetic and talented group of boys who are to be commended 
on their resilience and commitment in the face of many challenges throughout the year.

In Term 1, the boys enjoyed the Welcome Ceremony 
and bagpipe parade and made their new classmates 
feel at home. They participated in a number of special 
events – which were all the more special in hindsight. 
As part of their preparation for the Swimming Carnival 
they engaged in swimming lessons to improve their 
skills and knowledge of water safety. The Carnival itself 
provided an opportunity to showcase their skills and 
pride in their House achievements. 

The end of Term 1 saw a major upheaval as COVID-19 
restrictions came into force in South Australia. Our boys 
adapted brilliantly to a short period of online learning, 
developing new skills and becoming more independent 
learners.

It was a very different Edmund Rice Day in 2020, as 
the usual “Unfair Day” activities were postponed until 
later in the year. Instead, the boys wrote “Letters of 
Hope” to those impacted by COVID-19. In some cases, 
the letters were for someone special in their life. Others 
wrote to front-line health workers or residents of aged 
care facilities. As hygiene became paramount in all 
our lives, the boys made “Germ Stopper” posters where 
they demonstrated great awareness of the practices that 
would keep them, and the community, safe. Who would 
have thought our boys would be learning about “social 
distancing” in Year 4? 

‘The opportunity to consider those impacted by the virus 
and be “Men for Others” was a good pre-cursor to the 
Civics and Citizenship unit where they learnt about the 
different levels of Government – local, state and federal 
– as well as lawmaking and how those laws strive to 
protect basic human rights for all Australians.

One of the boys’ favourite Science activities for the 
year was the “egg drop” where they were required to 
design a contraption that would slow or protect an egg 
that was dropped from the Junior Years’ balcony and, 
hopefully, prevent it from breaking. There were wonderful 
parachutes, nests, balloons and boxes and the boys were 

fascinated to see which eggs survived and which became 
scrambled!

With great support from Ms Natasha Edwards, the boys 
enjoyed hands-on experiments and made many scientific 
discoveries. They studied magnetic forces and dissected 
flowers to learn how flower pollination occurs. 

The boys loved spending time at Rostrevor’s Ag Farm 
where they learnt about composting, and what does and 
doesn’t decompose. They learnt about worms and how 
worm farms can help deal with green waste, enrich soil 
and become a gardener’s friend.

The boys enjoyed problem solving and manipulating 
materials to construct design solutions. They especially 
enjoyed designing and building their own marble runs.

The Term 3 Marian Day Mass, where we celebrate the role 
of mothers and the life of Mary, Mother of God, included 
a wonderful performance by the Junior Choir, which was 
livestreamed to all College students and their families.

Later in the term, the boys participated in Sports Day and, 
although families were unable to attend, the boys had a 
wonderful day competing in events and performing their 
chants in a great exhibit of athleticism and House pride.

Literacy was a major focus throughout the year as 
this is an important life skill which is necessary in all 
subject areas. As part of our English lessons the boys 
used different mediums to develop their receptive and 
productive literacy and language skills, which form the 
basis for all learning. The boys did a “Reader’s Theatre” 
and learnt about characters and how direct speech can 
bring a story to life.

It may not have been the easiest of years for the boys, but 
they are to be commended for continuing to grow and 
develop and for building personal strength and resilience 
in challenging times.

Debra Monaghan 
Year 4

YEAR 4
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YEAR 4

BACK ROW: Harry Guan, Thomas Ford, Jackson Lochowiak, Finn-Michael Plummer, Darcy Matthews, Samuel Clements, Jordan Becker, Ignatius Leonard,  
Dan McGuire-Coward, Levi Ghedina, Tyler Cheshire MIDDLE ROW: Chase Campbell, Finn Morton, Levi Stewart, Jake Minicozzi, Nicholas Furst, Lucas Maschotta,  
Ari Vanderwerf, Henry Jones FRONT ROW: Jayden Smith, Ryder Dalton, Marco Varricchio, Dylan Cabot, Alexander Babic, Marcos Georgiou 

TEACHER: Deb Monaghan
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YEAR 5 RED/BLACK

2020 was an exciting and interesting year for the boys in Rostrevor’s two Year 5 classes taught by Mr 
Pipe and Mr Knight. 

In 2020, several new Year 5 students began their 
Rostrevor journey. In 5 Black we welcomed Alex 
Ciaramellano, Luca Condina, Lucas Forrester, Nectarios 
Georgiou, Jack Isaac, Orlando Muller, Chase Plummer 
and later in the year, Harry Osborn and Tanek Ozga. In 5 
Red we welcomed Kalan Bohlin, Luka Carberry, Nicholas 
Corones, Mitchell Crawford, Thomas Hancock, Riley 
Holling, Advit Kothari, Xavier Lehmann, Leo McDonald, 
David Smythe.

The year began with much anticipation for what lay 
ahead. The boys were lucky to still commence the year 
with our annual Year 5 Camp down at Aldinga Beach. 
There was much bonding and many new friendships 
were formed while the boys were involved in a Surf-
Safety program, light bush walking, swimming and 
team building activities, all of which they thoroughly 
enjoyed.

Throughout the year, the boys were engaged in 
learning activities with a particular emphasis on the 
learning style and interests of boys. We made and 
experimented with Ooblek, a non-Newtonian fluid, 
and launched paper rockets as part of our Science 
program. In fact, our Science program culminated in 
an exciting opportunity to get even more involved with 
space than just launching paper rockets. Thanks to 
Rostrevor’s wonderful laboratory assistant, Natasha 
Edwards, our Year 5 students embarked on a campaign 
to participate in a global study to grow Golden Wattle 
seeds that had been launched into space. The boys 
worked hard on a video-entry for the competition and 
were successful on being selected, along with a handful 
of other schools in the State, to grow the seeds upon 
their return to Earth. They will continue to monitor the 
seedlings and collect data which they will send back 
to NASA for at least two years. 

Despite missing a number of the regular co-curricular 
calendar events due to COVID-19, we were still able 
to go ahead with Swimming Carnival and Athletics 

Day. These certainly provided a fantastic opportunity 
for numerous outstanding individual and team 
performances in Year 5. Well done to Webb House who 
won the day in the pool and Egan on the field. 

Leadership is an important aspect of being a Rostrevor 
student. In Year 5, all students are encouraged to 
turn their focus towards leading the Junior Years 
the following year, regardless of official titles. Many 
students nominated for leadership positions and 
were outstanding in their approach to the process. 
All spoke extremely well in front of their peers and 
should be immensely proud. At the end of the leadership 
discernment process, the elected leaders for 2021 were:

School Captain: Oscar Crafter
Vice School Captain: Miles Fotheringham
Music: Riley Holling
Vice Music: Konstantinos Valakos

House Captains:
Egan: Zack Faraonio
Webb: Marcus Hopgood
Murphy: Joe Kernahan
O’Brien: Luca Condina
Gurr: Thomas Hancock
Barron: Jack Isaac
Students were delighted that we could welcome back 
Brother Coughlin in Term 3 after a Coronavirus-hiatus. 
Each week the students were involved in weeding, 
planting and watering in the Junior School vegetable 
garden, and many have ended up with green thumbs!

As the boys move on to Year 6, it is with great pride 
that we look back on how far they have come.  Each 
boy, in his own way, has accomplished great things 
in 2020 and we wish them all the best for the future.

David Knight 
Year 5 Red  
Adam Pipe 
Year 5 Black 
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YEAR 5 BLACK

BACK ROW: Max Penna, Ryan Hanatschek, James Morton, Jack Isaac, Tanek Ozga, Lucas Forrester, Jakub Camm MIDDLE ROW: Thomas Leombruno,  
Orlando Muller, Alex Ciaramellano, Archah Parisi, Samuel Pollock, Owen Tallis, Chase-Michael Plummer FRONT ROW: Marcus Hopgood, Nectarios Georgiou, 
Luca Condina, Harry Osborn, Samuel Caveney TEACHER: Adam Pipe

BACK ROW: Oscar Crafter, Nicholas Corones, Casey Mercer, Charlie Ciccozzi, Miles Fotheringham, Joe Kernahan, Zack Faraonio, James Leonard  
MIDDLE ROW: Thomas Hancock, David Smythe, Mitchell Crawford, Riley Holling, Kalan Bohlin, Philip Junior A’Hang FRONT ROW: Samuel Katic,  
Leo McDonald, Luka Carberry, Konstantinos Valakos, Giancarlo Blefari ABSENT: Advit Kothari, Xavier Lehmann TEACHER: David Knight

YEAR 5 RED
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YEAR 6

2020 – A year of change, bouncing back and discovering new skills we could never imagine we would 
need! Growth mindset has never been more important than in 2020.

It is during testing times that a community shows its true 
colours, which was evident every day in our classrooms as 
our boys were challenged continuously to learn new skills, 
be flexible and be adaptable in their learning. Through 
rising above these challenges, the boys came to realise 
that they are capable of great things together.

Online learning became an option for some students 
early in the year. Our boys took up this challenge 
admirably, showing that many were developing a sense 
of responsibility, independence and ownership of their 
learning. Students learnt to use Teams to connect to our 
classroom, to submit work for marking and feedback 
through SEQTA, to ask questions using forums on line, 
to email using agreed expectations and protocols (a skill 
for life), following a lesson plan online, finding resources 
and opening documents and attachments, modifying 
documents so that they can be shared with others and 
honing their research skills and discovering what it means 
to show initiative. This is a list of new skills, that were 
not part of the original preparation or expectations for 
the year and yet they rose to the challenge brilliantly. 
Quite an astounding achievement when you look back! 

The year did have disappointments and none more so 
than the Canberra trip being cancelled.  So we look back 
at the positive experiences that we were able to enjoy, 
unlike many other students around Australia and the 
world, we are grateful that these events were able to go 
ahead and that largely our time at school was safe for all.

The boys are very lucky to have a rich and diverse offering 
of sporting opportunities throughout the year, even with 
the restrictions. Co-curricular was able to occur in both 
summer and winter, although shortened in season length. 

JS Swimming Carnival was a wonderful celebration of 
water skills for all stages of development – our first official 
event for our leaders to rally their troops. From chanting, 
encouraging their peers and exceptional sportsmanship, 
this is one event in which parents were able to be present 
and one we look back on with great pride. 

Our Sports Day – although without parents – was another 
opportunity for all Year 6 boys to show their leadership 
skills through participation and positive sportsmanship. 
There were wonderful stories from the day – the story of 
a Year 6 boy who was not officially entered in a race and 
yet was eager to participate, finishing in a place. 

Our sessions with Iteka were more than learning a 
dance. She shared culture, stories, understanding and 
an immense amount of knowledge with the boys. Another 
occasion asked the boys to step out of their comfort zone, 
be open to new learning and experiences and to then share 
that with other classes in the Junior School.

Activity Day was an opportunity for the boys to be in 
mixed Year level groups, enjoy the pool, participate in 
team sports and evasion games together. 

Mathematics was a subject that challenged the boys 
to think outside of the box in Year 6. The boys enjoyed 
investigations such as creating a container to hold a 
certain amount of popcorn, comparing the Mariana trench 
and Mt Everest, playing math games and using paper 
folding techniques to work out fractions.

Year 6 English encompasses a wide range of skills 
and dispositions. A highlight in Year 6 is the Purton 
Oratory competition. Congratulations to all the boys 
for constructing engaging, informative and passionate 
Purton speeches. The delivery of the speeches was of a 
high standard, their tone, projection and expression were 
key components to a successful speech. Congratulations 
to Vivaan Sareen, our Purton Winner for 2020, and to all 
the boys for overcoming their fear of public speaking.

We wish all the boys the very best as they continue their 
learning pathways. May they take with them a growth 
mindset, grit and perseverance as they embark on their 
middle years journey.

Michael Hingston 
Year 6 Red 
Lisa Clark 
Year 6 Black 
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BACK ROW: Sebastian Urbaniak, Riley Sharp, Bailey Patterson, Stefen Parletta, Vivaan Sareen, Zachary Kulonja, Owen Lloyd, Daniel Boulden, Stefan Musolino, 
Christian Disciscio MIDDLE ROW: Toby Papps, Alexander Iasiello, Cirahj Hamra, James Bafile, Jaxson Cheshire, Joseph Beltrame, Frederick Hancock,  
Max Wucsko FRONT ROW: Alessio Maiorano, Luca Fantasia, Kalan Marzullo, Oliver Teague, Chanho Jung TEACHER: Michael Hingston

BACK ROW: Max Hawes, James Hosking, Taha Jawidi, Edward Pipe, Tyler Dobrota, Luca Parker, Bradley Sweet MIDDLE ROW: James Scrymgour, Sam Wakelin, 
Thomas Koufalis, Finn McNamara, Finn Lovering, Alec Cavuoto, Elijah Bischoff FRONT ROW: Matteo Maiorano, Simon Vello, Armani Rahme,  
Matthew Rapuano, Lachlan Mudge ABSENT: Alex Mac Donald TEACHER: Lisa Clark

YEAR 6 RED

YEAR 6 BLACK





DUGGAN HOUSE
An account of boarding life 
and activities held 
throughout the year 
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ACTING DIRECTOR – 
BOARDING

Having spent many years away from boarding, I was delighted to return to Duggan House in the role 
of Acting Director – Boarding for 2020. 

It was a year that saw the implementation of a number 
of key initiatives driven by a review of boarding 
operations conducted in 2019.

One of the key initiatives for 2020 was to restructure the 
staffing of Duggan House to provide greater consistency 
in the care and supervision of the boarders. In a year of 
much change, there were some constants. Eugene Evans 
remains a strong presence in boarding as Head of Duggan 
House, supporting the Director – Boarding in day to day 
operations. David Walker also remained on staff as a 

Senior Supervisor, bringing a depth of knowledge about 
our internal systems. The important role of Housemother 
saw Linda Haynes remain on staff, joined by Lynne 
Moten, who returned to the Rostrevor Community she 
was such a significant part of for many years.

Most significantly, the supervising staff were appointed 
to a permanent roster and we welcomed Theodoros 
Pezos, Alex Cusack, Marlon Shepherdson, Daniel Torode 
and Connor McLaughlin to the community in this 
capacity.
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BACK ROW: Charles Kemp, Liam McKenny, Thomas Snowball, Jett Boxer, Jazper Reardon, Eddie Vaughan, Tristan Hunter, Calem Krollig, Zakeriah Lovegrove, 
Nash Richman, Hamish May, Harvey Pedler 4TH ROW: Zaivier Page, Ethan Langley, Lachlan McFarlane, Tyrel Corey, Kynan Kenny, Kye Butler, Taylem Stubbs, Jak 
Kennedy, Lachlan Meeke, Regan Taheny, Beau Baldwin, Liam Delaney 3RD ROW: Thomas Bradford, Jesse Trevor, Max Ramsey, Theologos Kortesis, William Rowlands, 
Dyvondre Banderson, Jasch Davis, Stuart Greenslade, Tom Morgan, Thomas Belluzzo, Charlie Richardson, Noah Hyde 2ND ROW: Kade Maddigan, Jesse Pittaway, 
Harvey Fleming, Peter Orsto, Walter Parkyn, Jed Burton, Ray-Keam Kells, Joshua Bradford, Thomas Laas, Luke Homan, Jakob De Santis, Orlando Turner 
FRONT ROW: Darcy McKenny, Brandon Jackson-Martin, SENIOR SUPERVISOR: David Walker, Oscar Klose SUPERVISOR: Marlon Shepherdson, Hugh Jackson 
HEAD OF HOUSE: Eugene Evans, Cooper Llewelyn, ACTING DIRECTOR: Michael Vickery, Mackenzie Best SUPERVISOR: Alex Cusack, Brad Lymn, 
SUPERVISOR: Kerry Houston, Jayden Gale, Laquell Banderson ABSENT: Alex Rossi, Brodie Elefsen, Jamal Harradine, Jaquan Scott, Jaziah Miller, Kuranye Owen, 
Trent Roper

Boarding exists at the College to provide a 
liberating education for boys who would 
otherwise not have access to a such opportunities 
in their home communities. To support their 
academic progress, a number of tutors were 
available during evening study. A specific thanks 
go to Tom Hodkinson, Theodoros Pezos and 
Keelan Laube for their efforts helping students 
to achieve their personal best.

The development of student leadership has been 
an important focus this year with the formation of 
Boarders Representative Group (BRG) to facilitate 
collaborative decision making and student agency 
in key decisions that influence life in Duggan 
House. The BRG is chaired by the Head Boarder 
and made up of the Deputy Head Boarder, Social 
Captain, other elected prefects, and two Year group 
representatives from each other Year level. This 
year’s highlights of BRG activity include reviewing 
of the Duggan House menu, implementation of 
our COVID-19 plans, planning activities during the 
COVID-19 lockdowns and providing feedback on 
the upcoming Duggan House refurbishment. Many 
thanks go to Cooper Llewelyn (Head Boarder), 
Mackenzie Best (Deputy Head Boarder), Hugh 
Jackson (Social Captain), Jayden Gale, Bradley 
Lymn, Brandon Jackson-Martin, Kade Madigan 

and Laquell Banderson for their service to others.

The year began with great excitement for 
the 68 boys who were to call Duggan House 
their home for 2020. The traditional Welcome 
Weekend provided a great opportunity for positive 
relationships and connection to develop between 
both staff and students. The highlight again this 
year was the beach day at Glenelg playing beach 
cricket, swimming and enjoying the sights.

With a sense of community developing, the 
boarders turned their attention to making the 
most of the opportunities offered at Rostrevor, 
both from an academic and co-curricular 
perspective. There were many noteworthy 
performances as the boys settled into the 
routines of school life and set about achieving 
their personal best in the class room and on the 
playing field. Sadly, our routines were interrupted 
by the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

It is difficult to quantify the impact of COVID-19, 
as the Rostrevor journey of each boarder was 
affected in different ways. While classroom 
learning recommenced for most boys early in 
Term 2, our Northern Territory boarders were 
not able to return until Term 3. Duggan House 
was required to operate under a higher level 

of regulation than the day school which was 
incredibly challenging for everyone. The esprit 
de corp established early in the year enabled the 
boys to band together and support each other 
through the many challenges they faced. The 
patience, tenacity and resilience demonstrated 
was exceptional.

I would like to make particular mention of the 
Year 12 cohort of 2020, and the role they played 
as the key leaders and influencers of the boarding 
community. From the get-go, they were willing 
to work with me to embrace fresh ideas and new 
initiatives. As role models, they set a positive tone 
in Duggan House as men for others, and their 
legacy in this regard will carry into future years.

In closing I would like to acknowledge the staff 
who work together to make Duggan House a 
home away from home for the boys. From our 
supervisors to the cleaning, maintenance and 
kitchen staff, your contributions to making 
Duggan House a welcoming environment are 
greatly appreciated.

Michael Vickery
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CO-CURRICULAR
Co-curricular highlights, reports and 
team photos for the 2020 summer and 
winter seasons
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DIRECTOR – 
CO-CURRICULAR 
PROGRAMS

In 2020, the focus was solely on engaging as many students as possible in a wide variety of activities 
and reminding our community of the importance that Co-curricular holds in Rostrevor College.

In a year that many wish never occurred, yet will 
always remember, 2020 re-affirmed the importance 
of Co-curricular as a significant pillar of a balanced 
education at Rostrevor College. In March, the directive 
was delivered to cease inter-school and community 
sports immediately due to the threat of COVID-19 which 
was then still a relatively unknown quantity. Little did 
we know, that Sport and Co-curricular activities would 
remain dormant until July which drastically affected 
the duration and structure of both our Summer and 
Winter activities.

Everything was different during this period of dormancy. 
Recess and Lunch time has never seen more students 
flock to the Oval or Basketball Courts to expel their 
abundance of energy. Hand sanitiser was at a premium. 

sporting equipment was consistently cleaned, sanitised 
and audited. Throughout this period, it was announced 
that many activities and programs would be cancelled 
for the entirety of 2020, whilst others still had a glimmer 
of hope to recommence. It became clear there was 
a certain energy lacking within the boundaries of 
Rostrevor College. Many students and staff alike seemed 
lost in a year that was certainly full of challenges, 
uncertainty and distress, but void of opportunities to 
engage in recreational and sporting competitions.

Thankfully, in July the South Australian Government 
announced that a majority of Winter activities and sports 
could resume in Term 3, and balance was restored. 
Many of our students were immediately rejuvenated 
and re-discovered their effervescence. We could sense 
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genuine energy and excitement as students received confirmation they 
would soon be able to represent the Red & Black after a lengthy absence. 

Due to the shortened seasons, it became imperative that we re-assessed 
our goals for the year and diligently considered what outcomes would be 
preferable. The answer, which was incredibly clear, was simply to encourage 
and facilitate pathways for our boys to participate in as many structured 
activities as possible. The opportunity to engage in these programs, previously 
disallowed, is the quintessential definition of a Rostrevor College education 
and continuously creates lasting memories through involvement in such.

Despite the interrupted year, there were still some incredible, and well-
deserved achievements by our students. Our Swimming Team were 
crowned State Champions of the Open B Division, which is made all the 
more remarkable given the relatively low average age of our participants. 
Our First XI Soccer Team also earned the title of State Champions, after 
defeating Marryatville 2-1 in an incredible extra-time All Schools State 
Final. This victory was the first title for First XI Soccer for 10 years, and 
9th in our history, making us the most successful Soccer School in South 
Australia in the open division. 

The annual Intercollegiate week was also memorable, with some incredible 
displays of passion and fierce competition yet rapidly developing mutual 
respect for Sacred Heart College. Those fixtures, particularly over the past 

24 months, have become a beacon of light and signified a new era of 
sportsmanship that will continue well into the future. Again, the First 
XI Soccer Team kick started proceedings with a Wednesday afternoon 
victory by prevailing 5-0 in a historical and dominant display. Our Open 
A Basketball Team fell agonisingly short of their 1st Intercol win since 
2010, and only the second in history with a 43-43 draw in what was an 
incredibly close contest. On Saturday our First XVIII Football Team couldn’t 
quite emulate the success of Soccer and Basketball, but continued to fight 
in true Rostrevor spirit until the final siren. Most pleasingly, all other Middle 
and Senior Teams represented the College in a manner that exceeded our 
lofty expectations and again made us incredibly proud of all students, staff, 
coaches and supporters involved.

A deep and heartfelt vote of thanks is offered to every single individual 
who supported the Co-curricular Program in 2020. Whilst we were limited 
with the overall structure, we had some truly incredibly acts of selflessness 
across various aspects of our program purely for the benefit of our young 
men. It was an extraordinary affirmation of our unified community who 
hold a special place in their hearts for the Red & Black, and one that I’m 
forever grateful for.

Luke Manuel 
Director – Co-curricular Programs
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JUNIOR YEARS 
CO-CURRICULAR 
COORDINATOR

Despite all of the interruptions and challenges that 2020 brought, the Junior Years Co-Curricular 
Program provided a vital outlet for Rostrevor’s youngest students. 

The importance of forging and building friendships, 
engaging in physical activity and developing 
resilience has never been more important. 

Of course, the Co-curricular Program will always 
have a focus on sport specific skills. Some students 
may go on to enjoy careers in sport but the statistics 
show that for most of us, this won’t be the case. 
With that in mind, the sole focus for co-curricular 
activities is not winning and performance. We know 
that there is a far greater depth of learning that takes 
place during co-curricular activities that helps shape 
the boys into young men of character. Students 
learn how to win graciously, lose with character, be 
resilient enough to keep turning up when things go 
against them and show empathy to others. We know 
that boys won’t get it right every time but this again 
provides opportunities to learn from these situations 
and become better people. 

It is pleasing to see that Rostrevor students continue 
to embrace the opportunities on offer and this has 

resulted in continued growth of participation in every 
co-curricular program offered. The opportunities 
provided to students have been strengthened further 
with the generous support of a number of parents and 
old scholars that have coached or managed teams 
in 2020. A heartfelt thank you to all the volunteers 
who provided quality experiences and memories for 
Rostrevor’s students. 

Unfortunately, Tennis teams were the most affected 
teams due to a combination of COVID-19 interruptions 
and the weather. I greatly appreciate the Rostrevor 
families who were consistently punctual and arrived 
in a timely fashion to Friday afternoon games. There 
were a number of highlights across the season from 
all teams. Some students played their first competitive 
games of Tennis and others took big strides forward in 
their own skill set and performances. 

Rostrevor’s Cricket teams represent the Junior Years in 
a variety of competitions. The Year 4 Cricket team had 
a wonderful season and showed what teamwork is all 
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about, as they made sure that all players felt 
included. With younger students occasionally 
filling in for the team, they were made to feel 
welcome with students always celebrating 
other’s success with great enthusiasm. 

Basketball continues to grow in the Junior 
Years at a rapid pace. Seven teams competed 
in midweek games across the entire year 
when restrictions allowed. A number of teams 
won grand final games across the year to cap 
off some consistently excellent team work. 
Another favourite moment from the season 
was the empathy shown by many Years 4/5 
students when playing against other teams. If 
an opposition school’s player needed guidance 
or encouragement, Rostrevor students were 
always willing to offer their support in a 
number of ways. 

We were fortunate to enjoy an extended 
Term 3 season to allow our Winter activities 

to make up for some lost time in Term 2. The 
Auskick program was again enjoyed by many 
of our youngest students. It was wonderful 
to see the thrill on the boys’ faces when 
practicing their skills with their mum, dad, 
grandparent or one of the student volunteers. 
The ongoing support from students within the 
Senior Football teams to help run the Auskick 
program has been tremendous and we can’t 
thank them enough. 

With some Soccer competitions not going 
ahead in 2020, many of Rostrevor’s Junior 
Years Soccer teams were forced to enter 
into new competitions. This provided some 
opportunities to play in different contexts and 
against different schools. There were many 
occasions when Rostrevor teams showed real 
spirit and determination to come back and 
draw or win games in some instances. 

Former Australian National Chess Coach, 

David Koetsier, continues to do magnificent 

work with Rostrevor’s growing Junior Years 

Chess teams. COVID-19 restrictions meant 

that Rostrevor teams played in an internal 

competition in 2020, we look forward to being 

able to resume playing in the inter-school 

Chess competition in 2021. 

Rostrevor’s Debating teams enjoyed three 

competitive debates in the inter-school 

competition. Both teams were well coached by 

Mrs Lisa Clark and took great strides in their 

preparation and public speaking skills. With a 

number of students participating for the first 

time and continuing in 2021, I am sure that 

their persistence will pay dividends with great 

improvement in 2021. 

Tim Baccanello 
Junior Years Co-curricular Coordinator
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SUMMER

C0-CURRICULAR AWARDS

Athletics
State Selection

U16 Steeple Chase
Riley Craig

U15 100m, 200m, 
Triple Jump and 
4 x 100m Relay
Thomas Griffiths

Special Awards
(Br Michael Coughlin 
Most Outstanding 
Athletics Performance 
for 2020)
Thomas Griffiths

Badminton
Senior
Red & Black
Alessio Masullo

MVP
Ridheypreet Grover

Basketball
Year 7 Team 1

Red & Black
Noah Lee

MVP
Max McCormack

Year 7 Team 2

Red & Black
Dominic Rodighiero

MVP
Archer McNamara

Year 7 Team 3

Red & Black
Jett Adams

MVP
Frazer Lawrie

Year 7 Team 4

Red & Black
Sam Carey

MVP
Oscar Saponari

Year 6 Black

Red & Black
Bradley Sweet

MVP
Christian Disciscio

Year 6 Red

Red & Black
Oliver Teague

MVP
Edward Pipe

Year 4/5 Black
Red & Black
Harry Osborn

MVP
Riley Holling

Year 4/5 Red
Red & Black
Oscar Crafter

MVP
Lucas Maschotta

Year 4/5 White
Red & Black
Harry Guan

MVP
Thomas Hancock

Year 2/3 Black
Red & Black
Roman Papalia

MVP
Josh Disciscio

Cricket
First XI
(Coppins & Maloney Most 
Valuable Contribution to 
First XI Cricket)
Sam Rahaley

(Jake Brown Medal for 
Most Valuable Player)
Jake Slivak 

(Tim Davey Fielding 
Trophy)
Tom Morgan 

Best First Year 
Player
Luke Homan

Second XI
Red & Black
Lachlan Meeke

MVP
Stuart Greenslade

Third XI
Red & Black
Charles Kemp

MVP
Felix Brasher

Fourth XI
Red & Black
James McGuinness

MVP
Zac Aufderheide

10
Red & Black
Darcy McKenny

MVP
Will Rowlands

9 A
Red & Black
Harvey Wilson

MVP
Alex Pertl

9 B
Red & Black
Spencer Chenoweth

MVP
Arnav Kothari

8 A
Red & Black
Alexander Clark

MVP
Domenico Zappia

7 A
Red & Black
Max McCormack

MVP
Alecs Zorzi

7 B
Red & Black
Adam Pergoleto

MVP
Lachlan Smith

Year 6
Red & Black
Luca Parker

MVP
Daniel Boulden

Year 5 Black
Red & Black
Xavier Lehmann

MVP
Miles Fotheringham 
& Oscar Crafter

Year 5 Red
Red & Black
Samuel Katic

MVP
Archah Parisi

Year 4
MVP
Red & Black
Samuel Clements
Nicholas Furst

Year 2/3
Red & Black
Theodore Stephens

MVP
Henry Askem

Handball
(Awards to be provided 
by the Handball Assoc.)
Rostrevor
Red & Black
Anton Tharakan

Best Player
Dylan Skurray

Most Improved 
Player
Sebastian Mercuri

Music
Senior Jazz
Cameron Tunno

Small Jazz 
Jordan Zorzi

Senior Band 
Patrick Baldwin

Intermediate Band
Jackson Harvey

Senior Rock 
Dylan Matthews

Middle Rock 
Massimo Cerracchio

Senior Vocal 
Connor Walker

Junior Jazz Combo
Vivaan Sareen

Junior Stage Band
(John Meegan 
Memorial Prize)
Alessio Maiorano

Junior Rock Band
Riley Sharp

Junior Choir
Matteo Maiorano

Rock & 
Water
Most Valuable 
Participant
Max Hansford

Swimming
Under 14
Red & Black
Oliver Kerkman

Best Swimmer
Tom Braunack

Under 15
Red & Black
Nathan Ferres

Best Swimmer
Zac Guth

Under 16
Red & Black
Luke Thoday

Best Swimmer
Marcus Pipicella

Open

Red & Black
Cooper Llewelyn

Best Swimmer
Tom Carson

Tennis
Drive
Red & Black
Andrew Condo

MVP
Patrick Baldwin

Open B
Red & Black
Charles Lynch

MVP
Sebastian Rapuano

Middle A
Red & Black
Ben Spehr

MVP
Lachlan Tripodi

Middle B
Red & Black
Benjamin Caveney

MVP
Alexander Spencer

Year 7 Black
Red & Black
Jacob Osborn

MVP
Luke Wielgosz

Year 7 Red
Red & Black
Jay Vanderwerf

MVP
Massimo Bonelli

Year 5/6 Black
Red & Black
Harry Osborn

MVP
Bradley Sweet

Year 5/6 Red
Red & Black
Zack Faraonio

MVP
James Scrymgour

Year 5/6 White
Red & Black
Toby Papps

MVP
Giancarlo Blefari

Year 5/6 Blue
Red & Black
Samuel Caveney

MVP
Zachary Kulonja

Volleyball
Senior

MVP
Darcy McKenny

Middle

Red & Black
Joshua Farrell

MVP
Alex Alfano

Water Polo
Senior

Red & Black
Hugo Shute

MVP
Hamish Shute

Middle Black

Red & Black
Nathan Ferres

MVP
Tom Braunack

Middle Red

Red & Black
Christian Maher

MVP
Jordan Martin
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WINTER
Athletics
Vin Moriaty Medal
Year 12 Champion 
Thomas Cusack

Syd McDonald Medal
Year 11 Champion 
Tyson Walls

Tom Kendall Medal
Year 10 Champion 
Darcy Kelly

Bernard Tobin Medal
Year 9 Champion 
Kade Maddigan

B.J Ahern Medal
Year 8 Champion 
Tom Griffiths

Jim Ramsey Medal
Year 7 Champion 
Massimo Cerracchio

Basketball
Open A
Red & Black
Will Evans
MVP
Alex Trzcinski

Open B
Red & Black
Jacob Van Den Kieboom
MVP
Luke Thoday

Open C
Red & Black
Booth Cassidy
MVP
Anthony Pinna

Open D
Red & Black
Harry Myers
MVP
Daniel Conroy

Middle A
Red & Black
Uy Hein (Hayden) Le 
MVP
Michael Banelis

Middle B
Red & Black
Alexander Sellman
MVP
Zavier Page

Middle C
Red & Black
Jamie Haines
MVP
Carlen Becker

Middle D
Red & Black
Stefan Shih
MVP
Tiernan Fanning

Chess
Rostrevor Black
Red & Black
Sahyl Soodan
MVP
Kalan Bohlin

Cross Country
Rostrevor
Red & Black
Peter Colpo-Strangis
Most Valuable Runner
Riley Craig

Debating
Senior
Red & Black
Liam D’Silva
Most Valuable Speaker
Christy Saji

Year 8
Red & Black
Peter Colpo-Strangis
Most Valuable Speaker
Alexander Clark

Year 6/7
Red & Black
Chanho Jung
Most Valuable Speaker
Rosario Merenda

Year 4/5
Red & Black
Advit Kothari
Most Valuable Speaker
Sam Pollock

Football
First XVIII
Red & Black
Matthew Dnistriansky
Best First Year Player
Noah Hyde
Coaches Award
Max Michalanney
Runner Up Best & 
Fairest
Tyson Walls
Best & Fairest
Xavier Tranfa

Second XVIII
Red & Black
Ethan Langley
Best & Fairest
Cooper Llewelyn

Third XVIII
Red & Black
Zac Aufderheide
Best & Fairest
Felix Brasher

10A
Red & Black
Luke Signorello
Best & Fairest
Will Rowlands

9A
Red & Black
Jack Haddad
Best & Fairest
Will Anning

9B
Red & Black
Nicholas Agius
Best & Fairest
Lachlan Tripodi

8A
Red & Black
Thomas Griffiths
Best & Fairest
Julius Piro

Primary A
Red & Black
Max Mc Cormack
Best & Fairest
Adrian Bruno & Harry 
Maxwell

Primary B
Red & Black
Archie Bloomfield
Best & Fairest
James Scrymgour

Year 4/5
Red & Black 
Joe Kernahan & 
Miles Fotheringham
Best & Fairest
Oscar Crafter

Year 2/3
Red & Black
Harry Isaac
Best & Fairest
Sidney McDonald

Soccer
First XI
Best & Fairest
Luke Frangakis
Players Player
Alessio Melisi
Red & Black
Gianni Bergamin
Top Goalscorer
Alessio Melisi

Emerging Player
Aiden Schirripa
Matthew Maio

Second XI
Red & Black
Giuseppe Ruggiero
MVP
Sebastian Russo

Third XI
Red & Black
Connor Marinos
MVP
Giuseppe Ruggiero

10A
Red & Black
Anton Piotto
MVP
Gianni Ruggiero

10B
Red & Black
Cameron Tunno
MVP
Jawad Chehade

9A Black
Red & Black
John-Luke Gagliardi
MVP
Fabian Talladira

9A Red Marino
Red & Black
Alessio Principe
MVP
Fabian Pirone

9B 
Red & Black
Alex Alfano
MVP
Wieu Duang Deng

8A Black
Red & Black
Alessio Morgillo
MVP
Vincenzo Scalzi

8A Red
Red & Black
Joe McGuire-Coward
MVP
Luka Marzullo

Year 7 A
Red & Black
Massimo Cerracchio
MVP
Ashwandeep Gill

Year 7 B
Red & Black
Jake Polkinghorne
MVP
Mishan Augustine

Year 6

Red & Black
Cirahj Hamra

MVP
Max Wucsko

Year 5

Red & Black
Zack Faraonio

MVP
Alex Ciaramellano

Year 4 

Red & Black
Dan McGuire-Coward

MVP
Ryder Dalton

Year 2/3

Red & Black
Anthony Cerracchio 

MVP
Henry Askem & 
Matteo Condina

Squash
Open

Red & Black
Cooper Llewelyn

MVP
Rory Curtis

Year 10

Red & Black
Anton Piotto

MVP
Samuel Abishara

Year 8

Red & Black
Fiore Donnarumma

MVP
Jackson Harvey

Table Tennis
Open A

Red & Black
Anton Tharakan

MVP
Kyle Smith

Middle A

Red & Black
Maxxim Barlow

MVP
Alexander Clark
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ATHLETICS

As was the case with much of the College Co-Curricular program in 2020, Athletics suffered at the 
hands of COVID-19.

Term 1 started with an air of positivity and the Athletics 
Team hit the training track in Week 4 to prepare for 
our SASSSA Inter Schools Competition which was 
to be held in week 10 of Term 1. Rostrevor was very 
fortunate to have the expertise of State and National 
distance runner Caitlin Adams who coached our middle-
distance athletes early in the season. Her experience 
and expertise were invaluable to our competitors and 
her enthusiastic and innovative training sessions were 
greatly appreciated.

Unfortunately, COVID-19 struck and all sporting 
activities were cancelled, and as a consequence, the 
Rostrevor Team did not compete in 2020.

Thankfully, some of our athletes did manage to 
compete during Term 4 at the VIVA All Schools State 
Championships which were held over the weekend of 
October the 31st - 1st of November. It is very pleasing to 
report that the boys achieved great success at this event 
with outstanding performances coming from Thomas 
Griffiths, Riley Craig and Wieu Deng in particular. Others 
to compete were Thomas Snowball in the Under 18 

Hurdles & Long Jump and Ruben Daniells in the Under 
18 100, 200 & 400m. Both of these boys achieved results 
that placed them in the top 10 in the State.

Riley competed in the Under 16 2000m Steeplechase and 
won a Silver Medal for his excellent performance. Wieu 
competed in the Under 16 High Jump bringing home the 
Bronze Medal in an outstanding display, but the highlight 
of the event were the performances of Thomas Griffiths 
who, despite being an Under 14 athlete, competed in 
the Under 16 age group winning a Bronze Medal in the 
100m and two Silver Medals in the 200m and Triple 
Jump respectively. All three medal performances broke 
College records and his times in the 100m and 200m 
broke records for the Under 14 age group which were set 
way back in 1977 by Robert Adams, a very prominent 
athlete of that era. It is safe to say that the College is 
blessed to have an athlete of Thomas’ ability, a truly 
naturally gifted young man and we look to his future 
performances with much anticipation.

Paul Deegan 
Coach

L-R: Jaden Romeo, Gianni Ruggiero, Christian Corbo, Riley Craig COACH: Paul Deegan 
DISTANCE COACH: Caitlin Adams, Wieu Duang Deng, Darcy McNamara and Kade Maddigan
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BADMINTON

The Senior Badminton team has had a very successful year in 2020. Its first success lay in the fact 
it was able to complete its full round of games in what was for most sports a very disrupted year. 

The first round of games in Term 1 was completed the 
week before the first lockdown occurred, by which time 
the team had recorded five wins and no losses. 

The second round of games commenced in Term 4 and 
again just completed the second round of five games 
before South Australia went into its three-day lockdown. 
By this time however the Senior Badminton team had 
recorded an impressive 10-0 undefeated season.

I would like to congratulate the team not only on 
their team wins but on the spirit with which the 
game was played. Many players rotated through the 
top positions and while there was keen competition 
for spots there was also great support for one another. 

It was a delight to see the personal improvement in 
players over the course of the year. It is a sport gaining 
increasing interest within the College and new players 
are certainly welcome. 

Finally congratulations to our award winners for the 
year.

The Most Valuable Player for 2020: Dylan Matthews

The Red and Black Award: Alessio Masullo

Richard Sachse 
Coach 

SENIOR – BACK ROW: Jake Fantasia, Harrison White, Dylan Matthews, Fabian Di Iulio, Anton Tharakan 
FRONT ROW: Kristian Almendras, Ridheypreet Grover, Alessio Masullo, Sebastian Cramond COACH: R Sachse
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MIDDLE 
BACK ROW: Hashem Bhatti, 
Parth Singh, Jake Smith, 
Ashwandeep Gill 
FRONT ROW: Harper Lloyd, 
Maxxim Barlow, Pellegrino Iasiello, 
Nicolas Keros 
ABSENT: Alex Di Blasio 
COACH: J Ward 
TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel
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BASKETBALL

The privilege of being able to play sport was never more evident as in the 2020 season and this was 
reflected in the attitude of the First V basketball team for Rostrevor.

 With a season cut in half by the 
global pandemic, the squad of 
eight could not be keener to get 
on the court and let actions speak 
louder than words. This motto was 
epitomised by our captain, Alex 
Trzcinski, who clearly led from the 
front all season. His drive, will and 
passion for the game was infectious, 

never backing down against any 

opposition, even if in some cases 

they were 6’7”. 

The season started well, with a close 

three-point loss to St Peter’s College, 

which can be put down to a lack of 

preparation and understanding of 

offensive structures. But the overall 

structure of the team was solid, with 
new addition Darcy McNamara 
showing his shooting prowess and 
speed across the court. The next few 
weeks were once again disappointing 
in terms of results, however teams 
like Trinity College and Nazareth are 
basketball powerhouses, and a close 
loss is never disgraceful. B
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OPEN A – BACK ROW: Zachary Tripodi, William Evans, Tyson White, Nazzareno Tatarelli 
FRONT ROW: Darcy McNamara, Alex Trzcinski (Captain), Patrick Size, James Garner COACH: P Steel 
TEAM MANAGER: L Salini
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OPEN B
BACK ROW: Mark Deng, 
Jamal Harradine, Luke Thoday, 
Jacob Van Den Kieboom 
FRONT ROW: Hugo Carey, William 
Ridley, Andrew Condo, Giovan Gordo 
ABSENT: Mattis Kervin 
COACH: P Steel 
TEAM MANAGER: L Salini

OPEN C
BACK ROW: Tom Richardson, 
Cody Elliott, Wieu Kuach, 
Luke Beltrame 
FRONT ROW: Liam Songer, 
Manish Augustine, Booth Cassidy, 
Anthony Pinna 
ABSENT: Nicholas Reu 
COACH: Liam Hayes 
TEAM MANAGER: A Beltrame

OPEN D
BACK ROW: Christian Mignone, 
Adam De Vellis, Harry Myers, 
Daniel Conroy, Rory Curtis 
FRONT ROW: Finn McGuire-
Coward, Manish Augustine, 
Pietro Cokaj, Alexander Vello 
ABSENT: James Murray  
COACH: Joshua Linklater 
TEAM MANAGER: A Beltrame
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MIDDLE A
BACK ROW: Henry Brand, Zaivier 
Page, Noah Coyle, Michael Banelis, 
Jasch Davis, Vasilios Banelis, 
Uy Hien Le 
FRONT ROW: Anton Pascale, 
Matthew Palmer, Colby Mercer, 
Elijah Monda, Riley Craig  
COACH: Willie Jennette  
TEAM MANAGER: M Dimasi

MIDDLE B
BACK ROW: Zaivier Page, 
Jasch Davis, Seunghwan Jeong, 
Harrison Smith, Henry Brand 
FRONT ROW: Samuel Deng, 
Alexander Sellmann, Dante Ellul, 
Nathan Ferres  
ABSENT: Luca Saccone  
COACH: Owen Hulland  
TEAM MANAGER: M Dimasi

It was in our 4th game that Rostrevor finally hit 
the winner’s column against Pembroke. The game 
was close, as expected, but Zac Tripodi was huge, 
hitting multiple 3s and Will Evans and Tyson 
White dominated on the inside which resulted in 
a three-point win for Rostrevor. Our momentum 
continued, with two more victories in the next 
three games. With solid contributions from Zaren 
Tatarelli, Patrick Size and James Garner off the 
bench adding much needed punch to our scoring 
power and intensity of defense. 

However, all roads lead to the final game of the 
season, the annual intercol fixture against Sacred 
Heart College. Whilst history was not on our side 
with Rostrevor only claiming the cup once in 

recorded history, the boys were confident they 
could be the second team ever to best Sacred 
Heart. With the scene set, the team was pumped, 
and it showed on the court with our energy 
and intensity forging an early lead. This trend 
continued, with Rostrevor leading at every break 
on the back of a dominant performance from 
Tyson White and Alex Trzcinski. However, despite 
leading the game for 39 minutes, the game came 
down to the final seconds, with Rostrevor having 
a chance to win the game. The shot missed by 
the smallest of margins. 

The game ended, with the scores locked, and as 
by the rules of Intercol, there is no overtime. To 
say the players were devastated would be an 

understatement. However, the key was we gave 
ourselves the chance to win, which is a testament 
not many Rostrevor First V teams can claim. 
And as a coach, I could not have been prouder of 
the effort, dedication and commitment given by 
each and every one of the eight team members 
throughout the game. As NBA legend Michael 
Jordan puts it “To learn to succeed, you must 
first learn to fail”. As the team will be relatively 
unchanged in 2021, many of the squad will 
hopefully be able to add a win, to go with their 
record of being there for the first ever draw in 
Intercol Basketball. 

Peter Steel 
Open A Coach
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7
BACK ROW: Jacob McIntyre, 
Mitchell White, Jett Adams,  
Max McCormack  
MIDDLE ROW: Sam Carey,  
Edward Elton, Archer McNamara, 
Lachlan Smith, Will Thomas,  
Mishan Augustine  
FRONT ROW: Frazer Lawrie, 
Lincoln Hatchard, Laith Saleh, 
Dominic Rodighiero  
COACHES: L Hayes, T Baccanello

MIDDLE C
BACK ROW: Andrew Dunn, 
John Rovithakis, Marcus Marino, 
Carlen Becker  
FRONT ROW: Jamie Haines,  
Diego Paterni, Alexander Spencer, 
Joshua Owade  
ABSENT: Lucas Parletta  
COACH: Owen Hulland  
TEAM MANAGER: M De Ieso

MIDDLE D
BACK ROW: Alec Ellul, Jett Adams, 
Ethan Ferreira, Mitchell White, 
Stefan Shih 
FRONT ROW: Gianpaolo Caingles, 
Jaiden Calvaresi, Edward Elton, 
Joshua Rodda, Tiernan Fanning 
ABSENT: Alexander Bayly 
COACH: Jordan Schoell 
TEAM MANAGER: M De Ieso
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6 RED 

BACK ROW: Owen Lloyd, Edward 
Pipe, Tyler Dobrota, James Hosking 

FRONT ROW: Alexander Iasiello, 
Bailey Patterson, Max Hawes, 
Armani Rahme 
COACH: CJ Turnage 

6 BLACK 

BACK ROW: Joseph Beltrame, 
Zachary Kulonja, Taha Jawidi, 
Bradley Sweet, Frederick Hancock 

FRONT ROW: Christian Disciscio, 
Lachlan Mudge, Oliver Teague, 
Sebastian Urbaniak 

ABSENT: Alex MacDonald 
COACH: CJ Turnage
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6 WHITE 

BACK ROW: James Bafile, 
Stefan Musolino, Vivaan Sareen, 
Cirahj Hamra 

FRONT ROW: Riley Sharp, 
Max Wucsko, Christian Disciscio, 
Matthew Rapuano 
COACH: CJ Turnage 

4-5 RED 

BACK ROW: Thomas Hancock, Jack 
Isaac, Charlie Ciccozzi, David Smythe 

FRONT ROW: Alexander Babic, 
Marco Varricchio, Philip Junior 
A’Hang, Chase Campbell 
COACH: J Babic 

4-5 BLACK 

BACK ROW: Finn Michael-Plummer, 
Jakub Camm, Jackson Lochowiak.

FRONT ROW: Jayden Smith, 
Dan McGuire-Coward, Oscar Crafter, 
Giancarlo Blefari 
COACH: M Hingston 
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2-3 

BACK ROW: Joshua Disciscio, 
Luca Ricci, Henry Askem, Hugh 
Benzan, Matthew Ferreira, 
Emmanouel Pishas, Luca Masullo 

FRONT ROW: Andrew Leombruno, 
Francis Van Den Kieboom, 
Archer Hatchard, Baxter Pollock, 
Sahyl Soodan, Rylan Wright, 
Roman Papalia, Sebastien Conhye, 
Cooper Shaw  
COACHES: J Van Den Kieboom, 
C McManus

4-5 WHITE 

BACK ROW: Riley Holling, 
Casey Mercer, Samuel Clements, 
Darcy Matthews 

FRONT ROW: Marcos Georgiou, 
Thomas Ford 
COACH: M Ford

4-5 BLUE 

BACK ROW: Max Penna, Joe 
Kernahan, Miles Fotheringham, 
Jordan Becker 

FRONT ROW: Harry Guan, 
Lucas Maschotta, Henry Jones, 
Samuel Katic 
COACH: J Maschotta
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YEAR 2-6 – BACK ROW: Orlando Muller, Jakub Camm, Bailey Patterson, Charlie Ciccozzi, Casey Mercer, Jordan Becker, 
Kalan Bohlin, Owen Tallis MIDDLE ROW: Nectarios Georgiou, Agastya Datta, Chanho Jung, Luca Ricci, Luka Carberry, 
Daniel Piteo, Harry Guan, Harry Ford FRONT ROW: William Cattrall, Sebastien Conhye, Amay Salaria, Ryan Li,  
Jason De Ieso COACH: David Koetsier

Every Monday afternoon Rostrevor junior and 
middle school students joined up with Chesslife 
coaches David Koetsier and Riley Karayiannis 
and participated in the weekly chess club.

Chesslife encourages every student to attempt to have 
a go. It was fantastic to see students participating 
and we are pleased to hear positive feedback from 
students and parents. Students learned a variety 
of topics from David and Riley such as defending, 
attacking, king safety, check and checkmate. 
Students put their skills into practise at the end of 
each class where they battled between each other on 
the board and had a great time doing so.

David Koetsier 
Coach
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CRICKET

FIRST XI – BACK ROW: Matthew Dnistriansky, Charlie Brasher, Samuel Rahaley (Co-Captain), Mackenzie Best,  
Eddie Vaughan MIDDLE ROW: Thomas Hill, Regan Taheny, Jack Thoday, Cooper Llewelyn (Co-Captain), Tom Morgan, 
Nash Richman FRONT ROW: Tyson Walls, Jake Slivak, Hugh Jackson, Luke Homan COACH: W Trewartha 

At the start of the year, co-captains were chosen to lead the First XI for 2020. Cooper Llewelyn was 
chosen to be the captain of our Messenger Shield Saturday games and Sam Rahaley was elected 
Captain for our Messenger Bowl T20 fixtures which take place across Term 4.

This year was always going to be a transition year 
as we have come out of a very successful period of 
strong Rostrevor College First XI sides. Our Saturday 
form at the end of Term 4 in 2019 was good with 
a number of solid victories and this continued into 
Term 1 in 2020. 

Unfortunately, our Term 1 season was interrupted 
prior to our Semi-Final against PAC due to a COVID 
interruption and we would have gone into that game 
full of confidence, having just won three games in a 
row against Westminster, St Peter’s and Immanuel. 

This unfortunately put a stop to the season that was 

just beginning to gain momentum.

Many young players made their debut this year 

and all of them showed at some stage that they are 

more than capable of consistently performing at this 

level into the future. This is an exciting time for the 

College in First XI Cricket.

Our bowling attack was led by Year 10 Luke Homan, 

who picked up the Best First Year Player Award. 

Luke has enormous potential and has shown 
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maturity beyond his years. He was supported 

well by MacKenzie Best and Hugh Jackson, a 

prodigious swinger of the ball. Other notable 

performances came from leg spinner Regan 

Taheny and our change bowlers of Charlie 

Brasher and Eddie Vaughan.

With the bat, Jake Slivak and Saturday Captain, 

Cooper Llewelyn, often got us off to a solid start. 

Slivak in all formats of the game regularly 

showed his ability and won the Jake Brown 

Medal for our best player across the season. 

Valuable contributions were also made by Max 

Ramsey, Tyson Walls and Tom Morgan, who 

also won the Tim Davey Best Fielder Trophy.

Some notable personal achievements this year 

were Sam Rahaley’s 102 from just 82 balls 

vs St Peter’s and Charlie Brasher taking five 

wicket hauls against both Westminster (5/12) 

and St Michael’s (5/16). 

I would especially like to acknowledge the 

commitment and contribution of our Year 12 

players. In particular Sam Rahaley who has 

been a major part of our program since he was 

in Year 8. Sam deservedly won the Coppins 

and Moloney Service to Cricket Award. He, 

Jake Slivak, Matthew Dnistriansky, Tom Hill, 

Hugh Jackson, Eddie Vaughan, Harrison Scholz, 

Mackenzie Best, Cooper Llewelyn and Jack 

Thoday have been a pleasure to coach and I 

wish them all the very best in the future. 

Finally, to our grounds team who produce 

magnificent training and playing facilities 

each week, their hard work is very much 

appreciated. Luke Manuel has been a huge 

support of the First XI Program and to all of 

the parents who have supported their sons 

and especially to those who have volunteered 

to help run the best Afternoon Tea in school 

Cricket across the years, I sincerely thank you.

Bill Trewartha 

First XI Coach
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SECOND XI
BACK ROW: Lachlan Meeke, 
Henry Brasher, Maxwell 
Michalanney, Tristan Hunter, 
Hamish May, Hussain 
Hardwarewala, Samuel Warren 
FRONT ROW: Jesse Pittaway, 
Thomas Laas, Stuart Greenslade, 
Michael Greenwood 

COACH: T O’Leary  
TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel
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THIRD XI
BACK ROW: Daniel Leonard, 
Cody Elliott, Eric Luppino, 
Felix Brasher 
FRONT ROW: Kanwartej Singh, 
Hugo Carey, Brodie Elefsen, 
Manish Augustine

ABSENT: Charles Kemp 
COACHES: J Kelly, A Byrne 
TEAM MANAGER: D Douglas
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10
BACK ROW: Anton Slivak, 
Beau Baldwin, Hunter Elliott, 
Kye Butler, Harvey Pedler, 
Booth Cassidy, Luke Signorello, 
Darcy McKenny  
FRONT ROW: Owen Hickey, 
Vincenzo Blefari, Joshua Smith,  
Kobe Lovering, Jed Burton,  
Anthony Close, Luke Homan 
ABSENT: Will Rowlands 
COACH: N Laube 
TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel

9A
BACK ROW: Boyce Currie, 
Henry Myall, Joshua Mothersole, 
Finn Wakelin, Harvey Wilson, 
William Anning, Felix Farmer 
FRONT ROW: Jack Haddad, 
Charlie Crafter, Marshall Nitschke, 
Henry Brand, Jack Piasente, 
Alexander Pertl  
ABSENT: Kade Maddigan 
COACHES: C Myall, M Haddad 
TEAM MANAGER: B DeConno-
Coward 

FOURTH XI
BACK ROW: Adam Greenwood, 
Zac Aufderheide, Albert Connolly, 
Ned Carey, James McGuinness, 
Lewis Matsis 
FRONT ROW: Connor Marinos, 
Thomas Cusack, Lachlan Mahar, 
Jack Haddad 
COACHES: T Matsis, P Moller 
TEAM MANAGER: J Allan 
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7A
BACK ROW: Harry Maxwell,  
James Clark, Connor Grant,  
Fergus Myall, Declan Coe, 
Cooper Swain 
FRONT ROW: Edward Elton, 
Alecs Zorzi, Max McCormack, 
Finley Allegretto, Jake Polkinghorne 
COACH: P Allegretto

8A
BACK ROW: Thomas Fotheringham, 
Jackson Harvey, Lewis McDonald, 
Walter Parkyn, Domenico Zappia, 
Aaryan Sareen, Julius Piro, John 
Dwyer, Jac Jones, Thomas Griffiths, 
Luca Mernone 
FRONT ROW: Alexander Clark, 
Connor White, Joshua Capitani, 
Tyler Dalton, Yug Agrawal, 
Joe McGuire-Coward, Joel Tarca, 
Samuel Smith, Henry Eckert 
COACH: J Boston 
TEAM MANAGER: E Trasente

9B
BACK ROW: Arnav Kothari, 
Blake Walker-Roberts, Ethan 
Landolfi, Antony Stepic, Damon 
Stepic, Isaac Doyle, Isaac Kelly 
FRONT ROW: Spencer Chenoweth, 
Fabian D’Alessio, Harrison Brock, 
Cody Willmott-Taylor, Anthony 
Hall, Thomas Grant, Aspen Davis 
ABSENT: Joshua Polkinghorne, 
Liam Gibson 
COACH: W Padbury 
TEAM MANAGER: B DeConno-
Coward
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6 

BACK ROW: Finn McNamara, 
Daniel Boulden, Owen Lloyd, 
Vivaan Sareen, Luca Parker, 
Finn Lovering 

FRONT ROW: Chanho Jung, 
Matteo Maiorano, Riley Sharp, 
Sam Wakelin, Alessio Maiorano 
COACH: C McNamara

5 RED 

BACK ROW: Samuel Pollock, 
Archah Parisi, Max Penna, 
Tanek Ozga, Jakub Camm, Ryan 
Hanatschek 

FRONT ROW: Samuel Katic, Chase 
Michael-Plummer, Zack Faraonio, 
Leo McDonald 

ABSENT: Advit Kothari 
COACHES: R Slack, M McKay

7B
BACK ROW: Nicholas Babic, 
Adam Pergoleto, Adam 
Hardwarewala, Lachlan Smith, 
Aaron Neander, Ash Wakelin 
FRONT ROW: Mishan Augustine, 
Elias Leonard, Xavier Kelly,  
Nicholas Reid, Samuel Haynes 
COACH: N Reade
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2-3 KANGA 

BACK ROW: Amay Salaria, 
Hugh Benzan, Henry Askem, 
Sahyl Soodan, Rylan Wright 

FRONT ROW: Francis Van Den 
Kieboom, Theodore Stephens, 
Sebastien Conhye 
COACHES: L Clark, C Leddicoat

4 

BACK ROW: Dan McGuire-Coward, 
Sam Clements, Jordan Becker, 
Ignatius Leonard 

FRONT ROW: Ryder Dalton, 
Ari Vanderwerf, Nicholas Furst, 
Lucas Maschotta, Levi Stewart 
COACH: N Reade

5 BLACK 

BACK ROW: Oscar Crafter, 
Joe Kernahan, Miles Fotheringham, 
Lucas Forrester, Philip Junior A’Hang 

FRONT ROW: Owen Tallis, James 
Leonard, Giancarlo Blefari 

ABSENT: Xavier Lehmann 
COACH: A Fotheringham
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CROSS COUNTRY

Given the year that we have had with the COVID-19 pandemic those involved in Cross Country were 
blessed just to be able to compete during Term 3 when so many other co-curricular activities were 
called off altogether. 

Rostrevor had a small but committed group of young 
men compete in the Inter Schools Competition each 
Wednesday afternoon which was hosted by many schools 
around the eastern and central metropolitan area. 

Cross Country is a very demanding yet rewarding sport. 
Athletes compete over a number of distances each week 
and given that these events are held in the winter, the 
conditions are often demanding with rain, mud and very 
cold winds common obstacles to overcome.  Despite this, 
we discovered a talented and eager group of athletes 
who ran regularly in all extremes of weather with some 

outstanding success. Despite having a smaller team than 
other schools, our athletes consistently finished in the 
top few places each week.

A highlight of the season this year was the introduction 
of a House Cross Country Competition which was 
held as part of the Unfair Day celebrations in Term 3. 
Congratulations to James De Conno who was victorious 
in the Middle Years race and to Xavier Tranfa who won 
the Senior Division. Special mention to James also, who, 
despite being in Year 9, recorded the best overall time for 
the event. The overall House Champion was Egan who C
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BACK ROW: Connor Bohlin, Oliver Kerkman, Hugo Carey FRONT ROW: Peter Colpo-Strangis, Riley Craig, Jack Fillmore 
COACH: P Deegan 
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BACK ROW: Luca Beltrame, Dan 
McGuire-Coward, Frederick Hancock, 
Casey Mercer, Max Wuscko, Kalan 
Marzullo, Oscar Crafter. 

FRONT ROW: Matteo Condina, 
Ryder Dalton, Thomas Hancock, 
Lucas Maschotta, Sidney McDonald. 
COACH: T Baccanello

had many solid performers on the day although 
Barron and Webb deserve special mention too for 
some very spirited performances.

The Rostrevor Inter school Team was represented 
by Year 11 Hugo Carey, Year 9 Riley Craig and 
from Year 8 Oliver Kerkman, Jack Fillmore, Connor 
Bohlin and Peter Colpo-Strangis.

Congratulations to Riley Craig who, once again, 
was the winner of the College award for being 
the most outstanding Cross Country competitor 
in 2020 and to Peter Colpo-Strangis for winning 
the Red and Black award for his dedication to and 
performances for the team each week.

This brings to a close another successful Cross 

Country season. Thanks to Mr Manuel for his 
support of the Cross Country Team and to those 
parents who supported our team each week. Good 
luck to all for 2021 and beyond.

Paul Deegan 
Coach
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CYCLING

The 2020 Road Cycling Team were keen to capitalize on their 2019 form and mount a campaign to go 
back to back in the SSSSA Road Cycling Race.

As training began in Term 1 it was 

clear that the riding group had 

been spending plenty of time in the 

saddle over the summer holidays, 

with all riders recording personal 

best times on our Norton Summit 

training route.

The Red and Black peloton included 

Charlie Haynes, Ciaran Byrne, 

Jack Rudolph, Joshua Smith, 

Kyhe Madex-Hefford, Nathan 

Ferres, Orlando Greer, and Patrick 

Crowley, spearheaded by A Grade 

champion Elliott Murada. The 

boys were just hitting the peak of 

their preparation when COVID-19 

forced the cancellation of training 

and competition for 2020. We look 

forward to hitting the tarmac again 

in 2021.
Michael Vickery 

CoachC
Y
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BACK ROW: Jack Rudolph, Orlando Greer, Patrick Crowley, Khye Madex-Hefford, Joshua Smith 
FRONT ROW: Josh Holt, Ciaran Byrne, Charlie Haynes, Nathan Ferres ABSENT: Elliott Murada COACH: M Vickery
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“Don’t raise your voice, improve your argument.” – Desmond Tutu

The 2020 Senior Rostrevor debating team consisted 
of Garang Kuach, Liam D’Silva and Christy Saji who 
were eager to recreate the magic that was the State 
Championship winning season of 2019.

With an abridged format provided by Debating SA amidst 
this unorthodox year, it was a wonderful opportunity to 
ensure that competitions could go ahead, and the team 
embraced each challenge with aplomb. 

After reaching the final round undefeated, it was by 
a painful margin of 0.4 that the boys were defeated 
– rendering them to a finishing place of 7th – usually 
enough for a finals campaign but unfortunately this year 
only four teams could qualify.

It has been my absolute pleasure to coach and mentor 
these fine young gentlemen throughout this year and 
last, and I hope that it leaves them equipped with a 

surfeit of skills that will serve them well in their next 
chapter of life. 

In Year 8, coach Mrs Tanja Gehren cultivated the 
development of the College’s next group of refined 
rebuttalists and outstanding orators with: John Boccaccio, 
Alexander Clark, Peter Colpo-Strangis, John Dwyer, Jack 

SENIOR BACK ROW: Christy Saji, Garang Kuach, Liam D’Silva COACH: T Hodkinson
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8 RED
BACK ROW: John Dwyer, Koen 
Forrester, Marley Mann-Sommers, 
Yug Agrawal, Alexander Clark 
FRONT ROW: John Boccaccio, 
Jack Fillmore, James McFarlane, 
Peter Colpo-Strangis 
COACH: T Gehren

YEARS 5-7
BACK ROW: James Scrymgour, 
Charlie Ciccozzi, James Morton 
FRONT ROW: Alexander Iasiello, 
Samuel Pollock, Chanho Jung, 
Advit Kothari 
COACH: Lisa Clark

Filmore, Marley Mann-Sommer, James McFarlane, 
Yug Agrawal and Koen Forrester trying their hand 
at the discipline. The promising enthusiasm 
and sense of camaraderie within the group will 
undoubtedly serve them well in future years both 
as debaters and more importantly as considered 
and balanced young men.

Each of the boys across all years are to be 
strongly commended for not only their efforts 
throughout the season, but also to see Rostrevor 
College maintain its position as a quality outfit 
in the debating world. For students interested in 
developing their public speaking and confidence, 
each of the boys who represented the College this 
year are testament to what can be achieved and 
have ensured a promising future. 

Tom Hodkinson  
Debating Coach
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Season 2020 was like no other that we have seen before. Rather than ticking off gruelling running 
sessions together during pre-season, our group relied on computers and phones to build the connection 
that makes teams great. 

Our season got off to a slow start, as we were 
comprehensively beaten by powerhouse outfits PAC 
and Sacred Heart. It would have been easy, even this 
early in the campaign, for cracks to appear and for 
players to lose belief in themselves and each other. 
Fortunately, this was a group that was as united as I’ve 
seen and it rose to the challenge of lifting itself off the 
canvas. Following a nail-biting loss to Westminster, we 
got on the board with a victory against St Michael’s, 
before winning comfortably against Immanuel. 

Indigenous Round was an undoubted highlight for all 
involved. In specially designed guernseys on a glorious 
day, we faced an undefeated St Peter’s team that had 

an average winning margin of over 10 goals. Things 

looked to be headed down a similar path to our first 

two outings at half-time but the team displayed the 

spirit that it became known for and almost pulled off 

an unbelievable comeback victory. 

A dominant performance in the penultimate match of 

the season against Pembroke gave the group plenty of 

confidence heading into the much-anticipated Intercol 

round, where we would meet an extremely talented 

Sacred Heart. The build-up to the game was akin to 

a final and will no doubt be something the boys look 

back upon, fondly. 

FIRST XVIII – BACK ROW: Kynan Kenny, Luca Stepic, Maxwell Michalanney, Patrick Baldwin, Mackenzie Best, 
Ned Carey, Sam Rahaley, Jack Hodges, Brad Lymn, Jett Boxer, Xavier Tranfa, Beau Baldwin 
MIDDLE ROW: Stuart Greenslade, James McGuinness, Thomas Snowball, Charles Kemp, Hugh Jackson, Cooper Llewelyn, 
Matthew Dnistriansky (Captain), Zak Lovegrove, Darcy Richards, Thomas Hill, Harvey Pedler, Harrison Wright, Morgan 
Crabtree, Jayden Gale FRONT ROW: Adam Greenwood, Thomas Bradford, Jesse Trevor, Jake Slivak, Alastair Lord, 
Darcy McKenny, Regan Taheny, Tyson Walls, Noah Hyde, Thomas Laas, Michael Greenwood COACHES: James Allan, 
Oliver Piro (Assistant) TEAM MANAGER: A Dnistriansky
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After a sluggish start, we kicked into gear and played some outstanding 
football to lead at half-time. Despite Sacred Heart pulling away in the third 
quarter, we were confident that we could chase them down, as we had done 
in previous games. Unfortunately, Sacred Heart proved too strong, however 
the match was a clear indication of how far the team had come in such a 
short space of time.

Despite not playing a game, due to injury, Matthew Dnistriansky led the 
side admirably. He was ably assisted by Ned Carey, Jayden Gale and Xavier 
Tranfa, who capped off a stellar individual season by winning the Best and 
Fairest and Gosse Medal, which is awarded to the competition’s best player.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the players for their efforts 
in what was a difficult season. To the oft-unsung heroes – the parents – thank 

you for all that you do and for the support you gave me and the team all year. 
Special mention to Andrew Dnistriansky, who took on the thankless task 
of Team Manager and did all of the jobs that noboby else wants to do. And 
finally, thank you to Matthew Footner, who not also coached the 2nd XVIII 
and assisted me at training, but also ran messages on game day. Without 
these people, my job would be much harder and their commitment, effort 
and passion for helping our boys be the best they can certainly does not 
go unnoticed.

James Allan 
First XVIII Coach
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SECOND XVIII
BACK ROW: Henry Brasher, 
Thomas Warren, Jazper Reardon, 
Eric Luppino, Calem Krollig, Hamish 
May, Nash Richman, Lachlan Meeke  
MIDDLE ROW: Ethan Langley, 
Zac McDonald, Ky Haddad, 
Brodie Elefsen, Samuel Warren, 
Jake Sincock, Lewis Matsis 
FRONT ROW: Jesse Pittaway, 
Charlie Richardson, Lachlan Mahar, 
Theologos Kortesis 
COACH: M Footner 
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9A
BACK ROW: Isaac Doyle, Dion Bria, 
Damon Stepic, Max Aufderheide, Finn 
Wakelin, Antony Stepic, Henry Myall, 
Joshua Mothersole, William Anning 
MIDDLE ROW: Cody Willmott-Taylor, 
Jack Piasente, Hamish Scheid, 
Lachlan Hill, Felix Farmer, 
Harvey Wilson, Marshall Nitschke,  
Jack Haddad 
FRONT ROW: Luke Van Den Kieboom, 
Julio Musolino, Harrison Brock, 
Jordan Bastin, Alexander Pertl, 
Benjamin Spehr 
ABSENT: Kade Maddigan, 
Orlando Turner 
COACH: L Manuel 
TEAM MANAGER: G Aufderheide

THIRD XVIII
BACK ROW: Daniel Leonard, Felix 
Brasher, Cody Elliot, Tristan Hunter, 
Charlie Brasher, Dylan Matthews, 
Eddie Vaughan, Liam McKenny,  
Zac Aufderheide 
MIDDLE ROW: Dyvondre 
Banderson, Kyle Smith, Jack Haddad, 
Jack Rudolph, Jayden Smith,  
Darcy Holmes, Kyle De Reuver, 
Luca Piantadosi 
FRONT ROW: Manish Augustine, 
Oscar Klose, Peter Orsto, William 
McDonald, Jayden Iuliano 
Tom Morgan  
COACH: A Lagos

10A
BACK ROW: Thomas Crettenden, 
Luke Signorello, Harvey Pedler, Jack 
Hodges, Wieu Duang Deng, Brandon 
Jackson-Martin, Jackson Thomas, 
Hugo Shute, Kye Butler, Hunter Elliott 
MIDDLE ROW: Anton Slivak, Tyson 
Bos, Mitchell Mann-Sommers, Kyan 
Brinkley, Darcy McKenny, 
Liam Delaney, Beau Baldwin, 
Connor Butcher, William Rowlands, 
Noah Hyde, Anthony Close 
FRONT ROW: Alexander Maio, 
Cameron Halse, Luke Homan, Jed 
Burton, Samuel Abishara, Aaron 
Zullo, Joseph Cusack, Wyatt Pisani, 
Vincenzo Blefari, Harvey Fleming, 
Owen Hickey ABSENT: Taylem 
Stubbs, Darcy Kelly 
COACH: M Mauriello 
TEAM MANAGER: A Callisto
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9B
BACK ROW: Tomas Bonelli, Blake 
Walker-Roberts, Sabastian Parrella, 
Tom Gadsby, Nicholas Agius, Boyce 
Currie, Lachlan Tripodi 
MIDDLE ROW: Izaak Hart 
Liam Coyle, Cohen Sobecki,  
Spencer Chenoweth, Liam Gibson, 
Anthony Hall, Aspen Davis, 
Maxwell Bowman 
FRONT ROW: Marcus Callisto, 
Michael Paradiso, Harrison Lynch, 
Thomas Grant, Jordan Bastin 
COACHES: A Byrne, W Warren 
TEAM MANAGER: G Aufderheide

8A
BACK ROW: Thomas Fotheringham, 
Jason Carpinelli, Julius Piro, Koen 
Forrester, Aaryan Sareen, 
Domenico Zappia, Zach Westwood, 
Lewis McDonald, Alexander Clark 
MIDDLE ROW: Angus Hale, 
Thomas Griffiths, James Allegretto, 
Walter Parkyn, Layth Nasser-Eddine, 
James Boffa, Bronte McCormack, 
John Dwyer, Jac Jones, Jordan Martin, 
Joshua Capitani 
FRONT ROW: Lucas Siciliano, 
Archer Dennis, Samuel Smith, 
Matthew Hockley, Liam Cresswell, 
Danyle Dobie, Jacob Marin, Oska 
Cameron, Noah Bischoff 
COACH: J Piro 
TEAM MANAGER: G Urbani 

PRIMARY A
BACK ROW: Archer McNamara, 
Christian Maher, Harry Maxwell, 
Lachlan Smith, Christopher Nicolaci, 
James Clarke, Fergus Myall, 
Max McCormack, Daniel Boulden 
MIDDLE ROW: Cooper Swain, 
Adrian Bruno, Hunter Wigzell, 
Sam Carey, William Fanning, 
Edward Elton, Nicholas Reid 
FRONT ROW: Alessio Maiorano, 
Kalan Marzullo, Lincoln Hatchard, 
Frazer Lawrie, Alexander Corones, 
Alec Cavuoto, Frederick Hancock, 
Matteo Maiorano 
COACH: Tim Baccanello
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4-5
BACK ROW: Samuel Clements, Joe 
Kernahan, Tanek Ozga, Jack Isaac, 
Miles Fotheringham, 
Nicholas Corones, Jakub Camm 
MIDDLE ROW: Thomas Hancock, 
James Leonard, Ryan Hanatschek, 
Ignatius Leonard, Jackson 
Lochowiak, Oscar Crafter, 
Lucas Maschotta. 
FRONT ROW: Nicholas Furst, 
Giancarlo Blefari, Ari Vanderwerf, 
Philip Junior A’Hang, Leo McDonald, 
Harry Osborn, Darcy Matthews 
ABSENT: Xavier Lehmann 
COACH: John Kernahan

PRIMARY B
BACK ROW: Tyler Dobrota, 
Jacob McIntyre, Jacob Osborn, 
Connor Grant, Oscar Teague, 
Bo Morton, Aaron Neander 
MIDDLE ROW: Alex Minicozzi, 
Luca Parker, Finley Allegretto, 
Alessandro Caroscio, Owen Lloyd, 
Will Thomas, Stefan Musolino, 
Bailey Patterson 
FRONT ROW: Armani Rahme, 
Sam Wakelin, Elijah Bischoff, 
Joshua Farrell, Ash Wakelin, Finn 
McNamara, Laith Saleh, James 
Scrymgour, Lachlan Mudge 
COACH: David Knight

2-3 

BACK ROW: Harry Isaac, 
Joshua Disciscio, Maddix Lee, 
Hugh Benzan, Luca Ricci, 
Emmanouel Pishas, Sahyl Soodan 

FRONT ROW: Sebastien Conhye, 
Sidney McDonald, Baxter Pollock, 
Archer Hatchard, Theodore 
Stephens, Francis Van Den Kieboom, 
Andrew Leombruno 
COACHES: S Lanzoni, D Carbone
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SENIOR BAND BACK ROW: Finn Pogas, Alex Trzcinski, Hussain Hardwarewala, Patrick Baldwin, Cameron Tunno, 
Jack Basso, Jack Rudolph, Daniel Leonard FRONT ROW: Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao, Mark Seneca, Jordan Zorzi, 
Connor Walker, Darcy Holmes, Christian Corbo, Dylan Skurray, Ciaran Byrne, Alessio Masullo ABSENT: Jack Kershaw 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: P Waterman

It was a challenging year for our many talented musicians with few performance opportunities due 
to the COVID-19 outbreak, but the College seized on whatever opportunities it could to enable our 
music students to perform. 

The Senior and Middle Rock bands entered the on-
line RockFest national band competition, with the 
Middle Rock band being shortlisted among the best 
acts in the country.

One early performance opportunity emerged when 
the Music Department saw a unique chance to 
honour Australia’s Servicemen and women on 
Anzac Day (which had been affected by COVID-19 
restrictions on large gatherings).

Rostrevor’s music students were encouraged to 
perform The Last Post in their driveways on April 
25. The video compilation of the performances –  
shared on television and social media both here and 

interstate – was warmly received by Old Scholars 
and the wider community.

Later in the year, Presentation Night was a great 
showcase of the musical talent being produced at 
Rostrevor. The Music Department ended the year 
on a fine note with the Music in the Valley concert, 
which enabled all of Rostrevor’s ensembles and 
bands to perform in front of their families on a lovely 
Friday evening.

Peter Waterman 
Head of Arts
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 SENIOR ROCK
BACK ROW: Charles Lynch, 
Christian Corbo, Dylan Matthews, 
Connor Walker 
FRONT ROW: Dylan Skurray, Jordan 
Zorzi, Marco Cerracchio, Liam Songer 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: 
M Tiggemann

SENIOR JAZZ ENSEMBLE
BACK ROW: Daniel Conroy, 
Izaak Hart, Harry Musk, 
Dylan Matthews, Cameron Tunno, 
Harry Myers, Nicholas Malatesta, 
Isaac Kelly, Charlie Crafter 
FRONT ROW: Joao-Paulo 
d’Assumpcao, Liam Songer, 
Anthony Close, William Semmens, 
Kobe Lovering, Lorenzo Moffa, 
Christian Laranjeira, Alecs Zorzi 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: G Osman

SENIOR VOCAL
BACK ROW: Jac Jones, Adam 
Hardwarewala, Hamish Scheid, 
Aaryan Sareen, Connor Walker, 
Marco Cerracchio MIDDLE ROW: 
Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao, Liam 
Songer, Tom Braunack, Jackson 
Harvey, Pellegrino Iasiello, Alessio 
Quirino FRONT ROW: Alessio 
Maiorano, Matteo Maiorano, 
Bailey Patterson, Daniel Boulden, 
Riley Sharp, Massimo Cerracchio 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: 
M Tiggemann 
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BIG BAND 3
BACK ROW: Eric Ciaramellano, 
Charlie Haynes, Marcus Marino, Aiden 
Jones, Christian Galloni, Anthony Close, 
Lachlan Smith 
MIDDLE ROW: Pellegrino Iasiello, 
Jackson Harvey, Connor Bohlin, Thomas 
Fotheringham, Tom Braunack, 
John Dwyer Sebastian Cramond 
FRONT ROW: Joao-Paulo 
d’Assumpcao, John Dwyer, 
Connor Walker, Liam Songer, Declan 
Coe, Braydon Bohlin, Adam Pergoleto, 
Alex Minicozzi, Alessio Fantasia 
Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao, Declan Coe, 
Braydon Bohlin, Liam Songer, Connor 
Walker,, Adam Pergoleto, 
Alex Minicozzi, Alessio Fantasia 
MUSICAL DIRECTORS: G Osman,  
P Waterman

SMALL JAZZ ENSEMBLE
BACK ROW: Jordan Zorzi, 
Hussain Hardwarewala, 
Christian Corbo 
FRONT ROW: Connor Walker, Joao-
Paulo d’Assumpcao, Dylan Skurray 
ABSENT: Jack Kershaw 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: G Osman

MIDDLE YEARS ROCK
BACK ROW: Nicholas Malatesta, 
Aaryan Sareen, Jackson Harvey 
FRONT ROW: Alessio Fantasia, 
Massimo Cerracchio, Alecs Zorzi 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: 
M Tiggemann
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JUNIOR YEARS CHOIR 

BACK ROW: Ryan Hanatschek, 
Finn-Michael Plummer, Samuel 
Pollock, Riley Sharp, Archah Parisi, 
Thomas Leombruno 

MIDDLE ROW: Giancarlo Blefari, 
Alessio Maiorano, Matteo Maiorano, 
Nicholas Furst, Matthew Rapuano, 
Riley Holling, Thomas Ford, 
Konstantinos Valakos, Marcos Georgiou 

FRONT ROW: Emmanuel Valakos, 
Sebastien Conhye, Baxter Pollock, 
Anthony Cerrachio, Jayden Smith, 
Luca Masullo, Matteo Condina, 
Mitchell Smith 

ABSENT: Jordan Becker, Miles 
Fotheringham, Philip Junior A’Hang, 
Sahyl Soodan 

MUSICAL DIRECTOR: Melissa Canil
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JUNIOR YEARS JAZZ BAND 

BACK ROW: Riley Holling 
Luca Parker, Vivaan Sareen, 
Bailey Patterson, Toby Papps. 

FRONT ROW: Kalan Marzullo, 
Thomas Koufalis, Joseph Beltrame, 
Alessio Maiorano. 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: E Degeorge 

JUNIOR YEARS ROCK BAND 

BACK ROW: Finn McNamara, 
James Hosking, Joseph Beltrame. 

FRONT ROW: Riley Sharp, 
Toby Papps, Marcus Hopgood. 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR: E Degeorge 

JUNIOR YEARS STAGE BAND
BACK ROW: Miles Fotheringham, 
Viviann Sareen, Charlie Cicozzi, 
Luca Parker, Bailey Patterson 
MIDDLE ROW: Oscar Crafter, 
Darcy Matthews, Kalan Marzullo, 
Zack Faraonio, Ryan Hanatschek, 
Riley Holling, Lucas Maschotta 
FRONT ROW: Emmanuel Valakos, 
Konstantinos Valakos, Alessio 
Maiorano, Ari Vanderwerf, David 
Smythe, Giancarlo Blefari, 
Sebastien Conhye  
ABSENT: Advit Kothari, Casey 
Mercer, Jordan Becker

MUSICAL DIRECTOR: E Degeorge 
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 SENIOR BACK ROW: Khye Madex-Hefford, Patrick Crowley, Jack Rudolph FRONT ROW: Ascenzo Equizi, 
Joshua Smith, Charlie Haynes, Ciaran Byrne ABSENT: Tony Simone COACH: W Hunt

Like most co-curricular activities, 2020 was a disrupted year for Pedal Prix. Over 40 students signed 
up for the sport this year and from January it appeared that with such great numbers we would need 
to make changes to how training, maintenance and team selections would be managed.

If you are new to Pedal Prix it is well worth checking 
out one of the races. The sport sees over 250 teams 
compete in six races that form the Australian Human 
Powered Vehicle Super Series (AHPVSS). There are 
seven different racing categories, Rostrevor College 
enters a Middle Years and Senior Years team in three 
races each year. The races include both 6-hour and 
24-hour formats that test both the endurance of the 
team and machine.

When Pedal Prix began in 1985, the initial challenge 
was closely linked to the Technology department in 
schools as an engineering challenge to create a pedal 
vehicle. Schools gathered at the old University of 

South Australia, Underdale Campus to complete riding 
challenges and be judged on their vehicle designs. 
Designs would include side-by-side tandem trikes and 
four wheeled machines. The following year, the event 
was moved to the Road Safety Centre on Oaklands Road 
in Marion where the safety specifications and riding 
challenges became more complex. 1992 saw the first 
race on a circuit, the Adelaide International Raceway at 
Virginia. The success here saw the introduction of the 
Murray Bridge event at Sturt Reserve in 1997. 

As safety standards and the competitive nature of 
the sport took hold, the idea of building vehicles from 
scratch in school technology facilities diminished. 
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MIDDLE
BACK ROW: Nathan Ferres, 
Liam Coyle, Blake Walker-Roberts, 
Zachary Montin, Aaryan Sareen, 
Christian Galloni, Jake Smith, 
Connor Bohlin 
MIDDLE ROW: Jacob Osborn, 
James Clarke, Tyson Martire, 
Maxwell Bowman, Riley Craig, 
Luca Piantadosi, Harrison Lynch 
FRONT ROW: Samuel Haynes, 
Oliver Jones, Braydon Bohlin, 
Edward Elton, Harper Lloyd, 
Dominic Rodighiero 
ABSENT: Robert Negoita 
COACH: W Hunt

Over the last five to ten years almost all schools 
choose to purchase faster and more competitive 
vehicles from suppliers such as Trump, Trisled 
and G-Trikes. Rostrevor College has two vehicles 
built from a local supplier named Trump Trikes 
Engineering (Named prior to Donald Trump’s 
Presidency). 

Students this year participated in small group 
training and maintenance sessions. Due to 
restrictions groups were organised into Year 
levels and met in the Metalwork workshop 
after school on alternate Tuesday afternoons. 

Sessions included vehicle maintenance including 
upkeep of drive chain, electronics systems, safety 
harnesses, and changing tyres and tubes.  

Students completed a roll over test to allow 
them to understand the importance of fitting 
their harnesses and shoes correctly. We also 
practiced driver handling skills on the basketball 
courts, had a one-day session at Victoria Park 
Racecourse and ran a beep test as part of the 
team selection process. 

Unfortunately, but understandably, the entire 
2020 session was cancelled due to COVID-19 

restrictions. The AHPVSS event management 
have already announced changes to the 2021 
season which will include races at The Bend 
Motorsport Park, this will help provide an 
opportunity for better social distancing. We 
would like to thank Bendigo Bank for providing 
our teams with a generous community grant to 
upgrade essential tools, equipment and spare 
parts ready for racing. Fingers crossed that we 
can have a successful race season in 2021.

William Hunt 
Manager
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The Rock & Water team worked industriously through 2020 to build skills in this activity which 
reinforces the skills of balance, coordination, self-confidence and self-control.

And what a year 2020 was! Being able to roll with the 
punches, be adaptable and resilient was something 
the whole country was dealing with. Rock & Water is 
a program developed by Dutch educationalist Freerk 
Ykema with an emphasis on physical-social skill 
development.

Max Hansford was always enthusiastic, he is a long 
standing member of the squad who has some highly 
developed self-defence moves. Max gives generously 
of his time and is keen to learn some new techniques. 
Noah Lim has come a long way in his confidence and 
general skill development, with both kata and sparring 
showing improvement. Alessio Quirino started this 
year and has enjoyed the activities especially Chinese 
Boxing and hold releases. Ben Caveney, now a senior 
member of the team, is both confident and proficient 
while being an exemplar and overall leader for the 
younger members of the group.

Isaac Kildare and Nathan Sharp attended several 
sessions through the year, listened carefully to 

instructions and participated in all activities. 

Unfortunately COVID-19 restrictions put a hiatus on 
our yearly trip to Iron Knob where we normally take 
part in orienteering, rock climbing, abseiling and high 
ropes activities. Hopefully 2021 will see a resumption 
of intrastate camps if COVID-19 is kept under control. 

Rock & Water is part of the Co-curricular offering for all 
students in the Middle Years and Senior Years, with the 
majority of students being in the Middle Years. Taking 
place on the stage area of Purton Hall, Rock & Water 
runs across all four terms of the academic year.

While I was on long service leave in Term 4, I was 
particularly indebted to the efforts and dedication of 
Tom Fleming who is a co-coach of Rock & Water. When 
he is not busy taking Rock & Water, Tom is the College’s 
ICT Network Manager.

Tony Purvis  
Rock & Water Coach

BACK ROW: Alessio Quirino, Isaac Kildare, Nathan Sharp FRONT ROW: Benjamin Caveney, Max Hansford, Noah Lim 
COACHES: T Purvis, T Fleming
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FIRST XI – BACK ROW: Michael Centofanti, Tommas Tunno, Noah Blazeka, Noah McNamara (Captain), Giovanni Elias, 
Lachlan Fusco, Ethan Centofanti MIDDLE ROW: Aidan Schirripa, Oscar Knight, Daniel Fedele, John Di Fede, 
Alessio Ruggiero, Alessio Melisi, Christopher Votino, Matthew Maio, Gianni Bergamin FRONT ROW: Luke Frangakis, 
Manas Bajracharya, Dion Meggetto, Adam Leombruno, Elian Pirone, Marco Matto, Daniel Frangakis 
COACH: Terry Frangakis TEAM MANAGER: Evan Pezos

It is with much pride and pleasure that I provide a summary of a First XI Soccer season like no other. 
In a COVID-19 year full of challenges, the First XI was a team to be reckoned with. It displayed the 
ability to adapt and a resilience both on and off the field to be proud of.

Success doesn’t happen by accident. It is always a team 

effort. Thanks go to our tireless Team Manager, Mr Evan 

Pezos, and our Director – Co-curricular Programs, Mr 

Luke Manuel, for their passionate support of the team. 

The amazing work they do behind the scenes provides a 

platform for success that I, as a Coach, am truly grateful 

for.

We started the season with our meeting in Kelty setting 

our measurable goals for the season and making a firm 

commitment to be true our core values and our strong 

Rostrevor culture. The First XI Team of 2020 wanted 
to leave a legacy and be remembered for its on-field 
achievement as well as how it conducted itself off the 
field.

It is safe to say we achieved both....

It was a season where our entire squad was stretched 
due to injuries and every single player played his part in 
our collective achievements, namely:

•  Winning our divisional group finishing on top and 
undefeated for the season;
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•  Making the divisional semi-final; and 

•  Winning Intercol against Sacred Heart 5-0 (the greatest winning margin 

since 2007) with a clean sheet which hasn’t been achieved since 2000.

This victory also made it the 11th straight year we have taken this trophy. 

We also won the prestigious State Final against Marryatville in extra time, 

which was live-streamed for all to see.

Most significantly, this became our 9th State-final victory making 

Rostrevor College the most successful school in SA for winning the State 

Championship trophy. This 2020 Rostrevor First XI team has certainly left 

a legacy to be proud of.

For me, this is all about our culture which is influenced by the behaviours 

we displayed throughout this difficult year. Culture is important because it 

defines you and your core values and identity. The members of the First XI 

team of 2020 have become wonderful role models for the next generation 

of Rostrevor players to aspire to. I look forward to the 2021 season, and 

beyond, in creating more memories and developing and nurturing the 

wonderful talent at Rostrevor College.

Terry Frangakis 

First XI Coach
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2020 – A Season to Remember
2020, the Year of Camaraderie, the year of COVID-19, but, more importantly, 
it was a year the First XI solidified its reputation as one of the best College 
teams to don the red and black. 

We began the season against Saint Ignatius, which boasted a strong line 
up, but nothing our group couldn’t handle. The defensive discipline and our 
attacking players had a field day defeating the Wolves 4-1. 

The following Wednesday, we faced Norwood Morialta High School for the 
very first time. It was a nail-biting victory over the boys from The Parade, 
and a cracking save from Lachie Fusco ensured a clean sheet was kept. 
Our 1-0 victory over the Eagles ensured the rivalry will continue for years 
to come. 

It can be said that our overall talent is what got us over the line against 
Pembroke. A quality finish from Noah Blazeka ensured that the first official 
three points of the season edged us closer to the top of the North Eastern 
Division 1 table. 

In the penultimate group-stage game, we faced a quality outfit in Prince 
Alfred College. This outing featured a brace from Alessio Melisi and a goal 
from Luke Frangakis. Defensively, a commendable save from Lachie Fusco 
and some great tackles by Michael Centofanti and Noah Blazeka, ensured 
we finished the game 3-1. The win secured three more points for Rostrevor, 
putting us at the top of the table, with our final outing of the regular season 
against Trinity still to come. 

A comprehensive victory against Trinity 7-1, ensured our spot in the 
semi-final of the Messenger Shield and also secured us a spot in the State 
Knockout competition against Nazareth. 

Our semi final was played at the Shores against Christian Brothers College 
(the Fins) but this one just wasn’t our game. We went down, and then 
found our feet again. We levelled, and then went down again. It wasn’t 
meant to be and it was fair to say that CBC was better on the day.

Although that result did hurt, our best game was to come at the right 
time – Intercol against Sacred Heart. Our first goal was a debatable one, 
but if you ask Ethan he would claim it every day of the week. Following 
this, goals from Melisi, both Frangakis twins and Blazeka helped us to the 
biggest Intercol win since we reclaimed the trophy 12 years ago. 

Despite this monstrous win, we had one remaining campaign to finish. 
The State Knockout competition saw another two quality performances 
against Nazareth and in the big dance against Marryatville. Goals for 
Alessio Melisi and a late brace in the final all but sealed another knockout 
win and brought a beautiful piece of wood home to Glen Stuart Road. 

Enormous thanks go to Mr Luke Manuel for believing in our group this 

year. Thank you for the countless hours you put in to make our season run 

smoothly. 

Secondly, on behalf of all the boys, I want to thank Mr Evan Pezos for the 

countless hours spent coordinating match days, which allowed our Coach, 

Mr Terry Frangakis, to focus on his coaching role. I want to thank you for 

driving those boys who couldn’t make it to the games by themselves. And 

I want to thank you for your countless emails and messages cluttering our 

inboxes.

Thirdly, I want to thank the three other boys who help lead the team this 

year, Gianni Bergamin, Alessio Melisi and Adam Leombruno. Without your 

leadership this year our team wouldn’t have functioned as well as it did.

Finally, and most importantly, our Coach, Terry. The countless hours put in 

away from the boys doesn’t go unnoticed and, although we may not see it, 

it shows on game day. Finally, thank you for all the late-night team sheet 

messages and discussions we have had throughout this year. I’m looking 

forward to having many more chats about football in the coming years. 

To the boys who still have years ahead of them, enjoy playing with your 

friends, enjoy wearing the red and black and enjoy your concluding years 

at school. They are the best, and I’d do it all over again. 

Noah McNamara 
First XI Captain
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2ND XI
BACK ROW: Marco Coscia, 
Michael Callisto, Joshua Borzillo, 
Fabian Di Iulio, Stefan Spiniello, 
Sebastian Russo, Nicholas Reu 
MIDDLE ROW: Manfred Obbiettivo, 
Julian Anibaldi, Connor Marinos, 
Daniel Malatesta, Nicholas 
Malatesta, Joshua De Conno, 
Brayden Matzick 
FRONT ROW: Matthew Coro, 
Jack Pinna, Jayden Iuliano, Manish 
Augustine, Giuseppe Ruggiero, 
Guiseppe Pesaturo

COACH: J Coop

10A
BACK ROW: Aidan Schirripa, Daniel 
Luccon, Jack Scicchitano, Massimo 
Carpinelli, Christian Corbo, Sebastian 
Severino, Sabastian Di Bacco 
FRONT ROW: Gianni Ruggiero, 
Gianni Chiuchiolo, Marco Cerracchio, 
Matthew Berlangieri, Rocco Puccini, 
Anton Piotto, Sebastian Mercuri 
COACHES: P Carraccia, I Macrellis 
TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel

3RD XI
BACK ROW: Nicholas Reu, Joshua 
Borzillo, Hussain Hardwarewala, 
Stefan Spiniello, Michael Callisto, 
Karim Chehade 
FRONT ROW: Giuseppe Ruggiero, 
Jayden Iuliano, Oliver Bishop, 
Connor Marinos, Nicholas Genovese 
COACHES: K Marinos, C Marinos 
TEAM MANAGER: K Hodkinson
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10B
BACK ROW: Marcus Bianco, 
William Inberg, Ethan Wise, 
Cameron Tunno, Max Lang, 
Sam Perkovic, Jake Fantasia, 
Joshua Smith, Jordan Anibaldi 
FRONT ROW: Jordan Caperna, 
Joseph Bonasera, Samuel Calo, 
Franco Scalzi, Jawad Chehade, 
Anton Tharakan, John Boccaccio, 
Jordan Vitagliano 
COACHES: S Nijhawan, C Piteo, 
J Ward 
TEAM MANAGER: J Kelly

9A BLACK
BACK ROW: Jack Lazzaro, Oliver 
Dalle-Nogare, Fabian Talladira, 
Ryan Borzillo, Robert Maio, 
Jakob Centofanti, Jake Boffa, 
James De Conno 
FRONT ROW: Matthew Maio, 
Thom Washbourne, John-Luke 
Gagliardi, Matteo Belperio, 
Samuel Iannace, Noah Callisto 
COACHES: E Centofanti, Z Centofanti, 
TEAM MANAGER: M Roberts

9A RED
BACK ROW: Eric Ciaramellano, 
Alessio Principe, Arnav Kothari, 
Moses Anei, Isaac Kelly, Fabian 
D’Alessio, Bhuvnesh Sharma 
FRONT ROW: Aniello Guzzo, 
Jacob Gatto, Fabian Pirone, 
Nicholas Moschetta, Oliver 
Centofanti ABSENT: Elliott Melino, 
Daniel Genovese 
COACH: M Marino 
TEAM MANAGER: M Roberts
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 9B
BACK ROW: Felix Raftery, 
Ethan Landolfi, Wieu Duang Deng, 
Lucas Gigos, Nicholas Spagnoletti 
FRONT ROW: Charlie Deane-Shaw, 
Arjun Sharma, Joseph Cristiano, 
Alex Alfano, Anthony Feltrin, 
Joshua Cirocco 
ABSENT: Alex Di Blasio, Jaeyeong Han 
COACH: Jack Atherton 
TEAM MANAGER: V Baclagian-Raicu

8A BLACK
BACK ROW: Henry Knight, Dante 
Ruggiero, Tyler Dalton, Vincenzo Scalzi, 
Kuach Kuach, Christian Berlingeri, 
Alessio Morgillo, Joel Tarca, Yel Akot 
FRONT ROW: Antonio Siciliano, 
Ashley Iuliano, Ignatius Crafter, 
Connor White, Thomas Mastrantuone, 
Joseph Terminello, Antony Rapuano, 
Alex Anibaldi, Lucas Vitagliano 
COACH: Martin White 
TEAM MANAGER: V Baclagian-Raicu

8A RED
BACK ROW: Anthony Luppino, 
Matthew Fedele, Anthony Corrente, 
Luka Marzullo, Massimo De 
Dominicis, Michael Caretti, Joe 
McGuire-Coward, Thomas Macri, 
Alexandros Kapiris 
FRONT ROW: Luke Spagnoletti, 
Jeremy Constantin, Alessio Varricchio, 
Darcy Murray, Addison Bell, 
Jesse Martire, Brandon Martire, 
Leon Ikonomopoulos 
COACHES: J Larkin, A Villano,  
J Reginato 
TEAM MANAGER: S Robinson
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7A
BACK ROW: Joshua Nacca, 
Dylan Atkinson, Alecs Zorzi, 
Ashwandeep Gill, Marc Tirimacco, 
Antonio Cavallaro, Matteo 
Spadabecchia, Alessio Quirino 
FRONT ROW: Julian Romeo, 
Rocco Calabria, Alessio Fantasia, 
Massimo Cerracchio, 
Samuel Haynes, Dominic Vottari, 
Lukas Bellden 
ABSENT: Gianluca D’Apice 
COACH: F Fantasia

6 

BACK ROW: Thomas Koufalis, 
Stefen Parletta, Zachary Kulonja, 
Taha Jawadi, Vivaan Sareen, Jaxson 
Cheshire, Alexander Iasiello 

FRONT ROW: Luca Fantasia, 
Max Wucsko, Sebastian Urbaniak, 
Cirahj Hamra, Toby Papps, Simon 
Vello, Chanho Jung 
COACH: A Pipe

7B
BACK ROW: Nicholas Babic, 
Declan Coe, Adam Pergoleto, Adam 
Hardwarewala, Massimo Bonelli, 
Alessio Salvati, Jake Polkinghorne 
FRONT ROW: James Corrente, 
Xavier Kelly, Rosario Merenda, 
Mishan Augustine, Josh Holt, 
Jay D’Aloia  
COACH: C Leddicoat
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5 

BACK ROW: Nectarios Georgiou, 
Riley Holling, Samuel Pollock, James 
Morton, Charlie Ciccozzi, Max Penna, 
Alex Ciaramellano, Luca Condina. 

FRONT ROW: Konstantinos Valakos, 
Thomas Leombruno, Zack Faraonio, 
Archah Parisi, Owen Tallis, 
Samuel Caveney, Marcus Hopgood 
COACH: N Ciaramellano

2-3 

BACK ROW: Ryan Li, Matthew 
Ferreira, Henry Askem, Daniel Piteo, 
Matteo Condina 

FRONT ROW: Cooper Shaw, 
Jason De Ieso, Anthony Cerracchio, 
Roman Papalia, Emmanuel Valakos 
COACH: M Askem

4 

BACK ROW: Marco Varricchio, 
Jake Minicozzi, Jordan Becker, 
Dan McGuire-Coward, 
Thomas Ford, Levi Ghedina 

FRONT ROW: Chase Campbell, 
Ryder Dalton, Levi Stewart, 
Tyler Cheshire, Alexander Babic, 
Marcos Georgiou 
COACH: M Hingston
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BACK ROW: Oscar Klose, Connor Walker, Tate Devries, Eddie Vaughan, Cooper Llewelyn, Rory Curtis, Samuel 
Abishara FRONT ROW: Jackson Harvey, Patrick Almendras, Ciaran Byrne, Anton Piotto, Kristian Almendras Fiore 
Donnarumma ABSENT: Jack Rudolph, Kade Maddigan, Peter Orsto, Walter Parkyn COACHES: D Walker, J Coro

Rostrevor was represented by three enthusiastic and competitive squash teams in 2020 with players 
from year 8 to year 12 taking the court each Friday evening in Term 3.

Skill growth and persistence were noted in the Middle 
Years Squash team. Jackson Harvey was appointed the 
number one position as a fierce and resilient leader.  
Kade Maddigan showed a continual desire to refine his 
game and a steadiness under pressure.  Walter Parkyn 
exercised his court craft and competed strongly while 
Fiore Donnarumma practiced hard and showed a vast 
improvement to hold his own.  The team performed 
well against tough competition.  

The Year 10 Squash side welcomed the valuable 
additions of Kristian and Patrick Almendras who aptly 
supported existing members Sam Abishara and Anton 
Piotto.  The boys were challenged by their opposition 
each week but the motivated players greeted the 
challenge with enthusiasm, smiles and laughter.  The 
boys’ positive attitude led to obvious improvement 
winning several points and rubbers each week.

The Open Squash side were spoiled to have a pool of 9 
players to select from each week and the eagerness of 
the boys was infectious.  A number of first time players 
were adequately led by the experience and prowess 
of Rory Curtis, Cooper Llewelyn and Eddie Vaughan.  
Rory’s skill execution and tactical awareness enabled 
him to play games on his own terms and Cooper 
even showed the humility to coach and support his 
opponents.  The team experienced mixed success, 
narrowly missing finals.

The rapid growth and development among our new 
recruits was a common theme across all year levels.  
The boys were a pleasure to coach with their positive 
spirit and excellent sportsmanship.

David Walker 
Coach
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BACK ROW: Oliver Kerkman, Finn Pogas, William Carson, Harry Myers, Cooper Llewelyn, Ethan Ferreira, Marcus 
Pipicella MIDDLE ROW: Zac Guth, Jack Haddad, Marshall Nitschke, Aidan Walsh, Zak Lewis, John Dwyer, Tom Braunack, 
Thomas Fotheringham, Angus Hale FRONT ROW: Alessio Fantasia, Nathan Ferres, Tiernan Fanning, Archer Dennis, 
Thomas Carson, Jack Fillmore, Robert Negoita, Alexander Corones COACH: J Myers TEAM MANAGER: A Whitefield

While 2020 will likely be remembered for all the wrong reasons, the story couldn’t be any more 
different for the Rostrevor Swim Team who produced one of their best seasons in recent memory.

In a slightly shortened season in Term 1, our boys 
were sensational. There were a number of weekly 
standout individual performances from the likes 
of Tom Braunack, Tom Carson, Marcus Pipicella, 
Zac Guth and Jack Fillmore, but arguably more 
impressive were the amount of students who were 
consistently beating their personal best times. This 
made the coaching staff incredibly proud, as a key 
mantra for the season has been a focus on the way 

we compete. Also pleasing were the number of new 

swimmers in Year 7 who swam for the College for 

the first time.  

Probably the highlight of the season though, was 

the team’s performance at the SA Secondary School 

State Championships. In what could be hailed as one 

of the great Rostrevor all-round team performances, 

our boys came from behind in the final race to clinch 
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first prize in the B-Grade division. 
With State records tumbling in the 
lanes around them, our boys were 
sensational across all age groups. The 
performance has now catapulted the 
team up into A-Grade, where in 2021 
we’ll be competing once again against 
the likes of St Peter’s and PAC. Bring 
it on. 

Finally, a huge thanks must go to 
coach Jack Myers for his passion, 
commitment and expert coaching 
which brings out the best in our boys. 
Also, we’d like to thank all of our 
wonderful parents who have taken 
on various jobs throughout the season 
and assisted with transportation. 
Our success in 2020 really has been 
a team effort and we are incredibly 
grateful for your support. 

We look forward to building on our 
successes in 2021. 

Adam Whitefield 
Team Manager
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This year’s Open Table Tennis team was made up of a lot of new team members having come up 
from the Middle Years team from 2019. The diversity and strength amongst the team however 
brought friendly rivalry between the group which continued into our Friday afternoon matches. 

An excess of student numbers to fill the one team 

meant training became very competitive. Inter-

school competitions became the best strategy to see 

who would play which position each week with only 

eight spots up for grabs this became a table tennis 

masterclass. This battle was led by our new recruits 

in Year 10 with Vinnie Malanese, Rocco Puccini and 

Ridheypreet Grover all fighting for the number 1 

spot. This competition only became harder with the 

late inclusion to the side in Thanh Nguyen who had 

previously captained the side in his middle school 
experiences.

To have such strong depth at the top allowed Captain 
Tristan Hunter and Year 11 teammates Kyle Smith, 
Hussain Hardwarewala and Alessio Masullo to battle 
for the middle positions within the team. This was all 
balanced with some new recruits to the table tennis 
realm in Anton Tharakan and Andrew Martino. Both 
were extremely loyal to the side sitting out when 
required to allow more experienced players such as 

OPEN A – BACK ROW: Ridheypreet Grover, Joel Condo, Nicholas Bianco, Hussain Hardwarewala, Kyle Smith 
FRONT ROW: Vincenzo Milanese, Rocco Puccini, Anton Tharakan, Daniel Ragosa, Alessio Masullo, Andrew Martino 
ABSENT: Tristan Hunter COACH: D Ryall 
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MIDDLE
BACK ROW: Marco Bernardi, 
Maxxim Barlow, Harrison Lynch, 
Alexander Clark 
FRONT ROW: Dominic Rodighiero, 
Benjamin Caveney, Stefan Shih, 
Thomas Huang 
ABSENT: Aaryan Sareen 
COACH: L Genner 

Nicholas Bianco into the side. A highlight for 
the year must go to Nicholas after winning 
his match against his Saint Peter’s opponent 
28-26 in the final set making his mum wait in 
the car for over 30 minutes.

After a very dominant year the award winners 
were very difficult to chose with a team effort 
by all but Best and Fairest was awarded for a 
consistent season to Kyle Smith with the Red 
& Black award given to Anton Tharakan for his 
continual commitment to both training and 
matches this season.

Daniel Ryall 
Open A Coach
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DRIVE TEAM – BACK ROW: Luke Washbourne, Andrew Condo, Patrick Baldwin, Brad Lymn 
FRONT ROW: Thom Washbourne, Karim Chehade, Giovan Gordo, Anton Piotto COACH: J Laginestra  
TEAM MANAGER: J Farmer

2020 saw a return to the Drive Tennis Competition for Rostrevor, and an increased enthusiasm from 
students to be part of the Senior Tennis program.

Term 1 saw the Drive team step up to the next level 
and play hard tough tennis, losing a few matches by 
only one set in their Saturday games. Furthermore, 
they participated for the first time in the Secondary 
Schools Knockout Competition, convincingly beating 
both Adelaide High School and Charles Campbell 
Secondary College, which meant that the boys made 
it into the finals round.

Unfortunately due to COVID-19, the boys were not 

able to play in the finals round at the end of Term 1.

A pleasing end to the season in Term 4 saw the Drive 

Team win two matches. Due to the overall success of 

the team in 2020 and its competitiveness, Rostrevor 

will be able to stay in the Drive Competition in 

2021.
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SENIOR
BACK ROW: Charles Lynch, 
Patrick Size, Darcy Holmes 
Kyle De Reuver 
FRONT ROW: Sebastian Rapuano, 
Samuel Abishara, Joao-Paulo 
d’Assumpcao 
ABSENT: Cameron Minuzzo, 
Pietro Cokaj, Thomas Carson 
COACH: W Sullivan 
TEAM MANAGER: R McCurry

MIDDLE
BACK ROW: Alessio Principe, 
Lachlan Tripodi, Lucas Gigos, 
Michael Caretti, Harrison Lynch 
FRONT ROW: Benjamin Caveney, 
Addison Bell, Ignatius Crafter, 
Oska Cameron 
COACHES: J Kanabar, J Terreux 
TEAM MANAGERS: L Bottin, 
V Baclagian

The boys have worked closely with Jay 
Laginestra as head coach again this year.
He has assisted in working with the boys to 
polish their games, cope with the increased 
level of competition, and support the boys on 
Saturday’s and throughout training sessions.

Thanks very much to the Year 12 students 
who have contributed to the Drive Squad 
this year, and for their commitment to Senior 
Tennis. 

Patrick Baldwin has been the Drive Captain, 
demonstrating a determination to succeed, 
and has fought some hard, tough battles in 
the number 1 position. Patrick has lifted the 
profile of Senior Tennis at Rostrevor, with his 
commitment to the program, and his passion 
for tennis and the College. 

Andrew Condo’s commitment to the team has 

shone through, his persistence and never give 
up attitude was advantageous to his game. 
Luke Washbourne has also been a steady, 
quiet achiever and let his tennis skills win 
games. Karim Chehade played a few games in 
Drive, and showed commitment to improving 
his game throughout the season.

This year also saw some new players to the 
Drive squad including Anton Piotto and Thom 
Washbourne, young and enthusiastic tennis 
players who are both calm and collected in 
high pressure situations, many of their sets 
going to tie breakers.

The depth of players in the Drive Squad in 
2020 has been extremely pleasing. There 
have been many players competing for 
positions for the games on Saturdays, with 
increased challenges between players in 

training sessions. Thanks to all those players 
who committed to the Senior Tennis program. 
Player numbers have steadily increased this 
year and Rostrevor has once again become 
competitive at the Senior level.

Julie Farmer 
Manager
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PRIMARY RED 

BACK ROW: Zack Faraonio, 
Luca Parker, Nicholas Corones 

FRONT ROW: James Scrymgour, 
Oscar Crafter, Samuel Katic

COACH: T Baccanello  
TEAM MANAGER: T Corones

PRIMARY BLACK 

BACK ROW: Sam Wakelin, 
Vivaan Sareen, Bradley Sweet 

FRONT ROW: Thomas Hancock, 
Max Wucsko, Frederick Hancock, 
Chanho Jung 
COACH: T Baccanello 
TEAM MANAGER: U Petrou

PRIMARY WHITE 

BACK ROW: Casey Mercer, Miles 
Fotheringham, Jaxson Cheshire, 
Toby Papps 

FRONT ROW: Nectarios Georgiou, 
Philip Junior A’Hang, Giancarlo Blefari 
COACH: T Baccanello 
TEAM MANAGER: G Georgiou
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4 

BACK ROW: Finn Morton, 
Jordan Becker, Jackson Lochowiak 

FRONT ROW: Harry Guan, 
Levi Ghedina, Tyler Chesire 
COACH: T Baccanello 
TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel

PRIMARY BLUE 

BACK ROW: Alex Ciaramellano, 
Jakub Camm, Zachary Kulonja, 
Oliver Teague 

FRONT ROW: Levi Ghedina, 
Jackson Lochowiak, Marcus Hopgood 
COACH: T Baccanello 
TEAM MANAGER: D Monaghan

2-3 

BACK ROW: Emmanouel Pishas, 
Amay Salaria, Maddix Lee, Matthew 
Ferreira, Agastya Datta, Daniel 
Piteo, Harry Ford 

FRONT ROW: William Cattrall, 
Roman Papalia, Luca Masullo, 
Baxter Pollock, Jason De Ieso, 
Cooper Shaw, Emmanouel Valakos, 
Mitchell Smith 
COACH: T Baccanello
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SENIOR TEAM – BACK ROW: Hunter Elliott, Booth Cassidy, Max Lang, Tyson White, Cody Elliott 
FRONT ROW: Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao, Ethan Wise, Darcy McKenny, William Inberg, Owen Hickey 
ABSENT: Joseph Cusack COACH: J Sutcliffe TEAM MANAGER: L Manuel

Open Volleyball 2020

The Senior Open volleyball team had a terrific season 
not only meeting, but far exceeding, the expectations 
and key performance indicators discussed and agreed 
upon by the team prior to the start of the season. 

The team, coached by Jackson Sutcliffe with 
assistance from Glen Urbani and Alex Cusack, 
relished in their opportunity to draw from the 
knowledge and experience of their coaching staff, 
laying a strong foundation of fundamentals, allowing 
them to advance their playmaking to a level beyond 
their own experience.

The team as a whole showed incredible maturity and 
leadership, with special mentions to Booth Cassidy, 
Darcy McKenny and Will Inberg for their willingness 
to improve their own skills, which in turn, vastly 

improved the team’s performance. Taylem Stubbs 
provided the team with a fierce outside hitting option, 
his unrelenting pursuit for personal consistency and 
quality exhibited true passion for the Red and Black.

With only one loss for the entire season - in its 
final game - the team showed commitment and 
perseverance when faced with adversity, repeatedly 
coming from behind in close matches; a trait 
that became a trademark thoroughly enjoyed by 
spectators and coaches alike. The players should 
be congratulated for their efforts throughout the 
season. As the results show, the reward had certainly 
presented itself to the ones who most deserved it.

Jackson Sutcliffe 
Coach
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MIDDLE TEAM
BACK ROW: Bronte McCormack, 
Cameron White, Nicholas Agius, 
Seunghwan Jeong, Henry Brand 
FRONT ROW: Joshua Farrell, 
Oliver Dalle-Nogare, Alex Alfano, 
Stefan Shih, Lukas Bellden 
COACH: A Cusack 
TEAM MANAGER: N McManus

Middle Years Volleyball – 2020

What a spectacular year! The Middle Years team achieved an incredible 
feat of 10 / 11 wins against some strong opposition to emerge as a team 
to be reckoned with in the future.

Team members ranged from Years 7 through to 9, with some of our best 
competitors coming from the younger year levels. 

Under the excellent guidance of coach Mr Alex Cusack, the boys’ skills 
developed significantly over the course of the year. Not only that, the 
enthusiasm and team spirit he engendered were a pleasure to behold. 

The overall skill level developed to the extent that the match-play 
showed great thought, planning and execution to the point where it was 

obvious the team, playing as a team, were almost unstoppable. There 
were too many highlights to record though special mention must be 
made of team players Alex Alfano, Josh Farrell and  Lukas Bellden, who 
not only embodied great team spirit but displayed outstanding abilities 
and the desire to show the competition that next year would be a 
difficult one to face the Rostrevor Middle team.

We are forever grateful for Alex Cusack, who ignited a fire within the 
Rostrevor Volleyball community by his example of dedication and 
commitment to excellence and good sportsmanship.

Neil McManus  
Manager
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WATER POLO
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MIDDLE TEAM – BACK ROW: Christian Maher, Harrison Brock, Izaak Hart, Henry Myall, Finn Wakelin, Joshua 
Mothersole, Charlie Crafter, Tom Braunack FRONT ROW: Max McCormack, Harry Maxwell, Fergus Myall, Thomas 
Carson, Alexander Clark, Nathan Ferres, William Fanning, Alexander Corones COACHES: T Carson, C O’Sullivan 
TEAM MANAGERS: A Robertson, J Coro

Middle Years 

The 2020 season started with a 
large squad of boys keen to learn 
the game. 

In Term 1, we played many schools 
with experienced players and we 
were often soundly defeated but 
players improved each game and 
towards the end of the term there 
were quite a few closely contested 
games. 

In Term 4, we gained a fine coach 
in Catherine O’Sullivan and this 
allowed the squad to be split into 
Year 9 and some Year 8s. This team 
played at the Adelaide Aquatic 
Centre. A second team was created 

with the remaining Year 8s and 
Year 7s. These games were played 
at Pembroke. 

With the increased game time for 
players in both teams, the players 
continued to improve. Players to 
consistently perform were Tom 
Braunack, Henry Myall and Finn 
Wakelin. 

Andrew Robertson 
Manager 

Open 

The 2020 Open water polo season 
started out with a small but 
enthusiastic squad. With only a few 
experienced players in the squad 
the focus was on developing the 

students’ skills and understanding 

of the game. While the results 

in Term 1 did not go our way, 

the students thoroughly enjoyed 

their involvement in the team 

and continued to develop. Term 4 

was a slightly different story with 

a few wins coming our way and 

losses to the stronger teams such 

as St Peter’s and Blackfriars. With 

a young squad and a very positive 

attitude to want to improve and 

learn, 2021 looks like a very 

promising year for Rostrevor Water 

Polo. 

Hugh Haskett  
Coach





COMMUNITY
The wider Rostrevor community, 
including the P&F, Foundation 
and ROCA
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PARENTS’ & FRIENDS’ 
ASSOCIATION
2020 Report

2020... what a year! As far as incredible moments in history, I have no doubt that studying this year 
will become part of the school curriculum.

As you know, the COVID-19 restrictions had a 
significant impact on the potential for the P&F to 
raise funds for the College. Not only were we unable 
to hold events, but the financial impact to most 
families had made it somewhat difficult to ask for 
donations. 

We were really lucky that we were able to find donors 
for the Intercol stalls and would like thank past 
scholar Christian Finocchio, Foodland, Spotless and 
other anonymous donors for their generosity at what 
ended up being the only fundraiser for the year. It 
allowed the P&F to raise over $5600. I am so grateful 
for all of the volunteers who showed up on the day to 
help run the stall.

There have been new faces on the committee 
this year, including mine, and I’d like to take the 
opportunity to thank Vice-President Britta Corones 
and Treasurer Claudia Callisto and acknowledge 
the tireless efforts of Natasha Aufderheide, Leanne 
Berich and Karen Tripodi in the football canteen. 
Special thanks go to Frank Ranaldo and Jan Hurley 
for all of their help this year. Hopefully, 2021 will 
allow us greater flexibility and I hope to see more 
new faces on the committee. Everyone is welcome.

Dianne Mahar-Versace 
P&F President
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FOUNDATION
2020 Report

Like all fundraising entities, 2020 and COVID-19 have created unique challenges in the progress of 
the Rostrevor Foundation’s annual efforts.

The Rostrevor Foundation, at its best, is a collaborative 

body and we feel privileged to be able to demonstrate 

its potential to our community. As with previous years, 

2020 commenced with a positive energy for activity, 

encouraging community members through awareness 

to drive improved fundraising (philanthropy). 

But, at the completion of 2020, we can only look 

forward to resetting the clock and reigniting our best 

laid plans from 12 months ago as we look forward to 

making some inroads around the following:

•  Promote an agenda of exciting community-based 

events (i.e. The Foundation Cricket Day) that will 

signify the presence of the Foundation and its 

purpose of supporting the College while bringing 

the Rostrevor College community together in a way 

that only we all know how – The Rossi Way!

•  Continue our endeavours of bringing the Entities 

together and building an unbreakable bond

•  Establish our Annual Giving Day where we can all 

come together and donate no matter how big or 

small knowing that our contribution has followed 

on from the footsteps of the past, enabling us to see 

what impact we can have in the present and all the 

while being the ones who set the path for those to 

come in the future. 

•  Continue to ensure that the Foundation investment 

funds are well supported and advised on by fund 

manager Rocco Zappia.

•  Workshop and establish a schedule of objectives 

and outcomes for the long-term success of the 

Foundation

We want to thank every one of those past and 

present contributors (especially during this year’s 

only fundraiser, the T20 Cricket Day event, raising 

approximately $12,000)  and know without them 

we would not have been able provide the assistance 

over the years that has provided the outcomes and 

facilities to the benefactors of the College - “our Sons”! 

However, the key to Rostrevor Foundation’s ongoing 

success is in the ability to maintain planning for 

the future in order to invest in the College’s Master 

Plan and programs through the generosity of our 

members. 

We would like to thank the members of the Board, 

a small team but with a big commitment and the 

dedication of both Jan Hurley, the College’s Business 

Manager, and Principal Brian Schumacher whom we 

wish all the best for next year in his EREA role. We 

also want to especially thank Cristina Clemente and 

Fleur Fotheringham for their time invested in the 

Foundation over the last few years as they retire from 

the Board this year.

Finally, the Rostrevor College Foundation will 

continue to pursue an ambitious agenda in 2021 

with initiatives that are designed to support the 

College and, through our members’ involvement, we 

hope to grow giving in such a way that it has positive 

and lasting impact on our whole community. So, in 

closing:

“There is no power for change greater than a 

community discovering what it cares about,”

and 

“No demonstration of graciousness, regardless of 

how little is ever squandered. Dedicate this day to 

your community.”

Danielle Scheid and Darren Furst 
Co-Chairs
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OLD COLLEGIANS’ 
ASSOCIATION INC
2020 Report

COVID-19 has had an interesting effect on all elements of our lives, but it is through COVID that I 
have seen the best Rostrevor College has to offer.

From arranging a supervised teaching space for our 
NT Boarders to attend in Darwin to enable them to 
continue with their education, to the strength and 
leadership shown by the College to ensure that the 
main priority, being the education of young boys, 
continues regardless of the environment.

Last year, in a joint meeting with the ROCA and 
Foundation before the Chair of the Board, the College 
executive made it clear that the priority was the 
education of future Old Collegians.

It was refreshing to hear that there is a renewed 
commitment by the school to better understand its 
historic relationship with ROCA and build on it in 
2021 and moving forward.  

The start of 2020 saw Steve Olech (‘91) come on 
board to undertake a strategic review alongside 
Brian Schumacher. As a fellow ROC I am happy to 
say Steve ‘gets it’, but with his extensive experience 
in Strategic Management and Business I am sure 
he will be promoting and driving some structural 
changes for the better.

It is well documented that there will always be a 
natural resistance to change, but please be supportive 
as I know the College is on the right path for a fruitful 
future. The College openly recognises this future 
needs the support of the past, the ROC Community, 
to thrive.

These changes will affect the ROCA, which I believe 
will be for the better based on conversations I have 
been fortunate enough to be involved in. I can see 
some much-needed structural changes around the 
format of the administration and a more aligned 
focus on our major annual events being the Old 
Boys Lunch, Business Lunch, reunions both local and 
interstate and fundraising.

As to the events in 2020, COVID-19 came at the 

wrong time. Just as things were being put in place 
for the year, the tough decision was made to suspend 
all events. 

On a brighter note, I am fortunate to be included on 
the Centenary Committee for 2023 Celebrations. The 
organisation of events for the year has started to gain 
some much-needed traction. With a raft of events 
already planned for the Centenary – many of them 
engaging with Old Collegians – the school is starting 
to sound out people who might want to get involved. 
If that is you, please reach out to the College.

Please get in contact to discuss anything that 
concerns you, or if you are willing to lend a hand in 
any way. As my father relentlessly drilled into me, 
‘he has a right to criticise, who has a heart to help’. 
Put simply, the best way for us to ensure the ongoing 
future and strength of the school we hold close to 
our hearts, is for us to stick together as a community.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Henry Critchley (‘12) who left his role in the College 
Development Office to follow love over the border to 
Melbourne. The silver lining is that I know this move 
will add strength to the growing Victorian reunions.

I would also like to welcome Jack Campion in the 
new role of Community Engagement Officer. His 
appointment to this new dedicated position will help 
Old Scholars young and old to remain connected to 
the College in the years ahead. 

To my Committee, thank you for your ongoing 
support. 

I look forward to many successful events in 2021 as 
we grow toward the Centenary Year of 2023.

Choomalacka!

Murph.

Patrick Murphy (’99) 
ROCA President
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ROCFC Division 1 - A Grade Grand Final Side 2020  (21 out of the 22 players in the GF side are Rostrevor Old Collegians’)

Thomas Innamorati (‘06), David Savino (‘07), Michael Saccardo 

(‘02), Nicholas Green (‘08) and Michael Pastore (‘00)

ROCCC team in action.

ROCFC Presentation Night
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SONS & GRANDSONS 
OF OLD COLLEGIANS

RECEPTION – YEAR 6

BACK ROW: Alessio Maiorano, Matteo Maiorano, Ignatius Leonard, Archah Parisi, Jordan Becker, Alex Cavuoto, Max Penna, Luca Fantasia Nicholas Furst,  
Marco Varricchio, Luca Condina MIDDLE ROW: William Cattrall, Marco Ricci, Matteo Condina, Daniel Piteo, Joshua Disciscio, Levi Stewart, Luca Ricci,  
Alexander Babic, Luca Masullo, Thomas Furst, Roman Papalia FRONT ROW: Dante Pastore, Michael Leonard, Angus Hehir, Nicholas Di Lorenzo, Josef Pfeiffer, 
Gabriel Leonard, Benardino Coscia, Dante Fantasia, Michael Donnelly, Hendrix Minicozzi
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YEARS 7 – 9

YEARS 10 – 12

BACK ROW: Angus Hale, Carlen Becker, Julius Piro, Noah Coyle, Felix Farmer, Christian Galloni, Cohen Sobecki, Robert Maio, Jacob Marin, Spencer Chenoweth 
MIDDLE ROW: Alessio Varricchio, Darcy Murray, Samuel Smith, Luca Piantadosi, Liam Coyle, Jack Haddad, Joshua Polkinghorne,  Harrison Lynch, Matthew 
Fedele, Sam Carey FRONT ROW: Oscar Saponari , Alessio Fantasia, Jaiden Calvaresi , Joshua Farrell, Jake Polkinghorne, Ashley Iuliano, Elias Leonard, James 
Hofmeyer. ABSENT: Aspen Davis, Bronte McCormack, Daniel Genovese, Harvey Wilson, Henry Knight, Jack Kelly, Jakob Centofanti, James Boffa, James De Conno, 
Joseph Terminello, Luca Mernone, Luca Metti, Marco Bernardi, Matteo Spadavecchia, Max Aufderheide, Michael Caretti, Michael Paradiso, Nicholas Babic, Noah 
Lee, Oliver Centofanti, Oliver Dalle-Nogare, Riley Mahar, Thomas Macri, Vincenzo Scalzi, Zachary Montin 

BACK ROW: Tommas Tunno, Mackenzie Best, Albert Connolly, Ned Carey, Samuel Rahaley, Cameron Tunno, Matthew Dnistriansky 
MIDDLE ROW: Giulio Priori, Hamish Shute, Charles Kemp, Jack Basso, Nazzareno Tatarelli, Fabian Di Iulio, Daniel Leonard, James Murray, Hugo Shute, 
Xavier Tranfa FRONT ROW: Daniel Fedele, Aaron Zullo, Jayden Iuliano, Sebatian Severino, Joshua Smith, Zac Aufderheide, Charles Lynch, Oliver Piro,  
Darcy Saponari, Stefan Maio, Anton Piotto 





DIRECTORY
The staff and students of 
Rostrevor College for the 
2020 academic year
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James Allan

Jack Campion

Anthony Beltrame

Jessica Coro

Timothy Baccanello

Stephanie Ciccarello

Lauren Bottin

Leanne Craig

Geoffrey Aufderheide

Melissa Canil

Beverly Beneke

Michael Coughlin

Vlad Baclagian-Raicu

Lisa Clark

Megan Bury

Henry Critchley

Sonia Bailey

John Coop

Anthony Callisto

Alex Cusack
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STAFF

Rostrevor College leadership, academic 
and education support staff

Maria De Ieso

Patrick Fairlie

Maria Dimasi

Matilda Fletcher

Paul Deegan

Julie Farmer

Donna Douglas

Catherine Forbes

Belinda DeConno-Coward

Nadia Fantasia

Amber Dodson

Nicholas Folber

Elias Degeorge

Angelina Fiorita

Natasha Edwards

Matthew Footner

Carlos Delgado

Thomas Fleming

Eugene Evans

Mary Ford
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Tom Hodkinson

Olivia Foresto

Connor McLaughlin

Anthony Lagos

Amanda Harfield

Sarah Mitchell

Jan Hurley

Tanja Gehren

Neil McManus

Luisa Lee

Linda Haynes

Michael Monda

William Hunt

Melissa Frasca

Robert McCurry

Nicole Laube

Hugh Haskett

Debra Monaghan

John Kelly

Lee-Anne Genner

Connor McNamara

Jennifer Leggett

Michael Hingston

Lynnette Moten

David Knight

Lauren Hanson

Annemarie Mein

Luke Manuel

Kerry Hodkinson

Mark Nitschke
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Tony Purvis

Debbie Oates

Richard Sachse

Andrew Robertson

Evan Pezos

Peter Steel

Stephen Rendell

Carolyn Pape

Brian Schumacher

Sonja Robinson

Adam Pipe

Laura Syme

Frank Ranaldo

Gregory Osman

Luke Salini

Carelyn Robinson

Theodoros Pezos

Philip Street

Mark Roberts

Karolina Pasierbek

Damien Silvestri

Tania Rogers

Angelik Pishas

Lauren Symons

Meegan Roberts

Una Petrou

Mark Simpson

Daniel Ryall

Julie Pratten

Adrian Terminello
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Deborah Winchester

Tess Thornton

William Trewartha

Maridel Tina

Michael Vickery

Adam Whitefield

Marnie Tiggemann

Glen Urbani

Daniel Torode

David Walker

Elizabeth Trasente

Peter Waterman
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ROLL CALL

DAY STUDENTS

A
Samuel Abishara | 10

Jett Adams | 7

Nicholas Agius | 9

Yug Agrawal | 8

Philip Junior A’Hang | 5

Yel Akot | 8

Alex Alfano | 9

Finley Allegretto | 7

James Allegretto | 8

Kristian Almendras | 10

Patrick Almendras | 10

Moses Anei | 9

Julian Anibaldi | 11

Jordan Anibaldi | 10

Alex Anibaldi | 8

William Anning | 9

Konstantine Apostoleros | 12

Theodore Ashley | 12

Henry Askem | 3

Dylan Atkinson | 7

Zac Aufderheide | 12

Max Aufderheide | 9

Manish Augustine | 11

Mishan Augustine | 7

B
Nicholas Babic | 7

Alexander Babic | 4

James Bafile | 6

Manas Bajracharya | 11

Patrick Baldwin | 12

Michael Banelis | 9

Vasilios Banelis | 9

Maxxim Barlow | 8

Raphael Barone | 12

Jack Basso | 11

Jordan Bastin | 9

Alexander Bayly | 8

Carlen Becker | 8

Jordan Becker | 4

Addison Bell | 8

Lukas Bellden | 7

Matteo Belperio | 9

Matthew Beltrame | 12

Jonathan Beltrame | 10

Joseph Beltrame | 6

Luca Beltrame | 3

Luke Beltrame | 10

Hugh Benzan | 3

Gianni Bergamin | 12

Matthew Berlangieri | 10

Anthony Berlingeri | 8

Christian Berlingeri | 8

Marco Bernardi | 8

Hashem Bhatti | 9

Marcus Bianco | 10

Nicholas Bianco | 10

Noah Bischoff | 8

Elijah Bischoff | 6

Oliver Bishop | 12

Noah Blazeka | 12

Vincenzo Blefari | 10

Giancarlo Blefari | 5

Archie Bloomfield | 7

Marc Boccaccio | 9

John Boccaccio | 8

Jake Boffa | 9

James Boffa | 8

Connor Bohlin | 8

Braydon Bohlin | 7

Kalan Bohlin | 5

Archie Boksem | 11

Joseph Bonasera | 10

Tomas Bonelli | 9

Massimo Bonelli | 7

Joshua Borzillo | 12

Ryan Borzillo | 9

Tyson Bos | 10

Daniel Boulden | 6

Maxwell Bowman | 9

Vincent Braile | 0

Henry Brand | 9

Charlie Brasher | 11

Felix Brasher | 11

Henry Brasher | 11

Tom Braunack | 8

Dion Bria | 9

Jordan Brinkley | 12

Kyan Brinkley | 10

Harrison Brock | 9

Adrian Bruno | 7

Connor Butcher | 10

Seong Mo Byen | 8

Ciaran Byrne | 11

C
Dylan Cabot | 4

Declan Cabot | 0

Gianpaolo Caingles | 8

Rocco Calabria | 7

Pascale Calabria | 1

Michael Callisto | 12

Luca Callisto | 11

Noah Callisto | 9

Marcus Callisto | 9

Samuel Calo | 10

Jaiden Calvaresi | 7

Oska Cameron | 8

Jakub Camm | 5

Chase Campbell | 4

Jordan Caperna | 10

Joshua Capitani | 8

Luka Carberry | 5

Zak Carberry | 0

Michael Caretti | 8

Ned Carey | 12

Sam Carey | 7

Hugo Carey | 11

Alessandro Caroscio | 7

Massimo Carpinelli | 10

Jason Carpinelli | 8

Thomas Carson | 11

William Carson | 11

Booth Cassidy | 10

William Cattrall | 3

Dion Cavaiuolo | 11

Antonio Cavallaro | 7

Benjamin Caveney | 9

Samuel Caveney | 5

Alec Cavuoto | 6

Michael Centofanti | 12

Ethan Centofanti | 12

Jakob Centofanti | 9

Oliver Centofanti | 9

Raphael Ceravolo | 12

Marco Cerracchio | 10

Massimo Cerracchio | 7

Anthony Cerracchio | 2

Karim Chehade | 12

Jawad Chehade | 10

Spencer Chenoweth | 9

Deborah Winchester

Tess Thornton

William Trewartha

Maridel Tina

Michael Vickery

Adam Whitefield

Marnie Tiggemann

Glen Urbani

Daniel Torode

David Walker

Elizabeth Trasente

Peter Waterman
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DAY STUDENTS

Jaxson Cheshire | 6

Tyler Cheshire | 4

Gianni Chiuchiolo | 10

Eric Ciaramellano | 9

Alex Ciaramellano | 5

Anthony Cicchiello | 11

Charlie Ciccozzi | 5

Tyson Cini | 11

Matthew Circelli | 11

Joshua Cirocco | 9

Alexander Clark | 8

James Clarke | 7

Samuel Clements | 4

Anthony Close | 10

Declan Coe | 7

Pietro Cokaj | 10

Peter Colpo-Strangis | 8

Beau Commerford | 0

Luca Condina | 5

Matteo Condina | 3

Andrew Condo | 12

Joel Condo | 10

Sebastien Conhye | 2

Xavier Conhye | 0

Albert Connolly | 12

Quinlan Connors | 9

Daniel Conroy | 11

Jeremy Constantin | 8

Harry Cook | 11

Christian Corbo | 10

Matthew Coro | 12

Alexander Corones | 7

Nicholas Corones | 5

Anthony Corrente | 8

James Corrente | 7

Marco Coscia | 12

Benardino Coscia | 1

Liam Coyle | 9

Noah Coyle | 8

Kaleb Crabb | 12

Morgan Crabtree | 12

Charlie Crafter | 9

Ignatius Crafter | 8

Oscar Crafter | 5

Riley Craig | 9

Sebastian Cramond | 10

Mitchell Crawford | 5

Liam Cresswell | 8

Thomas Crettenden | 10

Joseph Cristiano | 9

Patrick Crowley | 11

Boyce Currie | 9

Rory Curtis | 11

Thomas Cusack | 12

Joseph Cusack | 10

Luke Cusenza | 8

D
Fabian D’Alessio | 9

Oliver Dalle-Nogare | 9

Jay D’Aloia | 7

Tyler Dalton | 8

Ryder Dalton | 4

Ruben Daniells | 11

Gianluca D’Apice | 7

Joao-Paulo d’Assumpcao | 10

Agastya Datta | 2

Aspen Davis | 9

Joshua De Conno | 11

James De Conno | 9

Massimo De Dominicis | 8

Jason De Ieso | 2

Kyle De Reuver | 11

Adam De Vellis | 11

Charlie Deane-Shaw | 9

Angelo Deguglielmo | 10

Michael Del Casale | 11

Liam Delaney | 10

Alessandro Della-Verde | 12

Emmanuel Deng | 12

Mark Deng | 10

Samuel Deng | 8

Archer Dennis | 8

Tate Devries | 11

Sabastian Di Bacco | 10

Alex Di Blasio | 9

John Di Fede | 12

Fabian Di Iulio | 11

Nicolas Di Lorenzo | 1

Kristian Dimitriadis | 11

Matthew Disciscio | 10

Christian Disciscio | 6

Joshua Disciscio | 3

Matthew Dnistriansky | 12

Danyle Dobie | 8

Tyler Dobrota | 6

Fiore Donnarumma | 8

Michael Donnelly | 0

Oliver Dosen | 11

Adrian Dosen | 9

Isaac Doyle | 9

Matthew Draper | 12

Liam D’Silva | 12

Wieu Duang Deng | 9

Andrew Dunn | 8

John Dwyer | 8

E
Henry Eckert | 8

Giovanni Elias | 12

Cody Elliott | 11

Hunter Elliott | 10

Alec Ellul | 8

Dante Ellul | 9

Edward Elton | 7

Ascenzo Equizi | 10

William Evans | 12

F
Tiernan Fanning | 8

William Fanning | 7

Jake Fantasia | 10

Alessio Fantasia | 7

Luca Fantasia | 6

Dante Fantasia | 0

Zack Faraonio | 5

Felix Farmer | 9

Joshua Farrell | 7

Daniel Fedele | 12

Matthew Fedele | 8

Anthony Feltrin | 9

Ethan Ferreira | 7

Matthew Ferreira | 3

Nathan Ferres | 9

Jack Fillmore | 8

Matthew Fogarty | 12

Thomas Ford | 4

Harry Ford | 2

Jacob Formato | 11

Koen Forrester | 8

Lucas Forrester | 5

Thomas Fotheringham | 8

Miles Fotheringham | 5

Daniel Frangakis | 12

Luke Frangakis | 12

Lachlan Freeman | 7

Nicholas Furst | 4

Thomas Furst | 1

Lachlan Fusco | 11

G
Thomas Gadsby | 9

John-Luke Gagliardi | 9

Christian Galloni | 9

James Garner | 11

Charlie Gatto | 11

Jacob Gatto | 9

Nicholas Genovese | 12

Daniel Genovese | 9

Nectarios Georgiou | 5

Marcos Georgiou | 4
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George Georgiou | 0

Aidan Gerace | 11

Jack Gerschwitz | 11

Levi Ghedina | 4

Liam Gibson | 9

Lucas Gigos | 9

Ashwandeep Gill | 7

Giovan Gordo | 11

Massimo Granozio | 8

Thomas Grant | 9

Connor Grant | 7

Adam Greenwood | 12

Michael Greenwood | 12

Orlando Greer | 11

Thomas Griffiths | 8

Ridheypreet Grover | 10

Harry Guan | 4

Daniel Gustafsson | 1

Zac Guth | 9

Aniello Guzzo | 9

H
Jack L Haddad | 12

Ky Haddad | 11

Jack M A Haddad | 9

Jamie Haines | 8

Angus Hale | 8

Anthony Hall | 9

Cameron Halse | 10

Cirahj Hamra | 6

Jaeyeong Han | 9

Ryan Hanatschek | 5

Frederick Hancock | 6

Thomas Hancock | 5

Max Hansford | 8

Hussain Hardwarewala | 11

Adam Hardwarewala | 7

Izaak Hart | 9

Jackson Harvey | 8

Lincoln Hatchard | 7

Archer Hatchard | 3

Max Hawes | 6

Charlie Haynes | 10

Samuel Haynes | 7

Angus Hehir | 0

Angus Helbers | 10

Harrison Hersey | 12

Henry Hersey | 10

Samuel Hewett | 1

Samuel Hickey | 11

Owen Hickey | 10

Thomas Hill | 12

Lachlan Hill | 9

Matthew Hockley | 8

Mitchell Hockley | 1

Jack Hodges | 10

James Hofmeyer | 7

Riley Holling | 5

Darcy Holmes | 11

Josh Holt | 7

Marcus Hopgood | 5

Sebastian Horn | 10

James Hosking | 6

Thomas Huang | 8

I
Massimo Iannace | 11

Samuel Iannace | 9

Pellegrino Iasiello | 8

Alexander Iasiello | 6

Leon Ikonomopoulos | 8

William Inberg | 10

Jack Isaac | 5

Harry Isaac | 2

Will Isaac | 1

Jayden Iuliano | 11

Ashley Iuliano | 8

Fabian Izzo | 3

Roman Izzo | 0

J
Taha Jawidi | 6

Amir Jawidi | 1

Leo Jeong | 9

Aiden Jones | 9

Jac Jones | 8

Oliver Jones | 7

Henry Jones | 4

Chanho Jung | 6

K
Alexandro Kapiris | 8

Samuel Katic | 5

Aryan Katyal | 11

Andreas Kefalianos | 1

Darcy Kelly | 10

Isaac Kelly | 9

Xavier Kelly | 7

Jack Kelly | 7

Oliver Kerkman | 8

Joe Kernahan | 5

Nicolas Keros | 8

Jack Kershaw | 10

Mattis Kervin | 12

Ehsan Khelwaty | 12

Isaac Kildare | 8

Oscar Knight | 12

Henry Knight | 8

Zachary Koopmans | 11

Arnav Kothari | 9

Advit Kothari | 5

Michael Koufalis | 12

Thomas Koufalis | 6

Eli Krempel | 1

Garang Kuach | 12

Wieu Kuach | 10

Kuach Kuach | 8

Zachary Kulonja | 6

L
Dino Lacanale-Sacharias | 8

Dion Lally | 10

Ethan Landolfi | 9

Max Lang | 10

Christian Laranjeira | 10

Frazer Lawrie | 7

Jack Lazzaro | 9

Hayden Le | 9

Ethan Lee | 12

Maddix Lee | 2

Noah Lee | 7

Xavier Lehmann | 5

Adam Leombruno | 11

Thomas Leombruno | 5

Andrew Leombruno | 2

Daniel Leonard | 12

Elias Leonard | 7

James Leonard | 5

Ignatius Leonard | 4

Gabriel Leonard | 1

Michael Leonard | 0

Zak Lewis | 8

Ryan Li | 2

Noah Lim | 8

Patrick Linton | 0

Harper Lloyd | 9

Owen Lloyd | 6

Jackson Lochowiak | 4

Alastair Lord | 11

Kobe Lovering | 10

Finn Lovering | 6

Daniel Luccon | 10

Anthony Luppino | 8

Eric Luppino | 11

Charles Lynch | 11

Harrison Lynch | 9
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M
Alex MacDonald | 6

Thomas Macri | 8

Khye Madex-Hefford | 11

Lachlan Mahar | 11

Riley Mahar | 9

Christian Maher | 7

Alexander Maio | 10

Anthony Maio | 12

Matthew Maio | 11

Matthew Maio | 9

Robert Maio | 9

Stefan Maio | 11

Alessio Maiorano | 6

Matteo Maiorano | 6

Daniel Malatesta | 12

Nicholas Malatesta | 9

Luke Male | 12

Mitchell Mann-Sommers | 10

Marley Mann-Sommers | 8

Jacob Marin | 8

Marcus Marino | 8

Connor Marinos | 12

Jordan Martin | 8

Andrew Martino | 10

Tyson Martire | 9

Brandon Martire | 8

Jesse Martire | 8

Luka Marzullo | 8

Kalan Marzullo | 6

Lucas Maschotta | 4

Thomas Mastrantuone | 8

Alessio Masullo | 11

Luca Masullo | 3

Lewis Matsis | 12

Dylan Matthews | 12

Xavier Matthews | 7

Darcy Matthews | 4

Marco Matto | 10

Brayden Matzick | 11

Harry Maxwell | 7

Harrison May | 9

Bronte McCormack | 8

Max McCormack | 7

Leo McDonald | 5

Sidney McDonald | 3

Lewis McDonald | 8

William McDonald | 11

Zac McDonald | 11

James McFarlane | 8

James McGuinness | 12

Finn McGuire-Coward | 10

Joe McGuire-Coward | 8

Dan McGuire-Coward | 4

Jacob McIntyre | 7

Darcy McNamara | 10

Archer McNamara | 7

Finn McNamara | 6 

Noah McNamara | 12

Dion Meggetto | 11

Elliott Melino | 9

Alessio Melisi | 12

Colby Mercer | 9

Casey Mercer | 5

Sebastian Mercuri | 10

Rosario Merenda | 7

Reuben Mernone | 10

Luca Mernone | 8

Luca Metti | 8

Maxwell Michalanney | 11

Christian Mignone | 11

Vincenzo Milanese | 10

Alex Minicozzi | 7

Jake Minicozzi | 4

Hendrix Minicozzi | 0

Cameron Minuzzo | 12

Liam Mitchell | 7

Julian Mitolo | 10

Lorenzo Moffa | 10

Elijah Monda | 9

Zachary Montin | 9

Alessio Morgillo | 8

Bo Morton | 7

Finn Morton | 4

Isac Morton | 2

James Morton | 5

Nicholas Moschetta | 9

Joshua Mothersole | 9

Lachlan Mudge | 6

Fynnlay Mullan | 0

Orlando Muller | 5

Elliott Murada | 12

James Murray | 12

Darcy Murray | 8

Rocco Musitano | 10

Harry Musk | 9

Julio Musolino | 9

Stefan Musolino | 6

Henry Myall | 9

Fergus Myall | 7

Harry Myers | 11

N
Joshua Nacca | 7

Adreise Nasser-Eddine | 11

Layth Nasser-Eddine | 8

Aaron Neander | 7

Robert Negoita | 7

Thanh Nguyen | 12

Christopher Nicolaci | 7

George Nishabourian | 11

Marshall Nitschke | 9

O
Manfred Obbiettivo | 11

Peter Orsto | 12

Andre Ortiz | 11

Harry Osborn | 5

Jacob Osborn | 7

Jonathon O’Shannessy | 0

Joshua Owade | 8

Tanek Ozga | 5

Noah Ozga | 0

P
Angus Paech | 12

Daniel Palmato | 10

Matthew Palmer | 9

Erik Palushaj | 11

Roman Papalia | 2

Salvatore Papalia | 1

Toby Papps | 6

Michael Paradiso | 9

Archah Parisi | 5

Luca Parker | 6

Lucas Parletta | 8

Stefen Parletta | 6

Sabastian Parrella | 9

Anton Pascale | 7

Dante Pastore | 0

Diego Paterni | 8

Bailey Patterson | 6

Max Penna | 5

Jarrod Perazzoli | 12

Adam Pergoleto | 7

Sam Perkovic | 10

Max Perrotta | 10

Richard Perry | 1

Alexander Pertl | 9

Guiseppe Pesaturo | 11

Josef Pfeiffer | 1

Luca Piantadosi | 11

Luca Piantadosi | 9

Jack Piasente | 9

Jack Pinna | 11

Anthony Pinna | 10

Anton Piotto | 10

Edward Pipe | 6

Marcus Pipicella | 10
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Oliver Piro | 11

Julius Piro | 8

Elian Pirone | 11

Fabian Pirone | 9

Wyatt Pisani | 10

Emmanouel Pishas | 3

Peter Pishas | 0

Daniel Piteo | 3

Chase-Michael Plummer | 5

Finn-Michael Plummer | 4

Finn Pogas | 12

Joshua Polkinghorne | 9

Jake Polkinghorne | 7

Samuel Pollock | 5

Baxter Pollock | 2

Albi Prela | 10

Alessio Principe | 9

Giulio Priori | 11

Louis Puccini | 11

Rocco Puccini | 10

Q
Alessio Quirino | 7

R
Felix Raftery | 9

Daniel Ragosa | 10

Samuel Rahaley | 12

Armani Rahme | 6

Sebastian Rapuano | 10

Antony Rapuano | 8

Matthew Rapuano | 6

Rani Rasheed | 10

Benjamin Reid | 8

Nicholas Reid | 7

Nicholas Reu | 12

Luca Ricci | 3

Marco Ricci | 0

Darcy Richards | 12

Tom Richardson | 10

William Ridley | 11

Antonio Rocca | 11

Joshua Rodda | 8

Lachlan Rodgers | 1

William Rodgers | 0

Dominic Rodighiero | 7

Jaden Romeo | 10

Lukas Romeo | 8

Julian Romeo | 7

John Rovithakis | 8

Jack Rudolph | 11

Alessio Ruggiero | 11

Gianni Ruggiero | 10

Dante Ruggiero | 8

Giuseppe Ruggiero | 12

Sebastian Russo | 12

Tristan Russo | 8

S
Luca Saccone | 9

Christy Saji | 12

Amay Salaria | 3

Laith Saleh | 7

Alessio Salvati | 7

Harvey Sampson | 0

Darcy Saponari | 11

Oscar Saponari | 7

Aaryan Sareen | 8

Vivaan Sareen | 6

Franco Scalzi | 10

Vincenzo Scalzi | 8

Hamish Scheid | 9

Joshua Schinella | 8

Aidan Schirripa | 10

Jack Scicchitano | 10

Adrian Scopelliti | 11

Angus Scrymgour | 9

James Scrymgour | 6

Alexander Sellmann | 8

William Semmens | 11

Mark Seneca | 10

Abraham Seo | 8

Sebastian Severino | 10

Anthony Shadiac | 11

Arjun Sharma | 9

Bhuvnesh Sharma | 9

Nathan Sharp | 8

Riley Sharp | 6

Cooper Shaw | 2

Stefan Shih | 8

Hamish Shute | 12

Hugo Shute | 10

Antonio Siciliano | 8

Lucas Siciliano | 8

Sukhsehaj Sidhu | 10

Luke Signorello | 10

Zachary Silvestri | 11

Tony Simone | 12

Jake Sincock | 11

Kanwartej Singh | 11

Parth Singh | 7

Patrick Size | 11

Dylan Skurray | 11

Jake Slivak | 12

Anton Slivak | 10

Harrison Smith | 9

Lachlan Smith | 7

Jayden Smith | 12

Kyle Smith | 11

Jayden Smith | 4

Mitchell Smith | 2

Joshua Smith | 11

Jake Smith | 9

Joshua Smith | 10

Samuel Smith | 8

David Smythe | 5

Cohen Sobecki | 9

Liam Songer | 11

Aekas Soodan | 1

Sahyl Soodan | 3

Vivaan Soodan | 1

Kodi Sordillo | 10

Matteo Spadavecchia | 7

Nicholas Spagnoletti | 9

Luke Spagnoletti | 8

Charlie Spajic | 10

Benjamin Spehr | 9

Alexander Spencer | 8

Stefan Spiniello | 12

Theodore Stephens | 2

Luca Stepic | 11

Antony Stepic | 9

Damon Stepic | 9

Levi Stewart | 4

Domenic Strangio | 12

Cooper Swain | 7

Bradley Sweet | 6

T
Daniel Taddeo | 11

Fabian Talladira | 9

Owen Tallis | 5

Nicholas Tallowin | 11

Joel Tarca | 8

Nazzareno Tatarelli | 12

Oscar Teague | 7

Oliver Teague | 6

Joseph Terminello | 8

Ashton Thamm | 10

Anton Tharakan | 10

Jack Thoday | 12

Luke Thoday | 10

Jackson Thomas | 10

Will Thomas | 7

Luke Tirimacco | 10

Marc Tirimacco | 7

Matthew Tirri | 11

Marcus Tosh | 11

Xavier Tranfa | 12

Zachary Tripodi | 11

Lachlan Tripodi | 9
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Alexander Trzcinski | 12

Tommas Tunno | 12

Cameron Tunno | 10

U
Cooper Urban-Burrows | 7

Sebastian Urbaniak | 6

V
Konstantinos Valakos | 5

Emmanuel Valakos | 2

Jacob Van Den Kieboom | 12

Luke Van Den Kieboom | 9

Francis Van Den Kieboom | 3

Jay Vanderwerf | 7

Ari Vanderwerf | 4

Alessio Varricchio | 8

Marco Varricchio | 4

Archie Vawser | 8

Alexander Vello | 10

Simon Vello | 6

Jordan Vitagliano | 10

Lucas Vitagliano | 8

Christopher Votino | 12

Domenic Vottari | 7

W
Finn Wakelin | 9

Ash Wakelin | 7

Sam Wakelin | 6

Connor Walker | 11

Blake Walker-Roberts | 9

Tyson Walls | 11

Aidan Walsh | 11

Samuel Warren | 12

Thomas Warren | 12

Luke Washbourne | 12

Thomas Washbourne | 9

Sebastian Waters | 7

Zach Westwood | 8

Connor White | 8

Harrison White | 10

Tyson White | 11

Cameron White | 8

Mitchell White | 7

Luke Wielgosz | 7

Aristo Wiguna | 1

Hunter Wigzell | 7

Cody Willmott-Taylor | 9

Harvey Wilson | 9

Ethan Wise | 10

Harrison Wright | 11

Kane Wright | 7

Rylan Wright | 3

Yongde Wu | 10

Max Wucsko | 6

Z
Domenico Zappia | 8

Domenico Zappia | 0

Jordan Zorzi | 11

Alecs Zorzi | 7

Aaron Zullo | 10

Dezrin Anzac | 9

Beau Baldwin | 10

Dyvondre Banderson | 11

Laquell Banderson | 9

Thomas Belluzzo | 11

Mackenzie Best | 12

Jett Boxer | 12

Joshua Bradford | 11

Thomas Bradford | 11

Jed Burton | 10

Kye Butler | 10

Tyrel Corey | 10

Tyson Cronin | 10

Jasch Davis | 9

Jakob De Santis | 9

Liam Delaney | 10

Brodie Elefsen | 11

Harvey Fleming | 10

Jayden Gale | 11

Stuart Greenslade | 11

Jamal Harradine | 11

Luke Homan | 10

Tristan Hunter | 11

Noah Hyde | 10

Hugh Jackson | 12

Brandon Jackson-Martin | 10

Ray-Keam Kells | 11

Charles Kemp | 11

Jak Kennedy | 10

Kynan Kenny | 12

Oscar Klose | 12

Theologos Kortesis | 12

Calem Krollig | 11

Thomas Laas | 11

Ethan Langley | 11

Cooper Llewelyn | 12

Zakeriah Lovegrove | 12

Brad Lymn | 11

Kade Maddigan | 9

Harold Marrayna | 10

Hamish May | 12

Lachlan McFarlane | 12

Liam McKenny | 12

Darcy McKenny | 10

Lachlan Meeke | 11

Jaziah Miller | 12

Tom Morgan | 11

Peter Orsto | 12

Kuranye Owen | 11

Zaivier Page | 9

Walter Parkyn | 8

Harvey Pedler | 10

Jesse Pittaway | 11

Max Ramsey | 11

Jazper Reardon | 11

Charlie Richardson | 11

Nash Richman | 11

Trent Roper | 11

Alex Rossi | 12

William Rowlands | 10

Harrison Scholz | 12

Jaquan Scott | 12

Dylan Seden-Kurnoch | 9

Denzel Smith | 12

Thomas Snowball | 11

Taylem Stubbs | 10

Regan Taheny | 11

Jesse Trevor | 11

Orlando Turner | 9

Eddie Vaughan | 12
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